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Progress is threatened by cuts In spite of the progress made, prisons remain caught between the irresistible force of an increasing population and the immovable object of budget cuts warns Anne Owers HM Chief Inspector of Prisons, in her eighth and final Annual Report



O



vercrowding and budget cuts risk instability and could put in danger work undertaken to successfully restore and redeem the lives of countless prisoners. The Chief Inspector said progress has been made since she took on the job eight years ago, with the focus on decency and changing the culture in prisons in England and Wales. ‘Population pressure affects the whole system - stretching resources, keeping in use buildings that ought to be condemned, doubling-up prisoners in crowded cells’, she said.



The Annual Report is illustrated with prisoners’ paintings showcased in the 2009 Koestler Exhibition to highlight the importance of art and drama in the process of restoring peoples lives. Resettlement, described by the Chief Inspector as ‘an add-on’ in 2002, is now seen as a core part of a prison’s function - though the Prisoner Survey Responses (page 10) suggest that ‘so far, only for a minority of prisoners and with varied degrees of engagement and expertise’.



HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales Annual Report 2008-09. Presented to Parliament on 23 February 2010



‘All-white juries do not discriminate’ Juries overall appear ‘efficient and effective’ and convict on almost two thirds of all charges presented to them, according to a ground-breaking study by the Ministry of Justice into the secrets of the jury room. Paul Sullivan reports The study, in which 70,000 trials were analysed, conducted by Professor Cheryl Thomas of University College London, found that contrary to popular belief and previous government reports, juries actually convict more often than they acquit in rape cases. A previous Home Office study claiming that jury acquittals were more common than convictions was based on only 181 verdicts in a



All Walks of Life, HMP Peterborough, Koestler Platinum Award (recycling or papier mache) as illustrated in HMCIP Annual Report 2008-09



few courts. The current study was based on more than 4,000 jury rape verdicts between 2006 and 2008. However, two-thirds of jurors do not understand what judges tell them about the law when they retire to consider their verdicts. Most jurors (67%) also felt they should be given more information, preferably in writing, about how to conduct deliberations and half are not sure what to do if something ‘improper’ such as bullying - goes on in the jury room. The research, the first of its kind, found that the greater number of charges, the greater the likelihood of a guilty verdict, rising steeply from 40 per cent with one charge to 80 per



cent with five charges. The Report concluded that juries, including all white ones, are not racially prejudiced. The figures show that juries treat black and white defendants equally. Professor Thomas said the findings that all-white juries do not discriminate was ‘an extremely important conclusion which is highly reliable’. Jurors, she said, were more likely to convict a white defendant accused of assaulting a black victim compared with a white victim. Nor did white jurors serving on all-white juries racially stereotype defendants as people likely to commit certain offences, based on race. Are juries fair? Ministry of Justice February 2010
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If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.
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a voice for prisoners since 1990 the national newspaper for prisoners published by Inside Time Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of New Bridge, a charity founded in 1956 to create links between the offender and the community. Inside Time is wholly responsible for its editorial contents. All comments or any complaint should be directed to the Managing Editor and not to New Bridge.
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Chris Thomas - Chief Executive, New Bridge © Foundation. a not profit



The Editorial Teamorganisation



Rachel Billington Novelist and Journalist



John Bowers Writer and former prisoner



Veterans in prison ..................................................... Michael Crossland - HMP Parkhurst Ever since I came to prison I have read Inside Time with great interest. There are now more and more people writing in about ex-serviceman in prison; reputed previously to be around 8% of the prison population, although official Ministry of Justice figures show for the first time there are actually 2,500 ex-servicemen in prison in England and Wales. I’m one of these former servicemen and



imagine my surprise when being sent to Parkhurst, alleged to be a ‘hell hole’. However, I am glad to say it is not and lots of the staff are ex-service as well and trying hard to make a go of VIPA (Veterans in Prison Association). ‘Parkhurst Detachment 101’ is a group of prisoners and officers working together to help each other and themselves with the help of outside people like SSAFA, the Royal British Legion and Combat Stress. We have our own website for everyone to look at, so the mates we have on the outside can join. Officer Wilson has done a lot of hard work setting VIPA up at Parkhurst and does a lot of graft in his own time, as do the older officers. He and Governor Thurbin have gone a long way and even got Simon Weston as a patron for VIPA to help give us prominence. We have had two parades so far; one being for Remembrance Day and the other when we were awarded our Veteran’s badges which was done through VIPA. We are hoping VIPA can go world-wide. It is open to any ex-service person, no matter what country they served. It is not offence related, so everyone mixes together … so what are you waiting for? Let’s make a voice for ourselves!



Ban all porn magazines



..................................................................................................... David Palmer - Co-ordinating Catholic Chaplain, HMP Lindholme I am the Catholic Chaplain at Lindholme and write to support John O’Reilly’s letter in your February issue regarding discrimination at HMP Dovegate. The idea that gay men can’t possess gay porn, whereas heterosexual men are allowed ‘girly mags’, is clearly discriminatory. It would seem to me that any magazine that objectifies human beings and turns them into sex objects, rather than recognising their humanity, is unacceptable. It isn’t fair that women should be exploited as sex objects while gay men are protected. I would suggest that (in complete agreement with Mr O’Reilly) there should be no discrimination on grounds of sex/or sexuality and the Director of Dovegate should ban all porn magazines.
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Access to digital system



..................................................... Nick Heer - HMP Onley Am I correct in thinking that when the new digital TV system takes over we, as offenders, will have access to all the channels offered? I ask because I am currently residing at HMP Onley on their new ‘well behaved’ wing which only offers us the normal channels (1-5) plus four more (ITV2/Sky Sports News/Film 4/BBC News). Can Inside Time tell me whether this will be the norm for all prisons and who decides what channels we will be allowed? And if all channels will be permitted then why are we not allowed to buy our own Freeview boxes? Taking into consideration the long hours we spend behind our doors, surely consenting to us being able to buy our own boxes would be a logical decision and not a luxury; as it will be the norm on TV for all of the UK by 2012.



The Ministry of Justice writes: Under



the digital migration programme, when the new digital TV system becomes available within an establishment then prisoners will have access to nine freeview channels. The nine channels are: BBC1, BBC2, ITV1, Channel 4, Channel 5, Sky Sports News, ITV3, TMF (The Music Factory) and Film 4. Each establishment will have these channels installed as part of the rollout, however it is open to the governor to agree to the retuning of any of these channels (providing the substitute channel is a free to air channel) if they wish to do so. It will be the governor’s responsibility to ensure that any channel chosen is suitable for viewing in a prison. Prisoners are no longer able to purchase their own Freeview boxes as these are not compatible with the digital systems being installed. No prisoners in public sector prisons have access to satellite TV in their cells. A small number of prisons have satellite TV in association. There has been recent press speculation about the use of flat screen televisions in-cell. I can confirm that the prison service has no plans at present to replace standard CRT televisions with flat screen televisions.
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children in custody following a complaint made to the Information Commissioner. The YJB refused however to release some details of the manual, which includes so-called ‘distraction techniques’, or the deliberate infliction of pain on children for the purpose of control: one technique, known as the ‘nose distraction technique’, authorises staff to punch resisting children on the nose. The Information Commissioner’s office ruled there is a significant public interest in releasing the manual in full, based on the level of public debate and controversy surrounding the use of physical restraint on children in custody. The YJB appealed the order on the grounds that releasing such information would ‘prejudice security’.



Star Letter of the Month



Congratulations to John Bowden who wins our £25 cash prize for this month’s Star Letter.



‘Institutionalised child abuse’ ................................................................................................... John Bowden - HMP Glenochil Five years after the deaths of Adam Rickwood and Gareth Myatt at the hands of staff in secure training units for juvenile offenders, and an independent inquiry into the use of physical restraint techniques against children in custody, the level of violence and physical force used against inmates of children’s prisons continues to increase. A Freedom of Information request to the Ministry of Justice has revealed that in the space of only a year, the number of times physical restraint was used in youth offenders’ institutions increased by 25% - from 3,409 between April 2007 and March 2008 to 4,274 between April 2008 and March 2009.



Correct procedure?



Castington young offenders institute has witnessed a 20% rise in physical restraint from 187 in 2007/08 to 225 in 2008/09. News of this increase comes after an urgent review was ordered when an inspection revealed at least seven young people at Castington had suffered fractures in the space of two years. In the Hassockfield secure training centre, where Adam Rickwood died, there has been a 5% increase in instances of restraint since his death. The statistics also show restraint was used a total of 338 times at Cookham Wood YOI in 2009. In December 2008, the institution was slammed as ‘seriously unsafe’ by inspectors. In January this year the Youth Justice Board (YJB) was ordered to release a manual detailing controversial restraint methods used on



All the evidence suggests that a culture of ‘restraint’ and physical repression chiefly characterises the treatment of children in custody and in such an endemic way that children confined to such closed penal-like institutions are at serious risk of injury and even death. The truth is that socially disadvantaged and already damaged children, some with severe psychological and behavioural problems, are being subjected to regimes and methods of control within state institutions that are significantly brutalising them and re-enforcing the lesson that power equals violence and brutality. This is a very real crime and represents a systematic and institutionalised form of child abuse that, were it taking place in a poor third world country for example, would be universally condemned. In modern democratic Britain, however, with one of the lowest ages of criminal responsibility and highest rate of incarceration of children in Europe, the demonization and criminalisation of poor working class children is perfectly acceptable, as is their brutalisation, abuse and sometimes murder in state-run institutions.



.....................................................



TRINITY SOLICITORS



Carl Badby - HMP Buckley Hall



PRISON LAW, CRIMINAL DEFENCE & MENTAL HEALTH LAW SPECIALISTS



On Voluntary Drug Tests, can officers make inmates lift their genitals? Surely as the VDT is what it states, i.e. ‘voluntary’, this cannot be correct procedure?



A Personal Service and Unique Approach to Every Matter • Licence Recalls • Adjudications • Tariff Reductions • Categorisation • Judicial Reviews • Criminal Cases Reviews • HDC, MDT, VDT, ROTL



The Ministry of Justice writes: We can confirm that there is no mandatory requirement for prisoners to “lift their genitals” during sample provision. When providing a sample, the privacy of the prisoner should not be infringed unnecessarily. Indirect observation can be undertaken with the use of a strategically placed mirror, a low level screen or simply watching the prisoner from behind. In the absence of direct observation of the sample provision process, the best safeguard is to conduct a thorough search of the prisoner and ensure that the sample is checked if temperature, appearance and smell comply with regulations.



Deaf prisoners



.................................................. Are you deaf? What do you think about the way that deaf prisoners are treated? I am currently doing research about deaf people in prison and want to hear from you about your experiences. If you have something constructive to say, please contact me: Daniel McCulloch, c/o Centre for Applied Criminology, Birmingham City University, City North Campus, Perry Barr, Birmingham B42 2SU. Please respond ASAP or by the 30th of April at the latest.
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A b i , P a u l a , Vi c t o r o r R e m m y 61a West Ham Lane London E15 4PH



LET US HELP YOU DO NOT DELAY CONTACT US TODAY



0208 555 3030 or 01245 505399



24 hour Emergency Service: 07947 100880
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Safer prisons ..................................................... Kenneth Denton - HMP Leeds Following my contribution published in your January issue about the Safer Prisons Team here at HMP Leeds, I had a fantastic response from prisoners all over the country. Many told me they have similar schemes set up; some even wanted help to set up a scheme in their prison, however nearly everybody that contacted me was wholly supportive in what we are trying to achieve. Here at Leeds we know we will never fully eradicate bullying and violence, however we can make it a safer place. Some people might think we are nothing but ‘screw boys’ and ‘grasses’, but they couldn’t be further from the truth. Our Safer Prisons reps promote the work the Safer Prisons Team do and attend monthly meetings to get their point across as to what will enhance their own wings and improve the standard of prison life. The reps work alongside Listeners, Race reps and Healthcare reps and everybody who is a rep on any of the schemes gets an opportunity to share ideas. From what I have seen in the replies I had, many prisoners are against bullying and violence and just want to do their sentence in a safe environment. At one point, Leeds had a label as a ‘bad jail’, however over the past few years, with the improvements made, it has become a better jail altogether and with schemes like we have set up it can only continue to improve. If anyone wants to share ideas or set up a scheme like ours then contact me: Kenneth Denton A7085AA, Safer Prisons Co-ordinator, HMP Leeds, Leeds LS12 2TJ.



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.
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Retaining enhanced



.....................................................



The healing process .......................................................................................................



Bobby Chambi - HMP Risley



Helen Chown



I am a mandatory lifer and over the last twelve years have read Inside Time and found the content very interesting. I know that in the past, inmates have complained after being downgraded from enhanced to standard simply for being transferred between establishments, and then told they will be assessed after three months and if they fit the criteria they will be upgraded back to enhanced. I know from experience that by the time we are assessed and upgraded it can take six months! PSO 4000 states that prisoners’ enhanced status should follow them from prison to prison, however we all know that this is not what happens. Therefore could you confirm that I am right in my understanding of this procedure? If I am, what is the purpose of having PSOs if governors choose to use them at their discretion?



The Ministry of Justice writes: Regarding the retention of Enhanced Status on the IEP scheme when transferring from one prison to another, the Incentives & Earned Privileges policy is set out in PSO 4000, which can be viewed in your prison library. As stated at paragraph 2.23; it is the expectation that prison establishments’ local IEP schemes must allow prisoners on progressive transfer to retain their privilege level. Therefore prisoners who were on ‘enhanced’ at their previous establishment should be able to retain this level once it has been confirmed with their previous establishment. Paragraph 3.14 goes into greater detail about retention of privilege level and that prisoners on transfer should be quickly assessed, within two weeks wherever possible, after arrival to ensure they have been placed on the appropriate level.



For a variety of reasons, it is not unusual for prisoners to want to die. Some, sadly, succeed, but many are rescued and gradually recover the will to live. I worked for more than ten years with many formerly suicidal men in a high-secure prison hospital and began to feel that their recovery process held the key to lightening much of the misery felt by both prisoners and staff. ‘Coming back to life’ following attempted suicide became the subject of my research after leaving prison Healthcare and I view prisoners as the experts in their condition as they have much to teach their custodians. Thoughtful men who had fully recovered the will to live after suicide attempts or serious self-harm in prison bravely contributed, in their own words, to my research into the process of their recovery. They learn to recognise other prisoners on the edge, as one said to me: “That’s one thing you notice in prison. Once you’ve been here a while you can spot people who are vulnerable; ‘vulnerable’ meaning they’re not quite right, you know. He looks lost: the lost look”. The above thoughts and many more, describing a return to a tolerable state of mind, remain unpublished because there are no contributions from women and in my view, imprisoned women are a bit special. There are comparatively few women in prison in the UK but they are at greater risk of self-harm and suicide than the men. Scarcity makes their point of view even more important. Are you a fully-recovered serving or recently released female prisoner with personal experience that could help staff understand what it feels like from the inside? Are you a female Listener coping daily with other women’s despair? Are you a member of staff keen to give your lifers or Listeners an opportunity to contribute to something constructive? I would like to hear from you about things that have helped. I was privileged to get Home Office permission to record confidential interviews with men in my study, and need ideally to be able to offer the same to women prisoners. It would also be very helpful to hear from former Young Offenders, both men and women now over 21, who have recovered from life-threatening distress in custody when they were younger. Eventually, I would like to publish a book, in prisoners’ own words, giving insight into recovery and survival in British prisons. So if you would like to help with this research, contact me via Inside Time.



The role of OASys



..................................................... Gerald Nelson - HMP Garth I have concerns reference the OASys and how the scoring system works to establish one’s risk factor. How exactly is the score calculated between minimum and maximum rating? Which department determines that rating for the index offence? What grounds is it based on ... the seriousness of the offence?



The Ministry of Justice writes: The Offender Assessment System (OASys) was introduced in 2001. It provides a standardised, structured approach to assessing offenders’ risks and needs, as well as linking these risks and needs to individualised sentence plans and risk management plans to reduce the probability of re-offending. The role of OASys is to help assessors in understanding the “why” of offending, comprehending the dynamic risk factors that need to be addressed in order to reduce the risk of re-offending and identifying motivation



Ross SR Samuel Solicitors Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists • Licence & Parole Issues • Categorisation • Recall to Custody • Ajudications • Tariff & Judicial Review



For Immediate Visit, Clear Advice and Effective Representation, write or call, Pedro Kika at:



Samuel Ross Solicitors 253 Camberwell New Road London SE5 0TH



0207 701 4664



N AT I O N W I D E C O V E R A G E



and any obstacles to engagement that may exist. This aim is achieved by developing joint working and common standards on offender assessment between the National Probation Service and the National Offender Management Service (NOMS). The IT based OASys system helps to provide a common standard and facilitate the effective transfer of electronic information between prison establishments and probation offices to enable practitioners to build on each other’s work rather than duplicating it. OASys is a living document and assessment continues throughout the sentence. Mr Nelson also raises concern about his own OASys scoring. Briefing and Casework Unit no longer deals with personal issues concerning individual prisoners, but only general matters in regards to correspondence from Inside Time. Mr Nelson should therefore raise his concerns locally in accordance with the complaints system, detailed in Prison Service Order (PSO) 2510 Requests and Complaints. This also allows him the option of contacting the Prisons and Probation Ombudsman’s office for further investigation of his complaint.
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Sean Hodgson, released on appeal after 27 years, was represented by Julian Young.
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Protocol No.1 of the European Convention on Human Rights (the right to free and fair elections). However, the Court held that this was an area where there was a wide margin of appreciation for individual States in determining how and to whom the franchise should be given.



The right to vote ..................................................... Brian McMenamin - HMP Holme House When we come to prison, do any of the political parties receive votes from prisoners due to them being in custody? I have advised my cell-mate that presently we have no right to vote and that no vote is automatically logged for us with any political party. He disagrees, and tells me his solicitor advised him that when we come to prison, the Conservatives automatically get our vote (or used to) and now the party in power automatically gets our vote. Can Inside Time advise on whether this has ever been the case?



John Winter, Elections and Democracy Division, Ministry of Justice writes: The short answer is that no party receives, nor ever has received, the votes of prisoners still in custody; because under electoral law, prisoners do not have the right to vote. That said, Inside Time readers may wish to be made aware of recent developments in this area. On 6 October 2005, the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights found in the case of Hirst v United Kingdom (No 2) that the United Kingdom’s (UK’s) current policy of a blanket ban on all serving prisoners from voting is in contravention of Article 3 of
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The Government takes its legal obligations seriously and is consequently obliged to implement the Hirst No 2 judgment in order to ensure UK compliance with Article 3 of the first Protocol to the Convention. As a result of the Grand Chamber’s judgment, the UK Government was required to let the Council of Ministers know what it intended to do to implement the judgment. The Government proposed a two-stage consultation process before putting proposals to Parliament. The first stage consultation paper was published on 14 December 2006 and the consultation finished on 7 March 2007. The Government published the results of the first stage of the consultation in tandem with the launching of the second stage consultation paper on Wednesday 8 April 2009. This was a full public consultation and views were invited from all those with an interest. The deadline for responses was 29 September 2009. Successive UK Governments have held to the view that the right to vote forms part of the social contract between individuals and the State, and that the temporary loss of the right to vote during the custodial period is a proper and proportionate punishment for breaches of the social contract that resulted in imprisonment. It follows from this that the Government considers that, in general, the more serious the offence that has been committed the less right an individual should have to retain the right to vote when sentenced to imprisonment. The second stage consultation therefore proposed four options for partial enfranchisement, based in each case on the length of custodial sentence passed. Tying entitlement to vote to sentence length would have the benefit of establishing a clear relationship between the seriousness of the offence, or offences, and suspension of the right to vote. The Government is not proposing that anyone sentenced to four years or more in prison should be eligible to vote. This second consultation paper also meets the Government’s commitment to conduct a consultation on the detail of how the judgment might be implemented. Now that the consultation has concluded, the Government is carefully studying the responses and will consider its next steps in due course.
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"If you treat prisoners like animals, locking them up for 23 hours a day, you only have yourself to blame if they come out embittered and immediately re-offend." (Lord David Ramsbottom, former Chief Inspector of Prisons for England & Wales 2001)
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Whining prisoners Only one truth ..................................................... ..................................................... Lee Harrington - HMP Acklington All I seem to read about in your monthly Mailbag section is …‘this has gone up in price’, ‘discharge grants are not in line with inflation’, ‘prisons are punishing not rehabilitating’, ‘they offered me methadone’. My God, are prisoners always going to be whining, pathetic individuals who do nothing but complain about how hard it is for them? Anyway, I thought what the hell, let’s join in and have a moan; so how about for starters … ‘I have destroyed a person’s life, mentally scarred them forever and screwed up whole families’. Try that one. Or how about … ‘I am doing courses as I have to but not really planning on changing, as I don’t see I did anything wrong’ or my personal favourite … ‘I can do this jail standing on my head’. Is anyone inside for apple scrumping? Or is the truth of it that in the end we really screwed up and now we don’t really want to pay for it. Think you got a long sentence? Ask your victim. Ask them if you got too long if you received a few years for robbing their house and making them feel unsafe … did the person you mugged, raped or beat up think it’s too long? Ask them if you have been punished enough with your hot meals, warm beds, healthcare and courses that most don’t give a damn about. Ask them if you really have served the time their mental torture has lasted. Ask them if they have an LDR for when the pain and fear will stop. Jail isn’t punishment, with its TV and kettle and other things. Let’s face facts: jail is no longer about punishing or treating or rehabilitating anyone. Governors, officers and other staff are not to blame; it’s the government. We are run by cowards who pay lip service to the word ‘justice’. So there it is and in my view the solution is easy; get a government who will listen to victims, punish prisoners and in the process make life a whole lot safer by stopping making prison easier and actually making it work. That’s it, I’m done.



Lawrence Spiers - HMP Bure I read with amusement (Inside Time January issue) Steven Relf’s recent displeasure at being forced to share a cell with a fundamentalist Christian. Mr Relf describes himself as an atheist; that is, he denies the existence of God. I believe that if our racial memory was wiped out in a flash-forward type scenario (as he suggests), one of the first things to resurface in our minds would be a yearning to question and understand why we exist. In my view, Jesus came at a critical juncture in our spiritual evolution. He showed human beings that love and forgiveness, respect and selflessness are essential to good relationships with others. When he died on the cross, because of his love for others, his spirit was so incredibly intense that he was able to appear and interact with his friends, not only forgiving them for their weakness in their loyalty but showing them once and for all that human beings have the incredible ability to survive the change that we call death. Jesus Christ has given a new life and incredible hope to countless others. In his name, millions have been freed from the scourge of alcoholism, drug addiction, disease and depression. The blind can see and the crippled walk again. Mr Relf quotes Einstein; well, Albert Einstein believed in God and physics has recently conceded that atomic structures have intelligence. That is, the whole universe is alive, it has purpose! At some time in our history, therefore, it would be reasonable to assume that there was contact between the creator and the created and the greatest of these and most memorable was the incredible entity Jesus Christ. Why do people always concentrate on such irrelevances as ‘was Jesus a woman?’ or ‘was Jesus an alien?’ There may be seven billion versions of reality, but there can only be one truth. Come on, ‘get with the programme’ Steven - your cynicism won’t get you anywhere. There is no escape and love’s going to get you whether you like it or not!



Views expressed in Inside Time are those of the authors and not necessarily representative of those held by Inside Time or the New Bridge Foundation.



Kaj & Co Solicitors



Criminal and Prison Law Specialists



Freephone 0800 023 2375



Are you facing serious criminal charges?



Have you just received a ‘knock back’ or been nicked? We can assist you in all aspects of Criminal & Prison Law matters incl: • Reprsentation in all aspects of Criminal Proceedings • Appeals (conviction or sentence) • Adjudications • Home Detention Curfew • Re-categorisation and Transfers • Parole and Licence Issues • Recall Community Legal Service Criminal • MDT & VDT Defence Service • Closed Visits • Lifer Reviews



Contact Ken Jokosenumi at 406 Holloway Road London N7 6PZ Tel: 0207 700 7826 Fax 020 7700 7819



RODMAN PEARCE SOLICITORS



FIGHTING FOR YOU !!!



Experienced representation in Criminal Defence, Prison Law and Immigration Matters 4 All Criminal Courts Proceedings



and Appeals



4 Parole Hearings 4 Licence Recalls 4 Judicial Reviews 4Recategorisation 4 Confiscation Orders 4Adjudications 4Lifer Panel Representations 4Human Rights Appeals 4 Miscarriage of Justice 4Appeals Against Deportation



-Nationwide Servicecontact



Barry Akilo or Christine Ayanbadejo



01582 424234



or write to: Rodman Pearce Solicitors Ltd 54 Wellington Street Luton Bedfordshire LU1 2QH
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Anonymity for defendants in sex offence cases



trigger for the simmering discontent already evident?



.......................................................................................................... Name supplied - HMP Albany I thought your readers might be interested in a response I received from Maria Eagle MP regarding anonymity for suspected rapists. It addresses the stance of the current government and will undoubtedly answer what many have wanted to ask. The response won’t put closure to the matter, as Maria Eagle thinks, for many will agree and many will not. My own view is that there is gender discrimination at judicial level and this response backs up my claims about our so called ‘equal rights’ and ‘equality’.



Maria Eagle MP writes: The issue of anonymity for defendants in sex offence cases has been a talking point over several years and changes in administration. The Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act 1976 provided for a ban on the press identification of both complainants and defendants in rape cases. Anonymity for complainants had been recommended by the Heilbron Committee (in their 1975 Report), due to the potential harm and distress caused by publicity, which could discourage complainants from bringing proceedings. The Committee did not consider that defendants in rape cases should have anonymity, as the incentive for victims to report crimes of rape (so as to ensure the rapists did not escape prosecution) did not apply to them. Anonymity for defendants in sexual offence cases was repealed under the Criminal Justice Act 1988. It is important to note that the restrictions had caused practical difficulties: for example, if a man escaped custody before conviction, the police could not warn the public he was a suspected rapist unless the judge exercised his power to lift the reporting restrictions. There have been suggestions that investigations of allegations of sex offences should be conducted without publicity until there is evidence of guilt, and the Government agrees that this would be an effective way of dealing with the problem. The Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) also favour this approach and in December 2000, they issued guidance to all police forces, applying to all offences, which makes it clear that anyone under
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Its cause is the same as that justifying soup and sandwiches - cost cutting. Already its impact is obvious: prison overcrowding, non-availability of offending behaviour courses, under staffing, delays in preparation of vital reports, Parole Board hearings deferred or postponed.



investigation, but not charged, should not be named, or details provided, which might lead to their identification before they are charged. The courts do have powers to act under the Contempt of Court Act, if there is a particular need to avoid a substantial risk of prejudice to proceedings. In such cases, the court may order the postponement of the publication of any report of those proceedings for whatever period the court considers necessary. In addition, where a court decides to withhold a name from the public during the trial, the court has power to prohibit publication of that name. However, mindful of the need to preserve the principle of open justice, the courts have held that this power should only be used in limited circumstances, such as the safeguarding of the identity of children and young persons, witnesses who might later be exposed to violence or blackmail, or revelation of whose identity might prejudice national security. The identification of victims by the media is only prohibited in sexual offence cases, and lasts for their lifetime. This is because many victims of these crimes would simply not come forward if they thought their identity might be revealed. However, even in these cases, the court has the power to lift the prohibition on publicity if it is necessary to encourage witnesses to come forward and the defence is likely to be prejudiced if it stays in place, or it would unreasonably restrict reporting and it is in the public interest to remove or relax the prohibition. The law also allows the reporting of criminal proceedings other than for the relevant offences. So, for example, the complainant’s protection from identification would not extend to any proceedings for perjury or wasting police time following a false or malicious allegation. The Government’s position is that anonymity should not be extended to defendants in sex offence cases. During the passage of the Sexual Offences Bill there was an unsuccessful attempt to introduce an amendment which would have provided defendants in rape cases with the same anonymity rights as are currently given to complainants. The Government’s view is that informed and strengthened guidance to the police and the media is preferable to legislation.



Talking sense Specialising in CRIMINAL DEFENCE and all aspects of PRISON LAW including:



LICENCE RECALL ADJUDICATIONS PAROLE HEARINGS JUDICIAL REVIEW IPP QUERIES For immediate help and assistance contact



Lisa Gianquitto on 01494 681442 or write to:



51 Amersham Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 2HB www.hinesolicitors.com



A recipe for discontent



..................................................... John O’Connor - HMP Whatton You need to be brave or foolhardy to risk interfering with prisoners’ food. Therefore, plans to replace their cooked lunches with soup and a sandwich appear a recipe for trouble; for there are still prisoners and prison staff who can remember how discontent about food triggered a wave of protests. It was a root cause of the Strangeways Prison riot of 20 years ago, as confirmed by Woolf and Tumin in their reports. Yet in a recent newspaper interview, the ‘chief operating officer’ of NOMS claimed credit for the planned introduction of soup and sandwiches. How soon will this interview be followed by another, declaring total ignorance of the unintended consequences of his decision? Yet naivety is no excuse when failing to recognise the significance of food within a prison environment. This is why the description ‘comfort eating’ takes on a special meaning within the tension-fraught atmosphere of a prison. Without a shadow of doubt food, in both quality and quantity, acts as a barometer of the underlying tensions which pervade all prisons. And what initially appears to be solely a sensible, cost-cutting measure could result in unintended consequences costing many millions of pounds; thus totally negating its cost saving purpose. Personally, I have no problem when having soup and a sandwich for lunch. In fact most people ‘on the out’ appear content with them, especially when looking forward to a cooked meal later that day. So what NOMS is planning is nothing extraordinary. At least it wouldn’t be if imposed anywhere else but in a prison. So I fear for the potential consequences when soup and sandwiches are introduced: will it act as a



PARLBYS Solicitors SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISONERS’ RIGHTS PRISON LAW Adjudications & Appeals against Adjudications Parole Applications - Recalls/Paper & Oral Hearings Categorisation - Lifer Reviews Licence/OASys/Probation Problems Transfers - HDC Applications & Appeals ROTL Applications & Appeals IEP Queries - Security Queries Healthcare Problems - Obtaining Prison Records Judicial Reviews - Prisoner’s Rights



Agency Work Undertaken For free advice contact one of our dedicated prison law team today (Rachael, Leanne & Carol)



Parlbys Solicitors First Floor, 7 Whimple Street Plymouth PL1 2DH 01752 200402 (T) 01752-600933 (F)



Any ‘kicking-off’ because of a sandwich and a bowl of soup will just be the visible manifestation of these underlying problems which prisoners face daily. In the process, the NOMS chief operating officer has blithely chosen to ignore a vital truism: never mess with prisoners’ food, letters or their visits.



Just a rumour? ..................................................... Colin Edwards - HMP Swaleside Can Inside Time tell me if there is any substance in the story that there might be a 25% - 30% deduction on determinate prison sentences in the near future? Also, as the Lisbon Treaty is coming into force, that UK determinate prisoners could only have to serve a third instead of half their sentence? Secondly, I am English born but have lived in Belgium for over nine years. I have been told that Belgium will accept me back to carry on my sentence, as my crime was not violent or sexual. My case is complete here and NOMS has told me that all my paperwork regarding repatriation is complete from the prison and the courts. I would like to know if there is any more I can do to speed up the process.



The Ministry of Justice writes: We can confirm that there are no plans to amend the portion of the sentence to be served in custody. The implementation of the Lisbon Treaty will not affect the release arrangements of prisoners serving sentences in England and Wales as this is a matter of national law. We have written to Mr Edwards separately in regards to his ongoing repatriation application to continue serving the sentence in Belgium.



judicial review categorisation sentence planning



appeals lifer hearings



IPP Hearings/Progression



miscarriages of justice parole



transfers human rights issues



adjudication hearings medical issues Problems inside? Don’t know where to turn? Need a specialist prison lawyer? Whether you are coming up for parole or require advice about a Judicial Review against the Prison Service, we can help. So, if you need professional, confidential legal advice, call Howells’ prison law specialists on Sheffield 0114 249 6717. 15 -17 Bridge Street Sheffield S3 8NL



www.howells-solicitors.com



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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Clogging up the system ..................................................... Paul Brown - HMP Swaleside Could Inside Time reveal the figures regarding the amount of mandatory life prisoners awaiting transfer to D category establishments? I understood that D category was for people who had served enough years that it was deemed responsible to use these facilities to gradually re-introduce the offender back into society. It now seems they are increasingly used as dumping grounds for short term ‘white collar’ criminals sentenced straight from court. This not only creates a bottleneck for people serving very lengthy sentences but also gives the public a poor impression of the penal system. There is no need for anyone on a short sentence to ever go near a D cat.



The Ministry of Justice writes: The policy on life sentence prisoners is that they are subject to a ‘pre-tariff review’ before the Parole Board three years before the expiry of their tariff, to determine whether they should be transferred to open prison conditions. In such circumstances, a period in open prison is designed to test the prisoner’s risk of harm and to gather evidence to inform the eventual Parole Board review as to whether the prisoner might be released safely into the community, as well as to allow the prisoner to develop resettlement plans.



reduction process, and in the majority of cases it will be inappropriate to transfer a prisoner to open conditions with more than 2 years to serve before their earliest release date. We began in April 2007 to allocate low risk prisoners sentenced to less than a year to open prisons for the last part of their sentence, subject to a risk assessment process. In November 2007 we extended this arrangement so that all suitable prisoners serving under 12 month sentences would serve as long as possible in open conditions. This decision was taken in order to ensure that all parts of the prison estate were utilised effectively, and was taken after careful consideration of public protection issues. All transfers continue to be subject to a risk assessment. The aim is that prisoners are held in the lowest possible security consistent with the risks they present of escape or abscond, and the risk of harm to the public should they do so. Transfer of any prisoner to open conditions will only take place if continued detention in closed conditions is no longer necessary for the protection of the public. Open establishments are not dumping grounds, as Mr Brown suggests, but serve a vital function in allowing prisoners to find work, re-establish family ties and reintegrate into the community. All these are essential components for successful resettlement and an important factor in protecting the public.



We are not aware of the number of mandatory life sentence prisoners who are awaiting transfer to open establishments. However such moves, as with determinate sentence prisoners, would be made on the basis of the establishment’s acceptance criteria and whether the regime offered is suitable for the particular prisoner. Every case must be considered on its individual merits, but long sentence prisoners should normally be transferred to open prison only after having served a sufficient proportion of their sentence in a category C prison to enable them to settle into their sentence and to access any offending behaviour programmes identified as essential to the risk



If you would like to contribute to Mailbag, please send your letters (concise and clearly marked) to ‘Mailbag’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. To avoid any possible misunderstanding, if you have a query and for whatever reason do not wish your letter to be published in Inside Time or appear on the website, or yourself to be identified, please make this clear. We advise that wherever possible, when sending original documents such as legal papers, you send photocopies as we are unable to accept liability if they are lost. We may need to forward your letter and /or documents to Prison Service HQ or another appropriate body for comment or advice, therefore only send information you are willing to have forwarded on your behalf.



PRISON LAW & CRIMINAL APPEAL SPECIALISTS



D EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY & APPROACHABLE FIRM OF SOLICITORS YOU CAN TRUST TO FIGHT FOR YOUR RIGHTS



W e provide legal protection for Prisoners' Rights



W e can provide you with legal advice, assistance and effective effective representation in the following matters:



DDisciplinary adjudications, MDT'S Unauthorised possessions etc DLicence Revocation and Recall to Custody (prompt intervention & effective review with the Parole Board)



DParole Applications/Appeals DOral Hearings with the Parole Board (entire process) DRecall and Adjudications: Advice and Representation DRe-categorisation and Cat A Reviews DTariff Reviews and Minimum term Representations DCare proceedings DContact with Children: (Allocation to Mother and Baby unit) DCriminal, Magistrate & Crown Court cases/VHCC'S, DCCRC Cases (assistance with review applications) C r y s ta l P a r t n e r s S o l i c i t o r s 8 a Tu r n p i k e L a n e , L o n d o n N 8 0 P T
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Mr. Chris Isichei Mob: 07737 146 733 Mr. Cosmas Emeti Mob: 07944 624 607 Mr. Godwin Ehujor Mob: 07828 159 638



N AT I O N W I D E S E R V I C E FOR AN IMMEDIATE RESPONSE AND PROFESSIONAL ASSISTANCE



Surname culture



Howard Woodin - HMP Wayland



Reference the item in your January issue on the ‘surname culture’ that still exists within HMPS, the reason officers in state prisons predominately don’t address inmates with the prefix mister or by their Christian name, once they are familiar with the inmate, is that state prisons are not progressive regimes and never will be. Private prisons will always lead the way in prison reform. State prisons are mainly POA controlled, with the POA mantra being ‘there is no job security in rehabilitation or humane treatment of inmates’. The POA does not want to lose strength by seeing prisons close with the success of rehabilitation.



I have been put on a ‘one a day’ restriction regarding making complaints; that restriction is to include appeals to complaints and even confidential access complaints, yet I have it from the Prisoners’ Advice Service and IMB that the one a day restriction can only include new complaints and not appeals or confidential/access complaints. I would welcome a response via Inside Time from Prison Service HQ as they have not responded to me directly.



The Ministry of Justice writes: Abuse of the prisoners’ complaint system is dealt with in PSO 2510, paragraph 8.7, which focuses on prisoners who submit numerous complaints on trivial matters or multiple complaints on the same subject. The PSO gives authority to prisons to manage such cases on an individual basis, as long as a prisoner’s right to make a complaint is not completely withdrawn. If a prisoner continually submits complaints to such an extent that it is viewed as abusive, the prison has the authority to intervene and use its discretion to determine how to manage the situation. One of the ways this can be done is to impose a limit of one complaint per day. This can include appeals and confidential access complaints at the discretion of the prison. Such a restriction would allow other prisoners to have their complaints investigated and answered. If a restriction is imposed, the prisoner would be advised that they need to prioritise their complaints and amalgamate complaints of a similar nature. Prisoners do have the option to pursue complaints using external avenues, even if they have not exhausted the internal process, although some organisations expect prisoners to have raised the matter internally. These include contacting the Criminal Cases Review Commission, the Commission for Racial Equality, the European Court of Human Rights and the Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority.



Specialists in Criminal Defence & Prison Law



All aspects of Prison Law including: • • • • • • • •
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Restriction on complaints .....................................................



healeycolbon



CRYSTAL PARTNERS SOLICIT ORS
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Adjudications/Disciplinary Matters Parole Review/Refusal Recategorisation/Cat A Review Release on Temporary Licence Lifer Reviews Requests/Complaints Licence Conditions/Recall Home Detention Curfew/Early Release plus



Criminal Defence Work, Appeals and CCRC applications



Please contact: Minal Raj or Sabreena Quadri



Healey Colbon Solicitors 64 - 66 Stuart Street Luton, Bedfordshire LU1 2SW



01582 405500



[email protected]



24hour Contact: 07774 883818



..................................................... Steve Battram - address supplied



...................................................... A Roberts - HMP Wymott n When I was at school it was perfectly normal to be addressed by one’s surname, both by teachers and fellow pupils, with no ill effect. Prison officers are not our friends or relatives and prison isn’t your house – it is a work environment where first names aren’t appropriate. Can you imagine calling out 30 odd names for property with ‘Mr’ in front of every name? It just wouldn’t be practical. How it can be disrespectful, ignorance, degrading, judgemental, inhumane, undignified and victimisation to be addressed by one’s surname I don’t know – after all, you don’t hear Beckham, Rooney and company complaining about being called by their surnames.



...................................................... Igho Okenarhe - HMP Norwich n What the HMPS motto states is entirely different to what prison offices do in practice. Prison officers expect prisoners to treat them with respect; however the vast majority of officers in HMPS refuse to reciprocate. Do you know that by prison officers calling you by your surname and you asking that officer not to do so on more than one occasion is tantamount to harassment and bullying? Harassment occurs when anyone engages in unwanted conduct which has the purpose or effect of violating an individual’s dignity or creating an interrogating, degrading, hostile, offensive or humiliating environment for the person in question.



Give yourself the best chance When it comes to seeking legal advice, give yourself an advantage and talk to one of the regions largest specialist Criminal Defence and Prison Law teams. With a wealth of experience and technical knowhow, we can represent you on Adjudications, Parole Hearings (Lifer, IPP, and Determinate sentence prisoners), Licence Recalls or Categorisation issues and claims for Unlawful Detention, as well as advice on claims for Judicial Review. Whatever the matter, we can provide you with excellent, effective advice or representation. Contact Rob Smith on 01782 324454 for a free, impartial consultation. 88-90 The Strand, Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 2BP 25 Wardwick, Derby, DE1 1HA Offices in: Burton upon Trent Derby Leicester Stoke-on-Trent Swadlincote
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step would be for him to submit an application through the request and complaint procedure. This will be treated as a reserved matter within NOMS Headquarters. Each application for access to artificial insemination facilities will be considered on its merits but approval will only be given by the Secretary of State for Justice.



Access to artificial insemination



..................................................... Scott Hurford - HMP Wandsworth I am serving a very lengthy sentence and still have over 10 years left until release. My partner has stood by me and we would like to start a family, however time isn’t exactly on our side with me being 34 and my partner 37. I need some advice on the rules for IVF treatment whilst in prison. Is this possible? Has it been done before? How do I set the wheels in motion?



The Ministry of Justice writes: Mr Hurford enquires about whether prisoners could apply for access to IVF facilities or indeed any other form of assisted conception treatment in order to enable him and his partner to have a child together.



Notice



Prisoners are able to apply for access to artificial insemination facilities and we would suggest that should he wish to do so, the first



Each application will of course differ in circumstances. However in the decision making process we would first write to both the prisoner and their partner and ask them to address certain considerations. At the same time we would also invite both parties to provide any other information that they feel might add weight to their application. NOMS would also wish to know other information. For example, who would meet the costs of treatment; whether there were any medical factors that would mean assisted conception is the only way that a child could be conceived even if both parties were in the community; and whether the prisoner and their partner have children by former relationships and, if so, what level of contact the prisoner currently has with the children. Throughout the process the welfare of any child who might be conceived would be our first concern. It will normally be necessary to return to the prisoner and their partner for further information once the initial approach has been made, as we may require further information or for clarification purposes. This process is usually a lengthy one due to the need to gather a large amount of information. However a decision needs to be based on the full facts of the case.



Bent Bars - In the February issue we highlighted ‘Bent Bars’, a new letter-writing



project for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, transsexual prisoners in Britain. We have been asked to state that the PO Box Number given has changed and they can now be contacted at: Bent Bars Project, PO Box 66754, London WC1A 9BF.



Have you been injured?



Don’t suffer in silence – make a claim for compensation



Accept British law



....................................................................................................... Geoff Wilson - HMP Albany I would like to offer a view in respect of what I consider to be the drivel spouted by Abu Dira in Inside Time (January issue) in which he takes Sakir Bhatti to task over his comments about Muslim prisoners participating in offending behaviour groups. Abu Dira asks: ‘Where does Sharia law apply?’ Well, it applies in Muslim countries which have adopted that archaic system. It does not apply in Britain or in British prisons, and I doubt any Hadith would suggest otherwise. I didn’t particularly enjoy disclosing my offending behaviour to all and sundry but my religious faith is irrelevant; I committed a crime against British law and find myself incarcerated as a result. My Christian faith prohibits my offending so I won’t do it again, law or no law. Abu Dira talks about his index offence and a previous one from 1989. Does Sharia law permit his offending or repeat offending? If he is a thief, would he be prepared to lose a hand? I very much doubt it. I suggest he accepts that he has sinned against God and similarly accepts what British law throws at him, the same as the rest of us have had to. Page 12 SOTP … the definitive answer for Muslims



Female officers are ‘brilliant’ ..................................................... Andrew Thomson - HMP Dartmoor After I stopped laughing at Craig Topping’s dismal opinions in your January issue regarding women officers serving in male prisons, I started to wonder if he should be housed on a VP unit. Where did he come from ... the dark ages? Here at Dartmoor we have our fair share of female staff and whilst I’m sure there may be the odd problem, as a whole they are brilliant and do a good job. Yes, the lads make the usual comments but I have never heard a bad word said about them. They command much more respect than the male staff and that isn’t just because they are female. In short, they do a better job than most of the rather suspect male staff! Dare I say it but they seem to actually care about the job. On my wing we have three regular female officers who always make sure prisoners’ problems, applications and other enquiries get sorted out as fast as is within their powers. I have even known them give up their own time in order to resolve a prisoner’s problem. As far as size goes, I don’t see that as a problem either because a while ago I watched from the landing as one officer (a petite blonde) took down a six-foot plus guy who had kicked off! She might not have been on her own, but was one of the first to react! As for dress sense, they always dress smartly and are feminine not provocative; and it’s nice to chat to these women as it reminds us that we still live in the real world and that despite being inside, we still know how to talk to women.



100% Compensation No win No fee Professional Lawyers Specialists in Personal Injury



Call First Personal Injury, the compensation lawyers now for free confidential advice on 0 1 6 1 9 2 5 4 1 5 5 or write to



Ashley House, Ashley Road, Altrincham, WA15 8EW



www.firstpersonalinjury.co.uk



First Personal Injury is a trading name of Jefferies LLP which is regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority
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birds solicitors



criminal defence and prison law specialists



Repatriation



..................................................... Graham Cogdell - Larisa Prison, Greece I am a British citizen awaiting repatriation back to the UK. Most people who repatriate to the UK have faced unfair and unjustified trials abroad under Articles 5 & 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights (myself included). I have two questions that I cannot find information on. Firstly, how many British citizens are being held in foreign prisons? Secondly, how many repatriated prisoners are in the UK prison system and how much is this costing the British taxpayer?



The Ministry of Justice writes: According to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, there were 2,631 British nationals detained in foreign jurisdictions as of 30 September 2009. This information includes persons held on remand, those serving a sentence and persons held in immigration detention. The Ministry of Justice does not hold central records on how many prisoners are still serving a sentence of imprisonment in the UK following their repatriation from foreign jurisdictions, nor the costs of holding them. However, we can confirm the number of UK nationals repatriated from foreign prisons totalled 71 in the calendar year 2009. Of the 71 prisoners, 64 were transferred to England and Wales, four to Scotland and three to Northern Ireland.



Birthday message Mum and Dad Harle would like to wish their son Gavin a very Happy 31st birthday, and just wanted to let you know how much we love, miss and want you home. Lots of love always Mum and Dad. xxxxxxx



A PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED LONDON BASED FIRM WHO VALUE THEIR CLIENTS AND BELIEVE IN FIGHTING FOR JUSTICE We offer specialist advice, assistance and representation in all areas of criminal defence, appeals and prison law, including:



• LIFER / IPP AND EXTENDED SENTENCES • PAROLE BOARD REVIEWS • PAROLE APPEALS • ADJUDICATIONS • LICENCE RECALL • JUDICIAL REVIEW • SENTENCE PLANNING • ROTL / HDC • CATEGORISATION / ALLOCATION & TRANSFERS



Please contact Kate Randall on 020 70 59 01 78 or write ‘Solicitors Rule 39 Applies’ to Birds Solicitors, No.1 Garratt Lane, Wandsworth, London SW18 2PT Service throughout England and Wales
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Cash transfers



Harwinder Sangha - HMP High Down



As a standard level prisoner I am allowed £15.50 a week from private cash and earnings; once your spends account gets to £155, no more private cash will go to your spends.



The Ministry of Justice writes: The Prison Service advises (advice contained at para 2.1 of Prison Service Order 4465, Prisoners’ Personal Financial Affairs, which can be viewed in your prison library) that prisoners with large sums of money (the sum of £500 is mentioned) should transfer the excess to an external bank account as the Prison Service is unable to pay interest on any monies held on behalf of prisoners. Some establishments do operate an additional savings account alongside the private cash account, which allows prisoners to accumulate money for use on release or going on home leave and this appears to be the additional account that has been opened for Mr Sangha. However prisoners would not be permitted to transfer money from this account directly into their spend account as this would circumnavigate the IEP scheme. Prisoners would be able to submit an application to transfer money from this savings account into the private cash account and this money could then be transferred into the spend account subject to the latest IEP limits (as set out in PSI 30/2008 which can also be viewed in your prison library). The Finance Department at HMP High Down have confirmed that they have already transferred money from his additional savings account into his private cash account, but quite rightly are not prepared to agree to his request to transfer the money direct into his spends account as this would result in him having access to a higher level of spending money than he would be entitled to under the IEP restrictions. We can confirm that the amount of £15.50 that is being transferred each week into Mr Sangha’s spend account is the correct amount for a prisoner on the standard level of the IEP scheme.
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made available to the public before now. I expect there are people who would not be interested and consider that prisoners have it far too easy anyway, but the nationals do not pick up on the likes of a recent death here at Erlestoke of a 24 year-old who was three years over tariff on a twelve month IPP – so let the public see what it is really like.



.....................................................



At HMP Bullingdon, I was advised by my personal officer that I should set up a savings account as the money on my canteen sheet spends was over £500, so I did. When I left Bullingdon in April 2009 I had £1,080 in my savings. I moved to Coldingley and my savings account was still active. In October 2009 I was moved here to High Down and in November asked finance to move £100 out of savings to spends, which they did. A month later, I repeated the request and was refused due to IEP restriction. I’m saying the money in my savings is money I have saved since April 2008. HMP Highdown maintains they don’t do savings accounts, yet I have £500 in mine!



Mailbag



..................................................... Julian Renhard - HMP Wymott



Inside Time ‘on the out’ ..................................................... Geoff Massey - HMP Whatton I write reference selling copies of Inside Time to the general public, as featured in your February issue. I say go for it! I send copies out each month because not everyone has access to the internet to print it out to read. If available, I would certainly buy it upon my release. I also think it could increase advertising and give friends and family, as well as members of the public, a far better insight into prison life … nothing ventured, nothing gained!



..................................................... P Hunter - HMP Lincoln I think it’s an excellent idea to sell Inside Time to the general public as I, for one, would definitely buy it to keep up with the interesting contributions and changing events and laws.



..................................................... Andy Morris - HMP Erlestoke I read with great interest that Inside Time might be sold to the public. It is a wonder to me that this fantastic medium has not been



Yes, I think Inside Time should be sold to the public in order to enlighten them on the truth about our prisons, courts and the justice system. Prison is not a holiday camp, a fact which the red tops and Daily Mail would have you believe. Prisoners need a voice on the outside and not be gagged by the prison service. I know my father would buy it, as I always have to send him clippings!



..................................................... Michael Bishop - HMP Manchester



I understand that Inside Time is a ‘not for profit’ publication and believe that it should not be sold to the general public and only be available to prisoners, thus retaining the privacy and personal security the paper deserves.



..................................................... Keith Rose - HMP Long Lartin



Reference the question about Inside Time going on general sale to the public, national retailers such as W H Smiths or Menzies may find editorial opposition from the red-top rags; however have you considered the Big Issue distribution network? If the army of Big Issue sellers were to carry Inside Time as well, it would provide a method of establishing whether there was indeed a demand for Inside Time in the wide world and would provide additional income for Big Issue sellers; thus providing benefit to two charities.



‘One rule for all, not just for some’



....................................................................................................... Toby Corden - HMP Exeter After reading the contribution in your December issue (Making up the rules) by the father of a prisoner currently serving at HMP Albany, who wondered whether they make their own rules up as they go along and are answerable to no one, I feel compelled to comment and question the realism of a scheme full of flaws. In order for the IEP scheme to work it needs to be black and white and also available to all prisoners governed by it. By this, I read in the Minister’s reply to this story that the facilities list for all inmates has been linked to this scheme. However, in this prison you need to be on a particular landing to be enhanced; therefore the rewards for good behaviour and working are only relevant to one landing of inmates. In order for the scheme to work, it should be possible for all inmates to get the rewards they earn. It seems to be commonplace that applications are processed on a ‘face fits’ theme, which leaves less popular inmates or inmates of a quiet/shy nature left out of receiving the rewards for their behaviour. Come on guys, be realistic! If the staff or money isn’t available to plausibly run the IEP scheme then scrap it and give us back our facilities. One rule for all, not just for some!



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



Dying in prison who pays?



..................................................... Name supplied - HMP Whitemoor There must be an increasing number of inmates content to die in prison, witness the article by John O’Connor ‘You will die in prison’ that features in an earlier issue of Inside Time. Along with others, I have been of this mind for some time. What was not mentioned in John’s article was who pays for the funeral/cremation if I make sure that I have no money in my accounts? Can I make a will stipulating that HMPS has to pay for my cremation? Can my relatives refuse to accept my body if I instruct them to? I realise HMPS has to economise in the next few years, but my cremation should not stretch their budget too much and there are many more savings they could make with a little thought. For instance; why keep inmates in higher security levels than is really necessary? The higher the security level, the higher the costs. HMPS has spent and will continue to spend millions of pounds on me as a category ‘A’ prisoner. Upon conviction, I was determined that they would look after me for the rest of my life in the dispersal system, where conditions are much better than elsewhere. They became convinced that I was trying to manipulate them when I continually stated that if the walls fell down and the gates opened, I would not walk out. Numerous professors, doctors, psychiatrists, psychologists and specialists were commissioned to diagnose me! They could save much more than the 3% required if they got rid of many of the faceless wonders at PSHQ who believe they know an inmate better than front line staff and workers. They could then afford to employ more wing officers where I believe they are seriously understaffed. Remember the Ashwell disturbances last year? A total of 424 prisoners were moved overnight after the Prison Service had been saying for years that prisons were bursting at the seams. Where did they move them to? To prisons with a lower security rating!
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An extract from HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales 2008-2009



% White prisoners



Prisoner Survey Responses



% Black and minority ethnic prisoners



10



In terms of your legal rights, is it easy/very easy to: Communicate with your solicitor or legal representative?







43



50



50 84 39 24 37 78 56 56 63 48 68 64 45 25



57 90 37 31 51 85 51 53 55 59 75 72 38 24



10 1 6 32 25 29 27 36 61 48 37 22



2 3 2 23 28 21 38 39 63 49 48 30



55 22 47 18 42 60 41 10 59 19 62 43 27 29



64 17 30 17 43 46 45 14 70 22 71 40 22 29



For the wing/unit you are currently on: Are you normally offered enough clean, suitable clothes for the week? Are you normally able to have a shower every day? Is your cell call bell normally answered within five minutes? Is the food in this prison good/very good? Does the shop/canteen sell a wide enough range of goods to meet your needs? Is it easy/very easy to get a complaints form? Have you made a complaint? Do you feel your religious beliefs are respected? Are you able to speak to a religious leader of your faith in private if you want to? Are you able to speak to a Listener at any time, if you want to? Is there a member of staff, in this prison, that you can turn to for help if you have a problem? Do most staff, in this prison, treat you with respect? Have you ever felt unsafe in this prison? Have you been victimised by another prisoner? Since you have been here, has another prisoner: Victimised you because of your race or ethnic origin? Victimised you because you have a disability? Victimised you because of your religion/religious beliefs? Have you been victimised by a member of staff? Have you ever felt threatened or intimidated by another prisoner/group of prisoners in here? Have you ever felt threatened or intimidated by a member of staff in here? Is it easy/very easy to get illegal drugs in this prison? Is it easy/very easy to see the doctor? Is it easy/very easy to see the nurse? Are you able to see a pharmacist? Are you currently taking medication? Do you feel you have any emotional well being/mental health issues? Are you currently involved in any of the following activities: A prison job? Vocational or skills training? Education (including basic skills)? Offending behaviour programmes? Do you go to the library at least once a week? On average, do you go to the gym at least twice a week? On average, do you go outside for exercise three or more times a week? On average, do you spend ten or more hours out of your cell on a weekday? On average, do you go on association more than five times each week? Do staff normally speak to you most of the time/all of the time during association? Do you have a personal officer? Have you had any problems with sending or receiving mail? Have you had any problems getting access to the telephones? Did you have a visit in the first week that you were here? Number of completed questionnaires returned



1,037







2,890



Unexpected ‘special’ Legal Visits Kristen Bender, a leading prison law solicitor, contacted Inside Time expressing concern in the way that the National Prison Intelligence Unit (NPIU) dealt with one of her clients in a surprise ‘legal visit’. The NPIU was established in July 2007 to work with prisons to assess and counter the spread of violent extremism in prisons Inside Time understands that prisoners are being taken down without prior warning for an unexpected ‘legal visit’, only to find themselves in a room with a couple of police officers and asked a series of questions about their experiences in prison, offending behaviour work and family outside. They are not told how they were selected for interview or who selected them. It is understood that the purpose of the visit is not being explained to prisoners and they are not told that they do not have to stay or answer the questions. Understandably, prisoners in their ‘parole window’, or perhaps expecting a legal visit, will be particularly confused as, whilst these are called a ‘legal visit’, they are going to be very different to the one they will have been expecting. In a written reply to Ms Bender of Scott Moncrieff, Harbour and Sinclair Solicitors after she raised her concerns about the treatment of her client in one of these ‘legal visits’, South Yorkshire Police responded stating: “The Prison Intelligence Unit supports the Prison and Probation Service in providing information and intelligence to help inform control strategies in relation to potential dangerous offenders. The meeting provides a safe environment and an opportunity for the prisoner to discuss welfare issues that may be having an adverse effect on themselves or other inmates in the prison; for example bullying or racism.” Ms Bender has particular concern about how the NPIU and Prison Service are identifying which prisoners to interview. She has notified the Equality and Human Rights Commission (ECHR) about her concerns. The ECHR has recently won a Judicial Review case involving the treatment of foreign national prisoners by the Prison Service. She is also concerned that prisoners are not given any advance notice or clear purpose to the visit, or how these visits related to the purpose of the NPIU, i.e. bullying, racism or extremism.



HM Chief Inspectors of Prisons Annual report Published 23 February 2010



Don’t take Chances with Your Freedom !



MACKESYS Solicitors Prison...



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS If you desire Justice you need to be represented



Contact



IPP, LIFER & PAROLE REVIEWS ROTL & HDC SENTENCE CALCULATION TRANSFERS LICENCE RECALLS ADJUDICATIONS CATEGORISATIONS VIDEO LINK FACILITIES AVAILABLE



Fosia Jury Darren Cousins Charana Sanjeewa Antonita Nagalingam Clint Ambrose 0207



639 0888



207 NEW CROSS ROAD LONDON SE14 5UH



We specialise in all aspects of Prison Law including: • Adjudications • Automatic & Discretionary Lifer Panels • Applications to CCRC • Categorisation • HDC • IPP & EPP sentences • Judicial Review • Licence Revocation & Recall • Parole Applications



12 - 20 Willow Street Accrington Lancashire BB5 1LP



We also deal with: • Civil actions against the Police • Deaths in custody • Family Law • Criminal Law (including fraud, Crown Court & Appeals)



...Law



Contact Bernard Horne or Jane Goodier on



01254 606600



[email protected] www.farleys.com Accrington | Blackburn | Burnley | Manchester



Here are 5 good reasons to call us FIRST: 1. One of the UK’s biggest specialist defence firms 2. Led by lawyer previously shortlisted for criminal defence lawyer of the year 3. Proven, specialist expertise in Appeal work 4. Our Advocates are always ready to represent you 5. We don’t give up! Appeals • Adjudications • Parole Hearings Recall • Categorisation • Lifer Tariffs Crime • Housing • Family



“The lawyers here are not just going through the motions; as a barrister you have to be at your best at all times to satisfy the high standards set by them” (Chambers & Partners 2009)
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GT Stewart Solicitors



15 Bell Yard Mews 159 Bermondsey Street SE1 3TY



28 Grove Vale East Dulwich London SE22 8EF



020 8299 6000
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Facebook disable prisoner accounts Alcohol services in is to look at imposing licence conditions on access to social networking sites for released prisoners. “We will not hesitate to use existing law to tackle those cases where offenders seek to taunt or harass victims and their families.” The problems with prisoners apparently accessing Facebook is not new. Every year such stories appear.



The Ministry of Justice is looking at ways to stop prisoners using social networking sites such as Facebook because they say prisoners are using them to taunt victims. Jack Straw has already announced that he has got Facebook to close 30 accounts belonging to prisoners, but doesn’t say if these prisoners were actually harassing anybody. He went on to say that Facebook had agreed to close any account that the Ministry of Justice asked them to (Paul Sullivan writes). The BBC quotes Mr Straw as saying that the families of prisoners update sites for them or they were updated using smuggled mobile telephones. The Justice Secretary stated that all visitors now have to sit on a special chair (the BOSS - Body Orifice Security Scanner) to prevent the smuggling of phones; but Inside Time understands that, at present, the chair is only used for prisoners. In a statement to Inside Time, Jack Straw said, “The abuse of social networking sites by prisoners is offensive to public morality and decency – updating these sites from within prison is an offence under prison rules and using them to abuse victims is deplorable”. The Justice Secretary also suggested changing licence conditions for prisoners on parole, stating; “One step we could take



A prisoner absconded from Hollesley Bay open prison and used Facebook to tell his friends where he was and what he was doing. According to a BBC report, the police asked his friends to tell them where he was so they could arrest him. He spent four months on the run mocking police and taunting them with clues. He became known all over the world, attracting 40,000 members to his Facebook profile under the name ‘Maximus Justice’. Police contacted Facebook and had his pages shut down, thus losing the clues to where he was. He was finally re-caught in January 2010. Another prisoner was moved from Whitemoor to Long Lartin after creating a Facebook account and allegedly saying he was looking forward to release and ‘looking people straight in the eye’. His Facebook pages have now been deleted. In a statement to Inside Time, Facebook said that whilst they had no problem with prisoners having accounts, it was against their rules for anyone else to access the account; and since prisoners cannot themselves access Facebook, it would breach their terms and conditions if somebody posted for them. A person operating a Facebook account for a prisoner would, in effect, be operating a fake account, which would also be against the rules. They stated, “We take the safety of our 400 million users very seriously and will not tolerate intimidating, hateful or threatening content. Facebook will disable accounts that are in breach of our rules.”



prison: report finds a depressing picture



The report, drawing on inspection surveys of 13,000 prisoners, 72 inspection reports and surveys of drug coordinators in 68 prisons, revealed that in 2008-09, 19% of prisoners reported having an alcohol problem when they entered the prison, rising to 30% for young adults and 29% for women. This is likely to be an underestimate, as many will not recognise they have a problem. Most alcohol users reported concurrent use of illegal drugs, but a significant proportion of men (including half those in local prisons) reported having only an alcohol problem. Prisoners with alcohol problems are likely to be more problematic in general and to need greater support. They have a higher risk of violent re-offending. Yet at every stage in prison their needs are less likely to be either assessed or met than those with illicit drug problems. The report finds: l on entry to prison, alcohol problems are not consistently or reliably identified, nor is the severity of alcohol withdrawal symptoms; l few prisons had an alcohol strategy based on a current needs analysis, and even where analyses had been carried out, some underestimated that need; l services for alcohol users were very limited, particularly for those who did not also use illicit drugs; l there were few specific interventions available to treat alcohol users; l the lack of specific funding was a major barrier to providing adequate services – whereas there has been ring-fenced funding for illicit drug users; and l there were few community services to provide support for alcohol users on release.



Prison Problems? We Care



• • • • • • • • •



Advice and representation on all aspects of prison law:



Adjudications Categorisation Parole Lifers IPP’s HDC and Release Recall Parole Board Hearings Appeals against Conviction • Licence conditions



Specialists in Prison Law & Criminal Defence work Access to sound legal advice in prison can be a worry.We provide a professional and sympathetic service. 



Serious Crime Specialists including Terrorism and Fraud plus:



• • • •



  



Public and Human Rights Law Actions against the police







Inquests and Deaths in Custody Personal Injury & Clinical Negligence







For free legal advice Call us today on 0113 200 7400 Contact: Rajan Mawji or Ranjit Kaur



Harrison Bundey Solicitors 219-223 Chapeltown Road, Chapeltown Leeds LS7 3DX



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



  



The things people say…



There is a worrying gap between the needs of prisoners with alcohol problems and the services that exist to support them, said Dame Anne Owers, Chief Inspector of Prisons, publishing a short thematic report: ‘Alcohol services in prison: an unmet need’.



Prison Law



AN ESTABLISHED FIRM WITH A NATIONAL REPUTATION.
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Licence Recall & Reviews Adjudications & Prisoner’s Rights Lifer/IPP Reviews Re-categorisation & Transfers Home Detention Curfew Police Visits & Productions Criminal Defence Family Law Housing/Debt Problems c o n t a c t Paul Philpott or Julie Carr



01633 242526 14 Baneswell Road Newport South Wales NP20 4BP



put the matter in our hands - we can help you!



‘This (intelligence) information will damage our relations with the United States.’ Foreign Secretary David Miliband, making one of many attempts to stop details of the alleged torture of the Ethiopian Binyam Mohamed being made public. The information about his treatment whilst in US custody including sleep deprivation, shackled interrogation, beatings and the mutilation of his genitals with the scalpel, were all details already known and made public recently by a court in Washington DC. Proceedings in the High Court have also revealed that Britain’s MI5 was aware of the mistreatment of Mr Mohamed. A leader in the Times newspaper commented: ‘The British Establishment must come to terms with MI5’s collusion in torture,’ … ‘when Mr Mohamed was first mistreated the British Establishment chose, studiously, to look the other way … now it has stared its misdeeds in the face, and behaved little better.’ Mr Binyam Mohamed who travelled to Afghanistan and Pakistan on a forged British passport in the aftermath of 9/11 and ended up in Guantanamo Bay.



R. C. HALL SOLICITORS



SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE AND PRISON LAW



JUST HAD A KNOCK BACK? FAILED TO GET THE CATEGORY YOU WANTED? For a prompt response and proactive advice and assistance, articulate and vigorous representation in all aspects of Prison Law including: • Licence Recall • Transfers • Parole Application/Hearing • Appeals • Categorisation • Adjudications • Court of Appeal Cases • Confiscation and Proceeds of Crime • All Lifer Hearings and Paper Reviews • Judicial Review and Human Rights Cases Contact: Rosemary or Alvinjust at



R.C. HALL SOLICITORS Gibson House 800 High Road Tottenham London N17 0DH



TEL:020 8801 2345 FAX: 020 8801 2555
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Newsround



Prison population should be cut by a third say MPs Prison is not an effective way of reducing crime except for serious offenders, and the government’s prison-building programme will prove a ‘costly mistake’ argues the House of Commons Justice Select Committee. The parliamentary report says there is a need to cut the prison population by a third and reinvest the public’s money in non-custodial sentences.



The distribution of criminal justice expenditure in England and Wales 2007–08



The MPs go on to say that the National Offender Management Service (NOMS), which began operations in June 2004 (and restructured in 2008), was formed with the purpose of delivering a reduction in re-offending and thereby pay for itself. The Select Committee report that spending on NOMS, prison and probation represents 35% of the budget for the entire Criminal Justice System. The chart shows that the cost of the NOMS Headquarters alone is a staggering 11% of the total CJS budget – equal, Inside Time estimates, to the total cost of more than 100 public–run prisons in England and Wales or some 60,000 prisoners based on an average prison population of 600. Police 47% NOMS HQ 11% Prisons Private 2% Prisons Public 14% HM Court Service 8% Legal Aid 9% Probation 7% Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority 2%
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SOTP … the definitive answer for Muslims It has been confirmed by NOMS that Muslim prisoners do not have to complete the SOTP courses. In 2007, Moneeb Hidrey, a Muslim prisoner in HMP Dovegate, contacted Inside Time asking for help in getting clarification on the issue of SOTP courses that he felt were incompatible with the Muslim faith. His concern was that as prisoners on the courses were required to discuss the details of their offence within a group setting it is, according to some scholars, in conflict with the teachings of the Koran. Ahtsham Ali, Muslim Adviser (NOMS) acknowledged that some Muslim scholars shared Mr Hidrey’s view, but pointed out that others argued there was no conflict. He promised to ‘look into this further’ and respond with a definitive answer. Having waited two and a half years for a ‘definitive answer’, Inside Time approached Phil Wheatley, Director General (NOMS), to ask if there had been any ruling on this matter or plans to adapt the courses. After consulting Ahtsham Ali, who is also a Muslim scholar, the Director General responded stating that:“It appears there is no absolutely definitive Muslim position on “group therapy” treatments. Muslim scholars have argued positions for and against. It is therefore possible for a Muslim prisoner to decide he is not prepared to engage in SOTP based on his belief, though other Muslim prisoners may decide attendance is compatible with their religion.”



£5,000 donation to guide dog charity Staff and prisoners working in the garden at Maghaberry prison in Northern Ireland have raised £5,000 by selling hanging baskets, Christmas wreaths and floral decorations created in the garden. The money is sufficient to buy and train a guide dog. Guide Dog NI fundraising coordinator Kathy Peart, who accepted the cheque from Maghaberry Governor Alan Craig, thanked staff and inmates for their hard work and said: “Five thousand pounds is an absolutely fantastic amount of money. It will pay for us to breed and train a puppy to become a guide dog.’ At the moment there are approximately 90 guide dogs in Northern Ireland, but it is estimated that there are around 4,000 people trapped in their homes who could benefit from having a well-trained canine companion.



EP D



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



ERICA PEAT & DIABLE N AT I O N W I D E A D V I C E & R E P R E S E N TAT I O N O N SOLICITORS A L L A S P E C T S O F P R I S O N L AW I N C L U D I N G : For a fast, experienced and professional service • Adjudications • Judicial Review • Categorisation • Parole Review • Licence Recalls • Tarrif/Minimum Term Reviews please contact: • Criminal Appeals & CCRC Cases • HDC Applications



Simon Diable 020 8533 7999 SERIOUS CRIME SPECIALISTS WITH A TRACK 24hr Emergency RECORD OF SUCCESS IN CASES INCLUDING: 07968 358 509 write to:Erica Peat & Diable Solicitors 314 Mare Street Hackney London E8 1HA



• Murder/Attempted Murder • Rape/Serious Sexual Assault • Serious Fraud • Drugs Importation & All Drugs Offences • Blackmail • False Imprisonment • Armed Robbery



News in Brief



Sarah Palin who once famously said she could see Russia from her house in Alaska denies she wants to be the President of the United States.



A teacher explains to her class that considering the high number of pupils unable to read and write the latest Government directive to teach Mandarin may have to go on the back burner in favour of remedial English.



“From a non-religious standpoint, SOTP is the intervention with the clearest evidence that it delivers a demonstrable difference to the reduction of offending. There is no other intervention available to us which is as effective and would meet the religious concerns expressed by some Muslims. SOTP is therefore available and is offered as an effective intervention to all prisoners, no matter what their religion, but attendance is not compulsory and if prisoners do not volunteer to attend, they are not put on SOTP courses.” Inside Time understands that, whilst taking part in SOTP is not compulsory, prisoners choosing not to do so, regardless of their reasons, will be seen as ‘not addressing their offending behaviour’ and treated accordingly.



ZMS SOLICITORS SERVING TIME IN THE EAST MIDLANDS? NEED LEGAL HELP? Want to challenge an unfair decision? Independent adjudication? Recalled to Prison and don’t know what to do? Missed out on recategorisation again? Parole hearing coming up? Don’t wait...! Contact Simon Mears 6 yrs PQE experience Prison Law Specialist 11 Bowling Green St, Leicester LE1 6AS



0116 247 0790



Free advice & representation under legal aid



The Queen listens patiently as Gordon Brown explains Labour’s plan to introduce ‘a one off death tax’ to help pay for the elderly.



HENRY HYAMS



SOLICITORS 7 South Parade, Leeds LS1 5QE 0113 2432288 Categorisation Parole/Recall HDC Progression Adjudications Appeals/CCRC Lifer/IPP issues Judicial Review Contact our Prison Law Team Katy Cowans - Rebecca Seal Rachel Jamieson ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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250 prison teaching jobs to go
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The things people say…



The contracting-out of prison education has again proved to be a flop, as Manchester College plans to slash 250 jobs from its teaching team in UK jails, reports Private Eye Manchester College is the biggest provider of prison education after winning the contracts to teach at 96 jails, young offender institutions and secure training centres around the UK. However, teaching staff at Oakhill STC in Bedfordshire held a one-day strike last year over their “terrible” working conditions. A year after Manchester had taken over the contract in 2008, only 13 of the original 34 staff were still in post. Now Peter Tavernor, Manchester Principal, has written to college staff saying that “offender learning contracts have proved to be financially challenging, due to unforeseen hidden costs”. After threatening to pull out of two of its regional contracts entirely, in the northeast and south-east, the college won £2m from the further education funding body, the Learning and Skills Council (LSC), to help with the cost of cutting staff (with redundancy payments and the like). But the principal’s letter adds that “additional savings of £3m” will be needed. Teacher unions and prison campaigners say the cuts will have a devastating impact on the education available to prisoners, which is vital if prisoners are to acquire skills that lead to jobs after release and so prevent their re-offending. Manchester took over many of its prison contracts from private training company A4E, including the eight in Kent where A4E had jumped ship before its contract was up in 2008, complaining that it was running at a huge loss. Not all colleges failed to foresee the hidden costs. Last year, City and Islington College and Hammersmith West London College withdrew bids to teach at Pentonville, Holloway and Belmarsh prisons after complaining that there wasn’t enough money on offer to deliver a good service.



MILLERCHIP MURRAY S O L I C I TO R S



SPECIALISTS IN CRIMINAL DEFENCE WORK AND PRISON LAW in particular



ADJUDICATIONS LIFER PAROLE ORAL HEARINGS RECALL HEARINGS



Feltham prison monitors challenge minister on the contracting-out of prison education and healthcare



Feltham by numbers 617



average population per month



10,000



young adults aged 15-21 entering the establishment during the year



8 hours



The Independent Monitoring Board at Feltham prison for young offenders has called on the Justice Secretary, Jack Straw, to justify the contracting-out of education and healthcare at prisons.



average time out of cell a day



1 month 6.3%



of prisoners showing positive results following Mandatory Drug Tests (MDTs)



7



“The Board would ask if this outsourcing has achieved what it was supposed to. For example, has it dramatically improved the educational experience of the young adults and people within the establishment? The Board would think not”.



average number of mobile phones found per month



469



IMB applications in the year



The IMB at Feltham also express concern over current and looming budget cuts, which will mean less time spent in ‘purposeful activity’, of which a key aim is reducing re-offending.



516



52,512



total number of prisoners attending class in the 12 month period Source: HMP/YOI IMB Annual report 2008-09



Source: IMB 18 February 2010



EXPERTS ON ANY PRISON LAW MATTER



The revelations of his affair with the ex-girlfriend of his then best mate, fellow footballer, Wayne Bridge is but the latest in a string of yobbish episodes: drunkenly taunting American tourists the day after 9/11, urinating on a nightclub floor, caught in a sex act with a teenage fan in the back of a car. He has even been accused of flogging a guided tour of Chelsea’s training facilities for £10,000. He has now been sacked as England captain but expressed no regret or remorse. ‘Remorse’ said one insider ‘John thinks that’s a character John Thaw used to play.’



total number of assaults leading to adjudication in the year



However, the Board says Feltham is a well-run prison and has reduced violence at a prison housing some of the most volatile young men in the country.



John Terry, the Chelsea and England footballer and a former ‘Dad of the Year’, being interviewed in The Observer Sport Monthly in 2006. In recent weeks, Terry’s face jumped from the back to the front pages of the newspapers and became the most vilified man in Britain for cheating on his wife with whom he has two children.



average length of stay



In its Annual Report, the IMP says problems arise because prison managers have very little influence on education in particular, leading to “a lot of frustration”.



“I’ve never cheated on her or anything like that. I never would. I can look you in the eye and tell you there’s been a story out there that I’ve cheated on her but I certainly haven’t … I’m a loyal person. That goes with my girlfriend as well as with Chelsea.”



Meanwhile, Terry is reported to have patched things up with his wife Toni. Since he earns £100,000 a minute or something, she has decided to give his money ‘one more chance’! And then there’s Ashley Cole ... Public persona private person page 31



LIFER/ IPP/ ADJUDICATION ADJUDICATION SPECIALISTS 'Getting the Job Done'



Dedicated Prison Law Department We believe that many of our competitors are competent…however, we also believe that Competence is only the starting point! Experience and Feedback tells us our Prison Law Department is second to none. Not only in terms of the high standards of service we provide, but also and perhaps more importantly, the qualities and depth of knowledge combined with the expertise and insight of our Prison Law Department staff cannot be found anywhere else.



&



We believe we are unique in our approach to the particular needs of this specialist area of the Law, and as a result are extremely successful in achieving the objective on behalf of our clients.



Contact Sarah Holland or Belinda Ariss at: Millerchip Murray Solicitors The Quadrant Business Centre 3 The Quadrant Coventry CV1 2DY 02476 243615



O'GARRA'S Prison Law Dept, 32 Park Square West, Leeds, LS1 2PF



ALL ASPECTS OF PRISON LAW



serving the midlands



It's your future at stake contact us now! stake so don't hesitate, hesitate, contact [email protected]



01844 201 062



www.ogarras.com
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Helping prisoners Challenging joint enterprise convictions London against Injustice, a self-help group for families and supporters of people they abroad believe have been wrongly convicted, has highlighted the growing number of cases involving Prisoners Abroad, the charity which supports Britons held overseas, has released its latest Annual Review. The report was produced with the help of special co-editor Shaun Attwood, who spent almost six years in prison in the USA for his part in the illegal rave and drugs scene in Arizona. Shaun used his time in prison wisely, studying philosophy and starting to write about his experience. He recently completed his jail memoir, and now has a major publisher behind him.



family members who have been convicted under a 300 year-old law. They now want to look at how this law is being used and raise issues about investigations which result in a ‘joint enterprise’ charge and conviction. Lord Phillips, the country’s most senior judge, has gone on record saying that joint enterprise is unfair. The Law Commission has also expressed concern about its use; Professor Jeremy Horder of the Commission has said joint enterprise is being used to scoop up anyone who was there at the time; rather than anyone who was actually involved. BBC Panorama recently highlighted serious concerns of groups of people being given life sentences under joint enterprise. If you believe you were convicted in this way but were not responsible for the offence then London against Injustice would like to hear from you or your family. You can write to them at BMBOX 3417 WCIN 3XX. London against Injustice is holding a meeting at the House of Commons on Tuesday 23 March, 4–6 pm (Committee Room 15) to challenge joint enterprise convictions. They welcome concerned persons’ families, friends and professionals to engage in this meeting. Further information is available on their website: www.londonagainstinjustice.co.uk



The Review contains highlights of the previous 12 months, as well as details about the number and location of Britons held overseas, and feedback from a survey the organisation sent to over one thousand British citizens who are in prison abroad. There are also interviews with two people who Prisoners Abroad has helped: Mark survived being shot whilst he was in a Venezuelan jail, and Pat speaks about the impact of her daughter being detained in Spain. Prisoners Abroad is the only charity which supports Britons imprisoned overseas. They can make grants to people held in countries where food and drink is not provided and prisoners are even forced to pay rent by the gangs which run the prisons. They also help family members by offering practical advice, translation and emotional support. And their resettlement team help people who return to the UK after a prison sentence overseas. Such people are not entitled to probation support, and often arrive at Heathrow Airport with just the clothes they are wearing, no money, and nowhere else to turn. To receive a copy of the Annual Review, please contact Stephen Nash at Prisoners Abroad, 89-93 Fonthill Road, London, N4 3JH or on 020 7561 6820. www.prisonersabroad.org.uk Inside Time is sent to Prisoners Abroad for distribution overseas.



News in Brief



Following news that teenage pregnancies in Britain are the highest in Western Europe, children at primary school will in future have to learn the correct names for parts of the body, Mr Balls has announced.



Rise in complaints of prison racism



Oldest Death Row prisoner dies The oldest prisoner on America’s Death Row, who committed his first crime in 1930, has died at the age of 94 in Arizona State Prison. Viva Leroy Nash, described by his lawyer as deaf, mostly blind, crippled, mentally ill and who had dementia, spent almost his whole life in prison, from the age of 15. He was originally jailed for armed robbery, but went on to shoot a policeman and then in 1977 was convicted of murder, escaped, and committed another murder. He was convicted of first-degree murder, armed robbery, aggravated assault and theft and sentenced to death in 1983. Page 1 of 1



According to new figures, prison officers are more than twice as likely to be reported for racism than prisoners; with prison staff expressing concern over growing sympathy for the British National Party among colleagues. Government figures show alleged racist incidents across the prison estate to have risen by 25%. Ministry of Justice complaints data reveals a steady rise in alleged racist incidents at the 139 prisons in England and Wales. The figures, released under the Freedom of Information Act, are likely to add to concern over extremism in prisons.



The top-secret military offensive on key Taliban strongholds in Afghanistan, broadcast to the world three months earlier, has been a great success say the MOD. The Taliban are inclined to agree and say they’ll pop back later.



There have been 46,000 complaints by staff and prisoners that were categorised as racist since 2006. By 2008 there were 14,191 complaints about alleged racism in prisons, a 25% increase on 2006 when there were 11,389. A spokesperson for the justice department said reported incidents had increased as a result of complaint forms becoming more accessible and confidential, and stressed that few of the reported incidents consisted of serious allegations. However the improvement in availability in complaints forms began nine years ago, long before the recent surge in complaints.



Nelson Guest & Partners Criminal and Prison Law Specialists



Adjudication Prison Rules MDT's & VDT's Parole Hearings Appeals Lifer Reviews Complaints & maltreatment Advice & representation on all aspects of Prison Law throughout London and the south east, including: Belmarsh, Wandsworth, Brixton, Feltham, Canterbury, Maidstone, Elmley, Highdown, Coldingley and The Mount



Please contact: Stephen Nelson



0208 309 5010



‘Conditions are dangerous and very icy. Now back to the studio for the weather.’



INSIDE? YOU NEED A FRIEND ON THE OUTSIDE... At Keith Park Solicitors we have many years experience representing our clients, not only before sentencing but also once they are in custody. There are many ways we can help you with advice and representation once you are on the ‘inside’. Our team of Legal experts will be your friends on the outside. We specialise in: OUTSIDE ADJUDICATIONS. Have you committed an offence whilst in custody? We can provide representation for you in front of the adjudicator. PAROLE BOARD HEARINGS. We can supply written representations and attending oral hearings. CATEGORISATION. If you want us to assist by way of written representations – we can help.



PRISON COMPLAINTS AND REFERRALS TO THE PRISON OMBUDSMAN. If you feel you are treated badly in prison, you can make a complaint. We can help you through the procedure.



Call us on freephone: 0800 374388 (24 hours). Keith Park Solicitors Claughton House, 39 Barrow Street, St Helens WA 10 1RX E: [email protected]



80 High Street Sidcup Kent DA14 6DS CRIMINAL DEFENCE LAWYERS
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PRISON RECALL. Have you been recalled and do you think the decision is justified? We can prepare written submissions and appear on your behalf before the parole board.
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Early release scheme to end



the National Newspaper for Prisoners
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Justice Secretary Jack Straw has said the early release scheme brought in nearly three years ago to alleviate jail overcrowding will end on 12 March. He told MPs he accepted that the scheme was ‘inherently unsatisfactory and potentially damaging to public confidence in justice’. Nearly 80,000 inmates serving less than four years for non-violent offences have been freed eighteen days early since the scheme was introduced.



JUSTICE calls for The Red Cross ‘new parole system’ Haiti The decision to end the scheme follows the launch of a prison building programme which by own standards fairness and independence At the same time, Minister of State Maria Eagle has announced the awarding toofStonham of and would encourage efficiency by holding the Secretary of State to account.and These are a new national contract (previously held by ClearSprings) for the Bail Accommodation the really important issues. We proposed a Parole Tribunal services rather than a Paroleto Court by Sally Ireland and support Support Service, in order to provide suitable accommodation because we believe a tribunal is more suitable Director, Criminal Justice for these types of hearing. But either would be enable the courts and prison governors to make greaterPolicy, useJUSTICE of conditional bail and HDC. an improvement on the current situation.



I



n our Report, ‘A New Parole System for England and Wales’, JUSTICE calls for the replacement of the current Parole Board with a new Parole Tribunal. This would be independent of the Ministry of Justice and based within the Tribunals Service, which already deals with, for example, mental health detention cases.



“



A court, like a tribunal, would bring its own standards of fairness and independence and would encourage efficiency of Information question has by holding the Secretary of State to account the number of private the ideal forum for



Prison workshop contracts



A Freedom established The Tribunals Service is parole hearings. Tribunals, like the Parole companies with contracts for work and its Board, frequently sit with lay experts alongside The importance of independence from the judges. Further, a Parole Tribunal could annual the following prisons. Secretary of State is stressed throughout be served by value the existing for Tribunals Service administration and could even share some of its members with, for example, mental health tribunals.



”



JUSTICE’s report. In particular, we recommend that an expert Rules Committee, independent of government, should generate rules for the Parole Tribunal – as already occurs for other tribunals, and that the Secretary of State should no longer issue guidance to the Parole Board or its successor.



Prison companies Value Establishing a sufficiently powerful and improvement independent tribunal is key to/contracts 2009-10 the system, JUSTICE believes. The tribunal ofwould have full control over the listing of its High standards of procedural fairness are cases, subject to legal requirements under Bullingdon £215,392 also recommended. One of the Report’s the Human Rights Act, and the lengthy 14 more controversial recommendations is that delays that we have seen before some Parole Littlehey 3 evidence should £25,934 secret not be used by the Board hearings would, we hope, be avoided. Parole Board or Parole Tribunal. Instead, Prisoners spending unnecessary months in Stafford 6 interest immunity’ £89,114 ‘public hearings similar custody is not good for them, their families or to those used in criminal cases should be the public – it can impede rehabilitation and is The Mount 5 to determine whether £2,228 used material is too a huge waste of public money. sensitive to be disclosed to the prisoner; if it Wayland 3 be disclosed,£60,709 cannot it should not be used The Ministry of Justice has itself consulted in the proceedings. No one should be kept on the future of the Parole Board – although in8 detention on the£92,266 basis of evidence that Erlestoke its consultation is limited to the setting and is kept from them and that they cannot sponsorship for the Board. One option challenge. could have a perfectly considered in the consultation paper is for Featherstone 6 A prisoner£42,944 good explanation for an allegation about his the Board to be transferred to the Courts or could have£65,969 information that would Service. Does Garth it really matter whether the conduct 4 reveal that evidence is unreliable. © prisonimage.org



Board becomes a court or a tribunal? I think not: a court, like a tribunal, would bring its



Total (8 prisons) 
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£594,556



Petition to make trainee psychologists answerable to a higher body Serious & complex Crown Court cases Court of Appeal cases Applications to the Criminal Cases Review Commission Confiscation & Proceeds of Crime Act Proceedings Members of the VHCC Panel



Carter Moore Solicitors



13 St John Street Manchester M3 were 4DQ psychologists



Tel: 0 8 4 5 8 7 3 7 3 3 3 or 0161 833 9253



answerable w w w . c a r t e r m o oto, r e . c othey m now answer to no-one, therefore they are making an awful lot of wrong decisions affecting many peoples lives for years - in some cases the rest of their lives.



A petition has been started on the official website of the Prime Minister’s office urging Gordon Brown to seriously review and revise, with urgency, the issue of allowing trainee psychologists working within the UK prison system not being answerable to a higher body when making highly significant decisions that affect many lives, without having the necessary experience for that level of responsibility. The creator of the petition, Jennifer Windsor, says: “This is a system so wrong it is verging on being criminal in itself, as since the dissolving of the over-riding body that trainee



trapped? Need help? Contact Michael Robinson:



52 John Street, Sunderland, SR1 1QN Sunderland 0191 567 6667 Newcastle 0191 284 6989



www.emmersons-solicitors.co.uk • wrongful convictions • unfair treatment • representation at hearings and appeals



“They have neither the experience or accrued enough knowledge to do this safely or fairly on their own; resulting in an awful lot of unjust decisions based on bare minimum contact with said person of a case - on average amounting to 20-30 minutes a week and quite often less than that. Upon that basis they can give an opinion and thus over-ride reports from many far more knowledgeable people; therefore keeping the prisons overcrowded with many that should not be in the system. “This also places a further unnecessary burden on the taxpayer. The system must be amended for the sake of everybody whether inside the prison system or out of it, it affects us all.”



Earthquake Appeal



insidetime has launched an appeal for the British Red Cross to help the millions whose lives were torn apart by the Earthquake. The devastating earthquake measuring 7.3 on the Richter Scale struck Haiti - one of the world’s poorest and most densely populated countries - on January 12, 2010, killing a over 150,000 people and leaving one million people homeless. The British Red Cross has released almost all of the emergency relief items in stores in a warehouse in Panama. Buckets, blankets, mosquito nets, tarpaulins, kitchen sets and hygiene parcels have been air freighted into Haiti. But more supplies are urgently needed.



£10 can buy 6 buckets to help families get access to water £15 can buy a hygiene kit



with essentials such as soap, detergent, toothpaste, toothbrushes £20 can buy three



tarpaulins or plastic sheets to provide basic shelter to protect families £25 will supply a



kit of household essentials £50 buys a food pack to feed a family for a fortnight £100 provides a temporary shelter for two families Send your donation to: Haiti Earthquake Appeal, British Red Cross, 44 Moorfields, London EC27 9AA. Please make cheques payable to ‘British Red Cross Haiti Earthquake Appeal’. • Inside Time would welcome news of any sponsored events
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Image courtesy: United Nations Development Programme



PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



British Red Cross says thank you IPP and Extended Sentences Parole Board Reviews Categorisation including Cat A Prison Discipline & Adjudications Judicial Review & Human Rights Cases



All Lifer Reviews Licence Recall & Reviews HDC Applications Sentence Calculation



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



JUSTICE, the all-party law reform and human rights organisation, has



Contactappeal on behalf of the British Red Your Criminal Defence & Appeals Jeremy Moore Prison Law HannahIGorman Cross looks amazing, thought Inside Time would appreciate some News from Haiti one month on. Jeremy Moore represented Barry George who was recently released after the successful appeal



I hope this up-date is helpful and that your readers will be inspired to fundraise for the Red Cross Haiti Earthquake Appeal. Thank you Mark South - Newsdesk Media Officer British Red Cross, 44 Moorfields London EC2Y 9AA.



+ Over 600 Red Cross and Red Crescent workers from at least 22 countries have been deployed.



Victorian Prisoner



If you feel strongly about this, ask a family member to sign up by 5th of August 2010. http://petitions.number10.gov.uk/Trainees/



GRAINGER APPLEYARD SOLICITORS



Prison Law and Criminal Defence Specialist areas include: • Parole Board Reviews & Hearings • Licence Recalls • Adjudications & MDTs • Categorisation • Judicial Reviews • Criminal Court Proceedings • Appeals & CCRC Referrals • Police Visits & Productions • Family Law



Contact Tyrone Yates at: Grainger Appleyard Solicitors 26-27 Hallgate, Doncaster South Yorkshire, DN1 3NL



Community Legal Service



01302 327257 [email protected]



Criminal Defence Service
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Haiti one month on: Red Cross work continues



A ‘not for proﬁt’ publication /46,000 copies distributed monthly / ISSN 1743-7342 /Issue No. 128 / February 2010



January 2011 will have increased capacity by 5,400 spaces called for major since reform of2008. the parole system in England and Wales



Newsround



+ There are 2,500 - 3,000 Haitian Red Cross volunteers in Port-au-Prince and 10,000 nationwide. + Red Cross flights and sea shipments are delivering hundreds of tonnes of aid directly into Haiti and also via road from the neighbouring Dominican Republic. + Almost 200,000 people have received food, tarpaulins, tents, blankets, hygiene kits, kitchen sets and jerry cans. + Red Cross is distributing water to 300,000 people every day – that’s 1.2m litres a day – and water distribution points have been set up in more than 120 settlements. + The Red Cross has set up hospitals that are treating hundreds of wounded every day, as well as mobile health clinics which are reaching thousands more. + The Red Cross is also supplying vital medical supplies for thousands of patients to hospitals in Port au Prince. + Trained local staff are providing psychosocial support for survivors. + 21 specialist emergency response units (ERUs) have been deployed from around the world providing crucial expertise in water and sanitation, logistic, IT and telecommunication infrastructure, and health and medical aid. + The Red Cross is also helping restore family links between people who have been separated or lost touch as a result of the disaster. More than 26,000 people have registered. The Red Cross is also providing support in identifying and dealing with the large number of bodies. + The British Red Cross Logistics Emergency Response Unit is fully operational in Santo Domingo, co-ordinating the forwarding of aid arriving in the Dominican Republic to Haiti. + The British Red Cross has also sent an emergency hygiene team - a Mass Sanitation Module (MSM) - which can provide emergency sanitation facilities for up to 20,000 people, as well as basic hygiene education. By the end of February the team aim to have built 1,000 latrines. + Shelter experts in Port au Prince are helping put roofs over people’s heads and other delegates are helping secure livelihoods and planning for the country’s long-term recovery. Name ............................. Henry Appleton Prison number ............................... 5521 Age (on discharge): .............................. 11 Date of Conviction: ........ 7th May 1873 Offence: ........... Stealing a bag of money Sentence: .............. 1 month hard labour + 4 weeks reformatory Address on Liberation: ...... Boys Home Reformatory, Wandsworth Researched by Louise Shorter at the National Archives



Coomber Rich Access to Justice



• Criminal Defence • Criminal Appeals • Police Interviews • MDT/VDT • Licence Recall/Revocation • Categorisation • Parole • Adjudications • Life Panel Representations • Judicial Reviews Contact Caroline Howell



Coomber Rich Solicitors



Yard House, May Place, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 7NX 0 1 2 5 6 8 1 2 2 0 2



[email protected]
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Newsround



Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org



m Do you know...? • A member of the public called the RSPCA’s emergency line to report a seagull who was looking sad because it was sitting in the rain. An RSPCA report published recently says that the organisation received more than a million calls in 2009 – not all of them real emergencies. These included a woman complaining that the farm next door smelt, a man who wanted advice on why his cat did not purr, and another who wanted help picking a ladybird off a wall. • A recruitment consultant who placed an advert at her local Jobcentre was told she couldn’t ask for “reliable” and “hardworking” people because it would be unfair to unreliable workers. When Nicole Mamo tried to place the advert – for a hospital cleaner – at the Jobcentre in Thetford, Norfolk, she was told it was against the law to discriminate against lazy workers. The Jobcentre has since relented. • Two children’s TV presenters were stopped by police for



using “spangly hairdryers” as pretend weapons. Anna Willamson and Jamie Rickers were filming in London for the ITV show Toonattik, wearing flak-jackets and carrying hairdryers in their belts. They were stopped and questioned under the Anti-terrorism Act. • The household wealth of the top 10% of the British population stands at £853,000 – more than 100 times that of the bottom 10%, which stands at £8,800. • How many policemen does it take to change a light-bulb? At Kent police’s two new privately owned “super-stations”, the answer is: they’re not allowed to. Instead, a 5-step process must be completed, which starts with phoning the contractor’s hotline and filling out a “worksheet”. Police are also not allowed to replace lavatory paper. • 53% of MPs think the law should be changed to allow doctors to help terminally ill patients to die without facing prosecution.



The average age for a child to get his first mobile phone is eight, and the average child’s bill is £10.50 a month. • Since 2000, stock market valuation by the FTSE 100 has declined 25%; relevant executive pay has risen 85%, and bonuses by 350%. • 48% of all court cases in Russia result in acquittals. • 44% of British women earn at least as much as their husband or boyfriend; 19% take home more than their partners – up from 4% in 1968. • London theatres posted record ticket sales of £500m last year with revenues up by 7.6%, despite the recession, with serious theatre faring especially well – attendance figures for plays rose by 26%, but fell by 2% for musicals.



How Britain has changed since 1997



• The median household wealth in southeast England is £287,900, compared with £150,600 in Scotland.



580



• The average temperature of a major Oxford Street chain store is 74.5F or 23.6C – more than 5C above the recommended level.



number of hospitals and clinics closed



2,380



• For centuries, visitors were expected to walk backwards out of the room after seeing the monarch. But now the tradition is to be dropped, on health and safety grounds. Aides fear injury and lawsuits, so the practice will be restricted to just the Queen’s equerry and the Marshall of the Diplomatic Corps – and the Lord Chancellor at the State Opening of Parliament.



number of schools closed



196



number of libraries closed



7,500



• Around £20,000 was spent on the trial of a Birmingham man accused of stealing a banana. James Galligher, 23, was acquitted.



number of post offices closed



1,310



• UK public bodies made 504,073 requests to spy on private phone and email records in 2008 – an average of 1,400 requests per day.



number of public lavatories closed



276



• There are more than 250,000 Patels in Britain and over half are married to people also born with the surname Patel.



Nicole Minetti, a dental hygienist and former dancer who met Silvio Berlisconi when he had two broken teeth, has been persuaded to join the Prime Minister’s political party. If he’d been suffering from groin strain she’d be in the Cabinet by now, says an Opposition spokesman.



more lap dancing clubs



1,270



• A Home Office report has suggested that the police should avoid talking about crime in case they scare the public. Confidence in the police needs to be boosted from 49% to 60% by 2012 to meet a Home Office target. The report argues that talking about crime may make people feel more “insecure”.



more betting shops and bookmakers



1,060



more supermarkets



• Half of British children aged five to nine own a mobile phone, despite Government advice that no one under 16 should have one. 75% of children aged seven to 15 have one.



Source: Government figures February 2010 CCRC Advert Portrait
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>> www.insidetime.org Exciting ‘new look’ website launched for your family and friends!











CousinsTyrerarepleasedtoannounce theextensionoftheirPrisonLaw Departmentfollowingtherecruitmentof PrisonLawSpecialistBarryWoods We can help you with all aspects of Prison Law including problems relating to your treatment in prison,sentencingplanningandrelease. Contact: CousinsTyrer 31OxfordRow Leeds LS13BE Tel01132470400 eͲmail:mail@cousinsͲtyrer.com



We can look again



The Criminal Cases Review Commission is the independent public body which investigates possible miscarriages of justice in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. For an information pack and application form, please phone us on 0121 633 1800 or write to Criminal Cases Review Commission, Alpha Tower, Suffolk Street Queensway, Birmingham B1 1TT. www.ccrc.gov.uk



Astrology



Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org of scientific discovery have transformed the tidy sky of the ancient world into a busy zone. Planets, some visible and others way beyond our sight, are now known to have their own entourages of moons, satellites and rings. Some of the gaps between these planets reveal bands of smaller objects - asteroids, centaurs, planetoids, dwarf planets and, as from just a couple of months ago, exoplanets. In fact, our big old sky is teeming!



Cycles of the Planets A monthly column devised by astrologer Polly Wallace exclusively for readers of Inside Time as a follow on to ‘Wheel of the Year’. In this new series the focus is the planets themselves - providing a set of profiles that showcase each planet in turn



But however complicated the universe, and however much advanced technology and space probes can inform us about the detail - still nothing beats the evidence of our own eyes. And this reminds us that nothing in space is more fascinating than the planets, those beautiful and endlessly mysterious jewels of the sky. Over the next 12 months, we’ll take a closer look at these planets, one by one. For each planet there will be an outline of the astronomy, mythology and astrology that makes it an individual and unique member of the Solar System. I hope to show how a combination of factual knowledge with imaginative concepts can give us a sense of connection with the sky - and I’ll be offering ideas for how we can bring this added awareness into our daily lives. So let’s start with the Sun – the heart of the Solar System



Polly Wallace



The Solar System & the Sun As it endlessly circles the Sun, our Earth is nothing like as isolated as it may at first seem to be. For it is a member of the Solar System, a whole family of planets connected to one another by their pathways around the Sun and each one intensely individual, if not totally strange, in its own way! Long ago our ancestors thought they’d sussed out the sky. They believed their eyes - and this showed them Sun, Moon and five bright planets circling around the Earth in a fairly orderly way. In their view, that was it - the beginning and the end of the universe, all visible from their own doorstep. How things change! A major breakthrough came during the 16th century when Nicolaus Copernicus, a Polish astronomer, upset the applecart with the news that the Sun doesn’t go round us - no, we go round the Sun. The idea did not catch on - a century later, people were still being burned at the stake for daring to promote the outrageous suggestion that the Earth was not, in fact, centre of the universe! Since that time, successive waves



Howard & Byrne S O L I C I T O R S Criminal Defence & Prison Rights Experts • Adjudications • Parole/ Lifer Boards • Recalls • Your problems



Contact Jacky East, Pippa Carruthers or Caroline Aaron



148 Lawrence Street York YO10 3EB 01904 431421



Throughout the Northeast



Astronomically, the Sun is the centre of the Solar System and all the planets revolve around it. It is by far the largest object in the Solar System and contains more than 99.8% of the total mass of the Solar System. Nowadays we know that the Sun is, in fact, a star - and it dominates our sky simply because it is so much closer to us than any other star. This huge globe of incandescent gas is so much bigger than the Earth that it could easily contain over a million bodies the size of our planet. 



are flame-like clouds of glowing gas that surge up and down from the Sun’s surface. Flares are violent releases of energy that can emit as much energy as several billion onemegaton hydrogen bombs. This ferocious energy leaves the Sun in various forms visible light, x-rays, radio waves & high-speed atomic particles. The Sun’s strong gravitational pull holds the Earth and the other planets in orbit around itself. The Sun is the source of light, heat and energy for us here on Earth. It also keeps us organised - the Sun’s daily cycle creates our pattern of day and night; its annual cycle gives us our year and also the rhythm of the seasons. Without the Sun, life as we know it would never have evolved on Earth. Little wonder then that ancient people revered the Sun as a powerful God!



Mythology Most ancient cultures have their Sun gods vibrant characters who are powerful and brave, with outstanding skills and great wisdom. Temples and shrines were built to honour these icons. Their reputations have been kept alive through myths and stories, legends and fairy tales - plus a vast range of inspiring works of art. Sun gods mirrored the behaviour of the Sun in the sky. Just as the Sun disappears every night into the darkness of the underworld, so his god travels nightly into the unknown perils of the dark. In ancient Egypt the Sun was the god Ra who was born in the morning, carried across the sky in a boat, ferried down into the invisible realm of the underworld - to make a triumphant re-appearance with the next sunrise.







Although it looks to us like a solid disc, the Sun is filled with turbulent activity that shows up on its surface as sunspots, solar prominences and solar flares. Solar prominences



For the ancient Greeks the Sun was the god Apollo, riding across the sky in his chariot of fire. Like Ra, Apollo’s daily cycle was a mission to survive. This journey by the Sun god was also seen as symbolic of the natural cycle of birth, life and death - and re-birth. It formed the basis of stories that explained life and also inspired people to emulate the god’s great courage. Apollo, Sun god of the western world, was a handsome, strong, youthful god with
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impressive golden hair and a great physique. He stood for everything that was manly, courageous and honourable. He was especially protective of Leto, his mother, and from the moment he was born, he fought off any danger that threatened her. Pictures and statues of Apollo often show him holding a lyre, symbol of his role as god of music. He was also the god of prophecy and, from his centre at the Delphic Oracle, was frequently called on to sort out disputes. Perhaps the archetype of Apollo is still alive in our world today? Certainly we still have a few young blond heroes - even if they’re more likely to be kicking footballs than slaying dragons!



Astrology - Glyph In astrology the Sun rules the sign of Leo the lion, king of all animals. This is a fire sign filled with vitality and enthusiasm. It is also a fixed sign - with the courage to stand up for itself and the motivation to inspire others. For astrologers, the Sun is of central importance. The signs of the zodiac were devised to record the Sun’s annual journey. And the natal chart or horoscope is orientated according to the Sun’s daily pattern of rising and setting. In the natal chart the position of the Sun holds a wealth of themes about ourselves and our lives. The Sun’s zodiac sign describes our fundamental character, our sense of identity and how this is shaped. The house position of the Sun indicates the area of life where we can best tune in to our personal goals and our central purpose. The Sun’s aspects, the connections it makes to other planets, then add detail to this profile of our character and its potential. Like the life-giving Sun in the sky, the astrological Sun is the inner spark of our individual power. Its position at the time of our birth describes how each one of us can best develop and express our unique potential. It also gives clues to our personal journey in which, like the Sun himself, we may be required to undergo rites of passage, often far away from the safety of our comfort zone, in order to become ourselves more fully. Most of us know our Sun sign - the sign of the zodiac that the Sun was travelling through on the day we were born. It’s interesting to think about this - and to see how an awareness of our astrological Sun sign adds to our selfknowledge. And how about the hero inside yourself that M People sang about? For it may well be that an understanding of your own astrological Sun can bring you a whole lot closer to finding the key to your life.



Irene Hogarth Criminal Defence Specialist representation in criminal defence and all aspects of prison law. We have a criminal Legal Aid contract.



We service the South West HMP Channings Wood HMP Exeter HMP Dartmoor Please contact Sam James Ashcroft House, 1 St Pauls Road, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 2HP Telephone: 01626 337373 Email: [email protected]



R RINGROSE LAW We have a dedicated Prison Law team dealing with clients in prisons in Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire and Yorkshire. We deal with all areas of Prison Law including: Adjudications Parole Recalls IPPs HDC Recategorisation Sentence Planning Sentence Calculation Judicial Review Healthcare Issues Transfer



ROTL



We also deal with all aspects of Criminal Law, Family and Childcare Law Contact our Prison Law team 01522 561020 St Peter at Arches, Silver Street, Lincoln LN2 1EA



R



or Freephone 08000 141 493



RINGROSE LAW w w w. r i n g r o s e l a w. c o . u k
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Health



Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org



Inside Health ... with Dr Jonathon and Dr Shabana Providing this valuable service are Dr Jonathon Tomlinson and Dr Shabana Rauf, both GPs practising in East London. Dr Rauf is particularly interested in women’s health. If you have a question relating to your own health, write a brief letter (maximum one side A4 paper) to Inside Time (Health) Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. Everyone will receive a reply, however only a selection will be published each month and no names will be disclosed.



Q As far back as I can remember, I have always



had a problem with dry skin on my face. Every time I put water on my face my skin starts to dry out. I put on a mild water based cream, such as ‘Aqueous cream’, but this is blocking the pores and causing a lot of blackheads. To prevent the blackheads I have tried numerous face washes but I think these products block my skin even more and add to the blackheads or flake my skin. Is there anything you could recommend that I can try? I know this may sound like a small problem but it is a big one for me.



A



It is difficult to diagnose a rash without seeing it. However your description of the rash and the fact that is not responding to common acne treatment makes me wonder whether you have a condition known as seborrhoeic dermatitis. Another word for dermatitis is eczema. It is a very common condition and often affects young adults. It is also more common in men than women. No-one knows exactly what the cause is but it can be related to a fungal infection of the skin. This infection usually lives on the skin, it is not contagious and in many people it causes no problems. Some people like yourself may be more sensitive to it and react with dry, red and possibly itchy patches. It usually affects the oily areas of skin so commonly the scalp (looks like dandruff), face and forehead. It may also occur in the armpits, groins and the chest. On the face, it usually affects the creases around your nose, in your eyebrows, behind or in your eyes and sometimes even on the edges of the eyelids. The condition may come and go for years. The blackheads may be appearing because the follicles in the skin are getting blocked. This may be a result of this condition but sometimes products such as aqueous cream may aggravate blackheads as they too block these follicles. It may be better for you to use this only as a soap substitute and not as a moisturizer. The treatment for the itchy red skin is usually



a steroid cream with an antifungal medication in it. This may manage a flare up however you may need to repeat treatment. If these fail there are stronger treatments including creams and lotions to soften the scale, steroids to reduce the inflammation and anti-fungal tablets. A doctor should be able to confirm the diagnosis and you should be able to clear it completely.



Q I am writing because I have problems with my erections. I had over 100 sexual partners in the past, have been in prison for over fourteen years and have masturbated on a regular basis. Could any of these factors, together with my age (47), have anything to do with having a soft erection? Are there any food or drugs that I can take to ensure a firmer erection?



A This is a very common problem and I am sure that many people reading this article will find it helpful. Erectile dysfunction, or impotence as it is commonly known, is when you cannot maintain an erection long enough for satisfactory sexual intercourse. It can be upsetting for those affected and may impact on a couple’s relationship. Studies show that more than 50% of people between the ages of 40-70 years of age suffer some degree of erectile dysfunction. You are more likely to suffer from erectile dysfunction if you are overweight, smoke, drink too much alcohol or don’t get enough exercise. There are, however, some important physical and psychological causes so it is important to see your doctor so you may be further assessed to exclude these before treatment can be started. Physical causes include high blood pressure, diabetes, neurological disorders and disorders relating to hormones. It might also be a side effect of medication you may be taking. Important psychological causes include; depression, anxiety, psychosis as well as alcoholism.
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MARCHANTS SOLICITORS A friendly and supportive service in all aspects of Prison Law, including • Adjudications • Parole & Licence Issues • Recall to custody • Judicial Review • Categorisation, Allocation and Transfers Across the Midlands and Yorkshire area Contact the Prison Law Team at: Marchants Solicitors Regent Chambers Regent Street Mansfield Nottinghamshire NG18 1SW



01623 655111



“Helping you on your way to freedom” Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists We offer friendly legal advice and assistance in all aspects of Prison and Criminal Law including:



•



• •



•



Appeals against conviction & sentence Categorisation Judicial Review & Human Rights Confiscation Proceedings



• • •
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HDC & IPP Parole General Complaints Prison Discipline & Adjudication License Recalls



Contact Franca or Alex at:



Unit 3 California Building, Deals Gateway, Deptford Bridge, London, SE13 7SB



Call: 0208 534 1025 Emergency: 07947 181 695



Free advice and representation under legal aid



The treatment will involve managing any underlying causes, this will improve erections in this group of people. In people with no underlying cause many still manage to get erections regularly. Some men may be advised to make lifestyle changes such as losing weight, reducing alcohol or stopping smoking. Medications are available and effective. This includes the common medication known as Viagra. It is important to note that you are only entitled to NHS prescriptions of Viagra if you have a specific underlying cause. Your doctor should be able to tell you more about this. If you have no underlying cause then you will be issued with a private prescription. This can be quite expensive. Other forms of treatment include vacuum devices and topical creams to apply to the penis. These can also be effective.



Q



I have been losing my hair for the past two years and becoming bald very quickly, I am only 22. I have spoken to the prison doctor asking for some help but they tell me that it is just something I will have to learn to live with. When I was outside my local GP told me that there are methods and tablets that I could take to help. The situation is causing me to become depressed so I would appreciate it if you could offer some sort of solution.



A Hair loss is a difficult condition to accept at



any age but being as young as you are I can understand your frustration. It sounds like you have a condition known as male pattern baldness. You are definitely not alone, as it is the most common type of hair loss and in the UK it affects more than 6.5 million people. It usually starts with a little thinning of the hair followed by wider hair loss which results in the scalp becoming more visible. This can progress over a number of years. For some people, as in your case, it does start in the late teens and can lead to low self-esteem and depression. Male pattern baldness is usually inherited and once you have inherited the gene there is little that you can do to prevent the process from starting. However there are treatments that can slow it down. None, however, are curative. The two most effective treatments are: 1 Minoxidil - this is a lotion that you rub on your scalp. It can slow down the balding process in 50% of people that use it although 30% of people will not notice a change. 2 Finasteride – is a tablet and can slow down the process in 80% of cases Both treatments require 6-12 months of use before any improvement is seen. They have few side effects but once you stop using them the balding process will start again. Other treatments include wigs, hair implantation and hair transplantation.



It may be worth seeing your doctor again and discussing the effect the hair loss is having on your mood. They may refer you to a skin specialist for consideration of the above treatments as well as recommending some psychological support if they feel this is necessary.



Q For the past ten years I have suffered with mastoid ear infections resulting in several operations. For the past three months I have had an infection and my ear has been discharging. After several courses of antibiotics the infection is not easing. I have been taking Genticin Drops; Co-amoxiclav and Fluoxitine. Could you recommend anything else or is there anything I could purchase on canteen that may help treat the infection? A



It may help to give a little background about mastoid ear infections. If you press just behind the ear you can feel a hard bone. This is the mastoid bone and as you can see it is very close to the ear. If you have an infection in the middle of the ear it can spread to this bone. The symptoms that you will get are redness and swelling behind the ear as well as pain in the affected ear and sometimes with discharge. The usual course of treatment is antibiotics although sometimes a surgical procedure known as a mastoidectomy may help. It sounds like you may have had this in the past. This is to remove infection in the mastoid bone and to prevent damage to the nearby hearing apparatus. You are very unlucky to have had such difficulty treating ear infections. I think the prison doctor was correct to give you antibiotics as ear drops and to swallow as it will indeed attack from both ends. I would like to point out that the ‘fluoxitine’ also spelt fluoxetine that you mention is an antidepressant and not an antibiotic and unlikely to have been prescribed for the ear infection. Because of the duration of your symptoms, and the fact that they have not got better with the antibiotics, it is important to see the prison doctor again. It may be useful for the prison doctor to take a swab of the discharge from the ear and send this to a lab. They will then be able to grow the bug or infection in the ear and find out what antibiotics are the most likely to help your infection. You are also likely to require a longer course of the antibiotic. If this does not resolve the matter then you may need further referral to an ear specialist in order for further tests to be carried out and possible consideration for surgery.



>> Please note our new address for all Prisoner correspondence: Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



“Locked in here all day; you don’t turn criminals into citizens by treating them this way” with kind permission from Billy Bragg



We have a dedicated and specialist team. We offer nothing but honest and professional advice. We aim to deal with your case speedily and efficiently. We aim to provide a quick response to all initial contacts. We regularly attend prisons throughout Northern England but do offer nationwide service in particular: Categorisation / Progression Parole & Licence Issues Lifer & IPP cases Adjudications Appeals / CCRC cases Recall HDC Judicial Review
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What is an inferiority complex? ....................................................................... The term inferiority complex is used to describe general feelings of inadequacy which are grounded in real or imagined deficiencies in a person’s physical, emotional, or psychological being.



Inferiority complex



What causes an inferiority complex? .......................................................................



What can I do myself? .......................................................................



The roots of the problem may go back to early childhood. Young children are totally dependent on adults to fulfil their physical and emotional needs. How these needs are met determines the attitude and personality of the child. If a parent is very strict, setting standards which a child can never attain, the result may be a sense of failure which persists throughout life.



How is an inferiority complex diagnosed and treated? ....................................................................... An inferiority complex may manifest itself in different ways. Some sufferers may have such a deepseated fear of failure that they retreat into passivity, lacking the courage to take any initiative or meet any challenge. Others may react by becoming aggressive; for example, the timid child who develops into the school bully. Treating an inferiority complex depends on the severity of the problem. Often when people recognize that their behaviour is either socially unacceptable or causing them to miss out on opportunities in life, they decide to help themselves. Reading some of the many popular handbooks on personality disorders; the support of sympathetic friends, and attending self-awareness and assertiveness courses can bring positive change. However, there are a small number of people for whom the roots of the problem go far deeper into the unconscious and who need professional help.



When should I seek help? ....................................................................... If the feelings of inadequacy are so crippling that you cannot function properly at work or form stable relationships, then you should see your doctor for referral to a therapist.



It is often possible to analyse your own feelings and actions and the underlying motives behind them. Once you understand why you feel inferior, you can often help yourself overcome the problem. Try the following strategies:



An inferiority complex can cause a person to stay on the sidelines of life, resulting in frustration, depression, and inhibited potential



What can I do to avoid an inferiority complex in my child?



....................................................................... Since the roots of an inferiority complex often reach back into early childhood, parents play a large part in the development or avoidance of such problems. Since children are rarely able to form objective views of their own character or experiences, their perception of themselves is usually a reflection of older people’s actions and attitudes. As a parent, you can help by being sensitive to your child’s feelings and need for self esteem, praising all levels of achievement rather than emphasising failure or misdeeds.



What will the doctor do? ....................................................................... The doctor will usually recommend that you consult a psychotherapist who will discuss with you the nature of the problems caused by your feelings of inferiority, and offer guidance to help resolve or manage them effectively. ›› Psychotherapy can take a number of different approaches. Psychoanalysis, for instance, attempts an in-depth and sometimes lengthy investigation into the patients unconscious and early childhood experiences in order to probe the origins of the problem. ›› Counselling tries to help patients understand their problems



CRIMINAL DEFENCE & PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



every day



Advice & Representation on all aspects of Criminal Defence & Prison Law



family relationships run into trouble



including:



Parole Board Hearings Recats Recalls Adjudications Complaints Appeals



and learn how to cope with them on a practical level. This may be done individually; or in a group where the interchange of views and experiences can stimulate insight, and the mutual support can help heal wounds in the personality. ›› There are also various types of behaviour therapy which aim to alter patients’ perception of themselves and their abilities, through learning to behave differently in situations in which they habitually feel inadequate. Graded programmes of activities are devised for patients to practice to help build selfconfidence outside of therapy sessions.



Women seem particularly vulnerable to an inferiority complex as they can often be at a disadvantage socially and economically.



There are also many theories based on the idea that the position of children within their family effects their personality and outlook. Some experts believe that a middle child may be particularly prone to feelings of inferiority having neither the special status of the eldest child or the indulged existence of the baby of the family.



›› Talk over your difficulties with your partner or a sympathetic friend to help you identify the underlying causes. ›› Try to come to terms with any incidents in your past which may have contributed to your inferiority complex. It is important to realise that everyone experiences a gap between aspiration and achievement. Forgiving yourself for perceived past failures and forgiving others who may have contributed towards your complex will allow you to concentrate on the positive aspects of your present and future life. ›› Try to adopt a positive attitude. Develop your assets rather than concentrating on your defects. ›› Boost your self-confidence by setting realistic goals you can achieve. ›› If you are in an environment where you repeatedly fail, consider changing it; for example, finding a new job, or ending a negative relationship. ›› Many people have found assertiveness courses very helpful as they learn techniques which enable them to communicate their views and needs clearly without stridency or aggression.



Is an inferiority complex harmful? ....................................................................... Some people with inferiority complexes may resort to drugs or alcohol as props for their personality, while others, especially women, may develop serious problems such as eating disorders like anorexia nervosa or bulimia. But the greatest danger for most people is that they opt for passivity as the safest course of action and so live unfulfilled and frustrated lives, too depressed to change their attitude or lifestyle. This need not be the case; it is important to encourage people to help themselves or seek the help they need.



Family disputes or relationship breakdowns can result in every aspect of family life being affected, so it is essential that you find a solicitor who you can talk to easily, who understands you and whom you can trust.



Advice given on all aspects of Prison Law Contact Michaela Hoggarth or Vanessa Welch at



FRANK BRAZELL & PARTNERS FOR ADVICE 0800 0832724 020 7689 8989



Everys provide legal services in the South West to HMP Exeter, HMP Channings Wood and HMP Dartmoor. Everys can help with all aspects of family law including: • Divorce • Contact with Children • Care Proceedings • Legal aid work undertaken For more information contact Lesley Powell, one of our Family Accredited Panel Members, at Everys, Hertford House Southernhay Gardens, Exeter, EX1 1NP. Tel 01392 477983.



We also specialise in all aspects of Family Work, Divorce, Contact with Children, Child Care arrangements for mothers in prison.
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FRANK BRAZELL & PARTNERS 97 White Lion Street London N1 9PL



PROBLEM? WE CAN HANDLE IT! We guarantee a prompt response, friendly advice and thoroughly reliable representation from an experienced team.



Parole Hearings, Judicial Reviews, Recalls, Adjudications, & Categorisation reviews We are Criminal and Prison Law Specialists The latest video link interview facilities are available to speed up the processes and avoid delay in having your concerns addressed. Write to Mark Bailey Bailey Nicholson Grayson Solicitors 15 Bourne Court Southend Road Ilford Essex IG8 8HD or call



01689 886300



Representing our clients 24 hours a day, 365 days a year



Inside Time Family Law ad.indd 1



www.everys.co.uk 10/11/09 17:01:50



For a prompt service throughout the midlands and the south of England
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Month by Month by Rachel Billington



Rachel just misses a massive earthquake in Chile, learns more about Arthur Koestler’s prison experiences and admires John Hirst’s calmness under fire.



War II. Born in Budapest to a middle-class Jewish family, he was partly educated in Germany but eventually fled university to British occupied Palestine where he hoped to join the Zionists and work in a Kibbutz. When this didn’t work out - he always was better with words than manual labour - he wangled a job as a journalist with a German newspaper. Abandoning Zionism for Communism, he visited Stalin’s Russia and in 1936 set off to report on the Spanish Civil War. He soon found himself in a Seville prison where, although having good sanitation (much better than Pentonville, as he later commented) men in neighbouring cells were regularly led out to be executed. He never knew if he would be next. He wrote, ‘A cell door cannot be shut except by being slammed to. It is made of massive steel and concrete, about four inches thick, and every time it falls to there is a resounding crash just as though a shot had been fired. But this report dies away without an echo. Prison sounds and echo-less and bleak.’ In the years following, he was imprisoned in a France occupied by the Germans, joined the Foreign legion, arrested again, and when he escaped to England became suspect again and was put into Pentonville. His great novel, Darkness at Noon, written while he was incarcerated in France, was published while he was incarcerated in London. These frightening experiences gave him a personal sympathy for prisoners and set him inexorably against the death penalty.



Tim Robertson (centre) Chief Executive of the Koestler Awards with author Michael Scammell (left) and Gary Monaghan Governor of Pentonville Prison



T



he South American country of Chile, sandwiched between the Pacific and the Andes, was not on most peoples’ map of the world, until its latest massive earthquake struck on February 27th. Chile is a beautiful country where I spent three weeks in January and February, going to many of the places now suffering deaths and dislocations. I was researching for a new book that I hope to write about an extraordinary woman travel writer, Maria Graham, who in 1822, found herself on her own in Valparaiso after her husband, Captain Graham, died as their ship rounded Cape Horn. In Valparaiso she met the dynamic Admiral Cochrane who, although British, had just defeated the Spanish as head of the Chilean fleet. She, herself, left Chile after an earthquake and giant tsunami destroyed most of the buildings in Valpo and along the coast. I didn’t discover much about contemporary prison conditions on this visit – although one Chilean friend told me she was asked to donate 50 pots of hand cream to the local



SHERIDAN BOWLES Solicitors and Notary Public



women’s prison and was very impressed to get back some extremely warm ‘thank you’ notes. But on my return, I thought of earthquakes again when Dame Anne Owers, our redoubtable Chief Inspector of Prisons, told me that the only good thing about the horrific Haitian earthquake was that it had thoroughly destroyed the Haitian prison. She described it as the absolute worst she had ever seen. When I asked her what was the second worst, she only hesitated a moment before suggesting the women’s Death Row wing in Texas prison. I met Anne at the launch of a biography of Arthur Koestler by Michael Scammell (Faber & Faber £25). Many of you will know his name as the founder of the Koestler Awards but few could imagine the amazing life he lived - I was going to say ‘survived’ - before coming to England during World



At the launch of the biography, which was hosted by Tim Robertson, Chief Executive of the Koestler Awards, a gentler picture was painted by Ariane Bankes, vice-chair of trustees and Koestler’s niece by marriage who, as a teenager, enjoyed inspiring conversations with him. A friend of mine whose father played chess with Koestler, remembers at the age of nine being taken by him to see the Festival of Britain’s firework displays, then being fed sausage and biscuits by candlelight. Koestler, himself, resolutely refused to have children and didn’t acknowledge the one who existed. Those of you who want to know more about Arthur Koestler’s amazing life will have a better chance if you’re in Pentonville Prison. The governor of the prison, Gary Monaghan, was presented with a copy in remembrance of Koestler’s time there. Monaghan promises it will be in the reference section of the library.



..................................................... Calmness under fire



Arthur Koestler in 1949 (Image: Life magazine) In the 1950s he initiated the National Campaign for Abolition of Capital Punishment. This followed the hanging of the subnormal Derek Bentley and the innocent Timothy Evans, followed by the shocking case of Ruth Ellis, a young mother who killed her lover in a jealous rage. To encourage a change in the law, he wrote ‘Reflections on Hanging’ which prompted his collaborator and wife, Cynthia, to comment, ‘We were living in a world of



I got back from my travels too late to attend the Prison Reform Trust’s February 8th conference called Barred from Voting - the right to vote for sentenced prisoners. Juliet Lyon, the PRT’s director assures me it was well attended with talks from Shami Chakrabarti, Director of Liberty, Bobby Cummines from Unlock and Paul Tidball, President of the Prison Governors’ Association, among others. It was also well covered in the press, if not always favourably. However I did catch exprisoner and Inside Time writer John Hirst making a valiant appearance on the Alan Titchmarsh TV programme. The audience were of the sort who prefer booing and shouting down anyone they disagree with rather than listening. I admired John for staying calm under fire, putting the case for prisoner votes and, in my view, making the hang’em-shoot’em-flog’em brigade look extremely childish. To be fair, Titchmarsh himself seemed open-minded.
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Michael Scammell’s admiring portrait of Koestler, as a writer and political thinker of near genius, doesn’t attempt to disguise his deficiencies as a man. His sexual approaches were often violent and led to accusations of rape, although he had a vast amount of willing lovers and women who remained close friends. He drank too much, argued too much and was boastful and deceitful. Scammell blames this (as did Koestler) on his mother, who gave him too little love as a child. Certainly, he was a tortured character who at the age of seventy-seven, committed suicide in a double pact with Cynthia.
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gallows and gibbets, creaking and groaning with the bodies of criminals’. In 1962, he established the Koestler Awards, giving a thousand pounds a year for ten years.
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World Religions Chinese Religion



So the Chinese in particular greatly approve of the statement that the universal basic criterion for a global ethic is that what helps human beings to be truly human is what is in principle good for them. That means: • Human beings, whether individuals or societies, should not behave in an inhuman, antihuman, bestial way, as so often happens. • Rather, human beings, as individuals or in community, should behave in a truly human way, a humane way: towards their fellow men and women, society, and nature. ‘Temple of Heaven’, Beijing



It is not authoritarian patriarchalism that stands at the centre of the teaching of Confucius, but what is truly human. Humanity (ren) in the sense of loving care, goodness, benevolence, is the ethical term that is used most frequently of all in the Analects of Confucius. Humanity could very well also be the basis today for a fundamental ethic - not only in China, but in humankind as a whole. According to Confucius, humanity is to be understood as mutuality (shu), as mutual respect, as he explains it in the Golden Rule: What you do not wish for yourself, do not do to others. Good and evil can be distinguished by the basic norm of true humanity in a quite elementary way, one that is valid for all. For the Chinese there is nothing beyond good and evil. Confucius is said to have remarked that there are only two ways: humanity or inhumanity.



To apply oneself to the duties of men and, while revering the spirits and gods, to keep away from them - this may be called wisdom. (Confucius, Anolects 6.22)



of wisdom teachers - the most famous of them is Confucius. There is a transition from magical religion to a rationality centred on human beings and their ethical decisions.



A benevolent man extends his love for those he loves to those he does not love. (Mencius 7B. 1)



To some degree as a counter-movement to that, at this time Taoism arose. It is a return to nature and its harmony, inspired by the wisdom writing Tao te Ching, which is attributed to the legendary wise man Lao-tsu. This is a philosophical-mystical doctrine of the Tao, the way, the primal law and primal foundation of all being, in which human beings are to be embedded and with which they are to live in harmony.



Treat the aged of your own family in a manner befitting their venerable age and extend this treatment to the aged of other families. Treat your own young in a manner befitting their tender age and extend this to the young of other families. (Mencius IA, 7) If one has sinned against Heaven, there is no one to pray to. (Confucius, Analects 3.13) If a man is not humane, what can he do with the rituals? If a man is not humane, what can he do with music? (Confucius, Analects 3.3)



Later this became a separate religious movement which adopted many elements of the old Chinese religion. There are about 1.3 billion Chinese, some of whom - insofar as they are religious at all - are Confucians or Taoists; others are Buddhists, Christians or Muslims.



......................................................



Copyright Global Ethic Foundation



The foundations of Confucian ethics are Five Basic Relationships Superior Father Older brother Husband Friend 
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subordinate son younger brother wife friend



Thought for the day



...................................................... Confucian Virtues



Proper behaviour (Ii) Humanity (ren) Doing one’s duty (yi) Knowing what is right (shi) Reciprocal care of others (shu) Respect, fulfilling the obligations of a child (xiao)



...................................................... The Master Said:



At fifteen, I bent my mind on learning; at thirty, I was established; at forty, I was free from delusion; at fifty, I knew the mandate of Heaven; at sixty, my ears became subtly perceptive; at seventy, I was able to follow my heart’s desire without overstepping the rules of propriety. (Confucius, Anolects 2,4)



Confucius (551-479BC) Early Chinese culture, around 5,000 years old, is a shamanistic culture with a strong religious stamp, at the centre of which stands the veneration of ancestors and rites. The era of Chinese humanism begins in China in the sixth century BC with the emergence
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Fact sheets to be ‘tartanised’



Methadone concerns Professor Neil McKeganey (pictured), Director of the Centre for Drug Misuse Research at the University of Glasgow, has said there needs to be a ‘full review’ to work out exactly how many people are on methadone. He also questions the long term use of methadone. His comments follow the case of a 34 year-old man who had received methadone for free from the state for nearly 20 years, despite admitting he had never given up heroin. Drugs expert Prof McKeganey said: “Cases such as these, involving people who have been on methadone for such a long period of time, demonstrate the need for serious questions to be asked about what possible benefit the methadone programme has done for them.



Brian Black pictured left with Pamela McWilliam and Grant Markie at Black and Markie Solicitors in Fife has kindly agreed to ‘tartanise’ the fact sheets from the insideinformation guidebook that is available in all prisons throughout the UK. This massive task, which is now almost complete, will result in a wide range of information sheets being available from every prison library; explaining and answering the various questions regularly asked by prisoners; these include:



l Adjudications, l Appeals, Bail/Detention/Immigration l CCRC - Scottish Children’s Scotland Act 1995 l Clinical Negligence l Contact - Estranged Children l Deportation SC



OT



Parole Hearings



BLACK & MARKIE



TI
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RS



Prisoner



Licence P R Tribunals H IS Recall IS ON T T ER O 239 High Street C S S Cowdenbeath Fife KY4 9QF



l Drink Drivers l Fraud l Judicial Review l Legal Aid, Licence Conditions l Lifer Reviews l MAPPA l MDT/Drug Testing l Miscarriages of Justice, Parole l Prison Law in Scotland l Proceeds of Crime Act l Rehabilitation l Stages of the Criminal Enquiry and Detention Process l Work/Education Posters will soon be displayed indicating their arrival in your prison.



SCOTTISH PRISONERS Has the justice system let you down? Need help getting your conviction and/or sentence reviewed?



“This is by no means an isolated case and it is clear that the system itself is addicted to supplying methadone to heroin addicts.” The individual in question had been receiving the state-funded drug every day since he was 16. He said: “Two years is the maximum anyone should be on a programme. After that there needs to be an intensive review of their treatment programme.”



l Walking proof that methadone ‘is failing’ after 20 years on treatment (scotsman.com, 12 February 2010) l Methadone numbers up in British prisons (30 November 2009) l Methadone queues block prison places (08 October 2008) l Methadone deaths overtake heroin in region of Scotland (20 August 2008)



In Scotland, like England, the prisons are getting more overcrowded whilst serious crime is falling. The Scottish Government has controversial plans afoot to end all sentences under 6 months. Kenny MacAskill, in a report in The Guardian, said that the new inspection ‘vividly highlighted’ the need to divert minor offenders away from the prison system by making use of community punishments. Inside Time introduced a new Scottish section following requests from numerous readers north of the border. Despite assurances that we would receive lots of material, and the fact that we have such a strong readership in Scotland, sadly, not much came in at all. Hopefully, seeing this new special section will prompt some action and result in more material next time.



Scottish Prisoners Parole Tribunals Appeals Recalls



SCOTTISH PRISONERS



Bruce & Company Solicitors For a fast, reliable, efficient Advice & Assistance in all aspects of prison law inc: • Parole Board Representation • Human Rights • Appeals (Including Late Appeals) • Referral to SCCRC (Scottish Criminal Cases



Review Commission)



• Immigration • Repatriation • Categorisation and Transfer



If you are in a prison in Scotland and require a visit regarding any of the above, please contact:



For an immediate response and visit to any prison in Scotland, write or telephone:



Solicitors to fight your case!



In 2008 the head of the Scottish Prison Service said jails in the country could hold an extra 1,400 prisoners if it wasn’t for the high number of inmates needing daily doses of methadone. It is thought there are 22,000 addicts who are given methadone in Scotland.



Scotland’s new Inspector of Prisons, Brigadier Hugh Monro, says in a new report that Cornton Vale, Scotland’s only female prison, is in a state of crisis. He says that the living conditions for the 350 women who reside there are ‘unacceptable’ and ‘worsening’. In the first inspection since 2006 the prison, which houses teenage and adult women, is described as overcrowded with inadequate bedding, food and toilets. The amount of time ‘out-of-cell’ was also criticised.



• Appeals (including late appeals) • Referrals to Scottish Criminal Cases Review Commission (SCCRC) • Parole Applications (including Lifer Tribunals, Recall etc.) • Generally all aspects of prison law



01241 430660



In the SPS Prisoner Survey 2009 ‘Drug Use & Drug Services’ it was revealed that 22% of prisoners reported they had used drugs in prison in the month prior to the survey, with a minority of prisoners (3%) reporting injecting drugs in prison in the month prior to the survey.



Scotland’s only women’s prison criticised



Benefit from our years of experience and get specialist advice on:-



Susan Rhodes Bruce & Co 89 - 91 High Street Arbroath DD11 1DP



Reported figures obtained from the Government said there were 19,632 prisoners on methadone as part of ‘maintenance programmes’ in 2008 - compared to 12,518 in 2007.



Contact Jim Litterick Higgins Morledge & Litterick 2 Candleriggs Alloa FK10 1EA
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you call, we’ll be there



Grant Bruce Bruce & Company 24 West HIgh Street, Forfar DD8 1BA
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he Griffins Society, an independent charity working for the care and resettlement of women offenders in prison and in the community, published a report: ‘Double invisibility recalled and female - and forgotten in the criminal justice system’? It highlights discrimination against women prisoners and how the ‘system’ falls short on rehabilitation and resettlement for women.



Double invisibility Inside Time’s Lucy Forde meets Peter Dunn, director of The Griffins Society, to discuss a report on the problem of female prisoners recalled for breaching licence conditions



The Report’s author Rosie Deedes, a prison chaplain, interviewed seven prisoners who had breached their licence conditions and who had been recalled to Downview. She also spoke to probation officers and a member of the Parole Board. Discussing the Report, Peter Dunn explained that the system is mainly designed with men in mind. “Women tend to get into trouble for different reasons to those that lead men to commit crime. Unfortunately the differences are often not recognised and this leads to unfair, albeit unintentional, discrimination” he said.
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comply. Probation said that it takes into consideration the women’s circumstances. Despite this it doesn’t go far enough in trying to understand the complexity of the issues facing women; the system is, so often, setting the prisoner up to fail. A little thought could be put into the detail without lessening the required restrictions to the conditions.” In many cases the licence is handed to the prisoner at reception, they are asked to read it and sign. The officer dealing with release will not necessarily have been privy to the licence conditions and will be unable or unwilling to go through it with them. Besides, when a prisoner is itching to get out of the gate it is unlikely that they will take time to go through the licence and question its content. The Griffins Society is holding a Policy Maker’s Seminar in March with representatives from NOMS, Probation, Department of Health, Local Authority Housing, Ministry of Justice and Youth Justice Board. The meeting will highlight the needs already mentioned and re-visit the Corston Report, which stressed the need for a reduction on prison places and more emphasis on resettlement and preventative measures. This will include ensuring that recognition is given to the cost implications of recalling those who breach their licences against good external support and resettlement options.



The Reports main findings are: u The Criminal Justice System is less experienced in understanding women’s circumstances because there are fewer women prisoners; u Women are much more likely to be imprisoned for non-violent crime and therefore pose less of a risk to the community; u Little is known about why women breach licence conditions and there is obviously a need to look into this further to reduce the number of recalls.



Another topic the Society will be highlighting is the need for better training of Offender Managers in order that they engage with women and recognise the different issues they have from their male counterparts. This will, hopefully, focus the powers that be to screen the causes of breaching and recalls.



One of the standard conditions on a licence is the need for suitable accommodation; one interviewee gave the address of a former client with no intention of actually going there, and was left wandering the streets on a Friday night with no access to any support agencies; therefore breaching her licence on the day of release. Another problem is that of attending probation appointments; it can boil down to the basics of being given accommodation in a different area without ensuring that the person has the means to return for their appointments. The Parole Board member interviewed questioned the benefit of recall for certain breaches and is quoted as saying: “What is the point of recall for not turning up? Much better to have a good long session with some sort of key-worker to try and help them be less chaotic.”



They will also be lobbying for better support for the women that are released at the end of their sentence. This is as important as the support offered to those on licence. Volunteers with experience of the system will be trained to give support to women released without conditions, thus enabling them to take ownership of their lives and turn their back on crime.



© prisonimage.org



The Report mentions the ‘chaos’ that some women find themselves in once released from prison; the possibility of homelessness; getting back with their children and relationships and dealing with the stress of having to be responsible for their movements and decisions. Many of the women interviewed were mothers but not the main carers, owing in part to problems associated with alcohol and/or drug dependency and possible mental



health, often the reason for their offence(s). Peter Dunn said: “To date there is little or no information into the reasons of women breaching their licences. This is information that should be recorded on recall and logged appropriately in order that the policy makers are aware of the circumstances and can address the situation. Focus should be placed
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on resettlement and the importance of having concrete plans for the women prior to release on licence, together with detailed explanations of the conditions and the consequences of not adhering to them. “Consideration should be given, when writing up a licence, to the logistics of being able to



Copies of the Report: ‘Double invisibility - recalled and female - and forgotten in the criminal justice system? by Rosie Deedes can be obtained by contacting Lucy Forde at Inside Time or downloading from The Griffins Society website www. thegriffinssociety.org
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y husband is in prison and since our retirement dreams were shattered, we have learnt a lot about justice and prisons that we didn’t know before. One of the first things we learned is that when a pensioner is convicted, the pension is immediately stopped. When someone is imprisoned they lose their freedom, but if that person is a pensioner he loses his freedom and his income.



hear of any members of the public who have been asked for their opinion on this by the government! Some would agree, but they are the ones who know nothing of life in prison for the elderly. Withholding prisoners’ pensions is not “double provision” but “double punishment”, even without taking into account the effect on the innocent partner at home. An excellent report was published by the PRT and Age Concern in September 2006 in response to a White Paper by the Department of Work & Pensions (DWP) (http://www.prisonreformtrust.org.uk/uploads/documents/ PensionsPaperSept2006.pdf)



My husband, like many others of his age, paid into the compulsory state pension scheme for 50 years. At the time he was convicted he had been receiving payments for 4 years. The government, however, classes it as a “benefit” and payment ceases on imprisonment in the same way as, say, housing benefit. This is effectively a huge fine imposed by the government (rather than the Court) and applies only to pensioners.



In that document, the DWP explains: “The National Insurance scheme operates as a “pay-as-you-go” scheme so that today’s contributors are paying for today’s social security entitlements and pensions, and those paying contributions previously were paying for the pensioners of that time. In other words, contributors do not accumulate an individual pension fund of actual monies they have paid, which is personal to them.”



I have my own pension but it is much less than my husband’s because of the years I was bringing up a family. Benefits are available, but I am not eligible because we saved our money rather than spending it on luxuries. © prisonimage.org



Withholding the pension has a huge impact on the wife or partner. Income is halved, but the bills are just the same: council tax, heating costs, phone bills etc., and the car must be taxed, insured and fuelled for the weekly visit. Help is available for visiting, but not for those with savings to draw on. I’ve always hated waste and kept a careful watch on expenditure, but I’m amazed at how expert I’ve become at comparing prices and looking for special offers. I make casseroles: eat one portion, freeze two. I buy the larger packs then freeze or store the surplus for later. I’ve bought thermal underwear and crocheted a thick shawl to cut down on the heating, and I boil the kettle for hot water. Soon I must move to a smaller home, to live more cheaply. Long past retirement I am still working, but I cannot do so indefinitely. Of course people say that prisoners’ wives don’t have the expense of looking after their husbands, the prison does that. True, it does, but only on the most basic level. Food is just sufficient to keep body and soul together and is fairly tasteless, although obviously prisoners can buy their own to supplement their diet. My husband is determined to keep as fit and healthy as he can, and buys eggs, cheese,



Twice the punishment Jenny Richards is angered by what she believes is blatant discrimination against pensioner prisoners tinned fish, etc., however I don’t need to tell anyone reading this about the highly inflated canteen prices!



supplement this meagre allowance, I send money to be put into his account: over £1,100 in the last nine months.



Some prisoners are allowed to wear their own clothes instead of the prison uniform. It doesn’t matter that you have plenty of suitable clothing at home - more must be bought from designated catalogues via the prison service.



Apart from his weekly spending of £12 for phone calls it is about the same for extra food. It has taken a long time to save up for a couple of sweatshirts, tracksuit bottoms and a pair of cheap trainers; hardly an extensive wardrobe!



And there is that much publicised ‘luxury’ of a TV in the cell! A small set with just 5 channels costs £1 a week.



The Prison Reform Trust (PRT) says men over 60 are the fastest-growing age group in prison, having tripled between 1996 (699) and 2008 (2,242). Many, like my own husband, have never been in prison before, and most have paid enough contributions for a full state pension. The UK is not alone in withholding pensions from prisoners, but many others don’t: Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal and Spain all pay at least part.



My husband is lucky in that the prison he is in gives pensioners £10 a week instead of making them work, but not all prisons do. This doesn’t go very far towards bringing a little quality of life into the basic regime. To



The PRT campaigned for pension rights for over five years, but the government claim it would be “double provision” for prisoners already held at public expense, and it would not be “publicly acceptable”. I have yet to



The biggest expense for us is phone calls. He phones me each day and this contact is precious to us. It is also a necessity, so we can discuss legal and household matters. This costs around £12 a week, a 10 minute call costing over £1 - about 3 times our BT tariff.
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However, if today’s pensioners have already paid for someone else’s pension, surely they should receive their own? DWP continue: “Instead, payment of contributions entitles them or, in certain circumstances, their spouses, to a range of social security entitlements ....”. Not if you’ve got savings it doesn’t! Confirming this, in the report a human rights solicitor comments: “Removing the husband’s pension if he is in prison may lead to financial difficulties for the wife. Whilst she may qualify for benefits to help with the financial situation, even relatively small amounts of savings can effectively rule out state help. This may leave a wife with the only option of depleting life savings in order to maintain herself as the result of her husband’s imprisonment.” The National Pensioners’ Convention considers the State Pension to be “a right rather than a benefit” and argues that “if the State is recouping some of the money spent on detaining someone in prison, why are older prisoners the only category subjected to this ‘charge’? This is discriminatory.” Despite what the press say, prisoners actually have very few rights. However, receipt of a pension to which they have contributed is a fundamental right which is being denied to elderly UK citizens in prison. Jenny Richards is a pseudonym for the wife of a prisoner maintaining innocence in Leicestershire.



RECENT ACCIDENT?



Shaw & Co



I have been in touch with a number of wellknown organisations who offer advice to people in our position and to pensioners generally. They all give me the same answer: they know the problem, they agree it’s unfair, but they have too little time and too few resources to pursue it.



Shaw & Co will pursue your claim at no cost to yourself. We guarantee that you will keep 100% of all compensation awarded to you.



Personal Injury Specialists
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• Personal Injury Claim • Dental Negligence



For a free consultation please contact Rebecca, Dave or Richard 0800 0191 248 or 01302 326666
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Image: Prisoners’ Families and Friends Service



The forgotten victims Charles Hanson praises the work done on behalf of prisoners’ families



By Charles Hanson



W



ith the prison population in England & Wales now standing at around 85,000, and a further 450 children in secure training homes and centres, there will invariably be a significant number of families and friends who will at times feel as though they too are serving the sentence imposed by the courts on their loved ones. These, the often forgotten victims, some of whom would have been in Court to hear the judge direct dock custody staff to … “take him/her down”, will often be left with feelings of anger and bewilderment, and sometimes shock, but always a sense of loss; for as partners and spouses of the prisoner they will be left wondering how they can cope; especially so if they have children.



Since 1995, the prison population has grown by 66% and could rise even further to 100,000 by 2014, a projected figure the Government is already preparing for. There has also been a 400% rise in the last year in the number of people serving IPP sentences bringing the total to over 5,700. These figures are a damming indictment of current penal policy and also a terrible infliction on families of those serving short sentences which serve no useful purpose, something already acknowledged by many respected criminal justice commentators. In 1965, the Prisoner’ Wives Service was established to meet the needs and to support the wives of prisoners. It was run in a flexible arrangement with the Probation Service. Since 1989, and acknowledging that it’s not only wives who are affected by a prisoner’s sentence, it has been known as the Prisoners’ Families and Friends Service.



OLLIERS



In its early years the service had close links
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The Prisoners’ Family and Friends of prisoners based in South London (with a Freephone Helpline) is engaged in four different projects, all mainly staffed by volunteers, including the Swan Centre, which was launched in 1995 to provide a meeting place for prisoners’ families and provides (amongst other things) the ‘Presence in Court’ project, to which I am attached. Court volunteers are assigned to one of fourteen London Crown and Magistrates Court and are committed to undertake a one day per week presence at that court after a 3½ day training period. They will make their presence known to families, solicitors, barristers, probation staff, court listings staff and the court usher. The project offers first hand advice and information and hands out leaflets which detail visiting times and useful telephone numbers of the prison to which the prisoner will go on leaving Court; how to arrange a visit and travel arrangements; information as to the terms of the sentence imposed on the prisoner. The families of prisoners are encouraged to use the Freephone Helpline for further advice and support. Between November 2008 and November 2009, some 1,500 approaches were made by court volunteers to the families and friends of those sentenced to custody; with some 16% of those contacting the Helpline. Arising out of my interest in the Criminal Justice System, based in no small measure on the number of years of being in conflict with it, the Court Project was mentioned to me as a worthy cause to which I might be able to contribute at least one day a week. I see this as a departure from normal activities in that I am able to continue maintaining an interest in the welfare of those I left behind in prison and also for those who face the prospect of joining them. I am expected to understand the legal terminology which might feature in the document, including a case set down for a hearing, trial
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Contact Jeremy Pinson: Olliers Solicitors Castlefield Chambers 11 Duke S treet Manchester M3 4NF



with the Inner London Probation Service when it was agreed that all referrals to the service would come from probation and prison welfare officers. Because of changes to the Probation Service in the late 1990s, probation officers found they did not have a remit for work with families anymore and that involvement came to an end. The ethos of the Probation Service, which was originally to advise, assist and befriend and was based on the social work ethic, shifted in the late 1980s and 1990s to one of public protection, enforcement and rehabilitation - with ‘rehabilitation’ placed last in the list of priorities of probation work.
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part heard, Newton Hearing, Plea and Case Management Hearing, for Execution of Bench Warrant, application to extend custody time limit, application under the Drug Trafficking Act and so forth. I am able to approach court probation staff and ask whether a particular case is likely to be a custody disposal, for they should have some idea about that given their knowledge of the charges or counts the defendant faces. I always make my presence known to the court usher, solicitors and counsel who are able to identify me to any family or friends of the defendant if the case results in custody. Or I can make a direct approach to them myself after sentence and that is where one has to be tactful, non-judgemental and sympathetic but supportive and encouraging. At the end of the day, I complete monitoring forms kept at the courts reception desk of the cases I have covered, the sentence imposed, the information I gave and the families I spoke to, and any other comments and observations I need to make. I found on being introduced to the service that they were non-judgmental about my past and far more interested in what I could contribute; which I found to be a breath of fresh air when so many other agencies and bodies continue to define me by my past - as if that is the sum total of me and for me this was putting the very ideas of rehabilitation into effect. With many charities and voluntary agencies struggling to provide the service for which they exist, the Prisoners’ Families and Friends Service find themselves no less having to tighten their belt and watch the pennies given the current economic climate, which is unfortunate for research has already acknowledged that a prisoner who is able to maintain family contact and unity and the community support of friends has a far greater prospect of desisting from further offending than those who have no support or indeed have lost it. That serves the family but in the final analysis it also serves the community. That to me is what rehabilitation should be all about moreover for the ones left behind on the other side of the wall that they get all the support they need and deserve … for they too are serving a sentence. Prisoners’ Families and Friends Service, 20 Trinity Street, London SE1 1DB Freephone Helpline: 0808 808 3444 Email: [email protected] Web: www.pffs.org.uk



Charles Hanson is formerly resident at HMP Blantyre House



Twell & Co Advice and assistance in relation to all aspects of prison law. Contact Robert Twell or Shevette Adams - Rose



Twell & Co 3rd Floor, 48 Lugley Street Newport Isle of Wight PO30 5HD



01983 539 999
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The big picture



want to do. Quite a lot of discretion might be left to the Governor as to the sort of hurdles that might have to be passed in order to clock up earlier release. But we think that a good, a well understood formula of advancement and hence early release is such an important incentive to someone who’s in prison.



AD: ‘We want a rehabilitation revolution in which we can concentrate on the needs of the offending community in order to reduce repeat offending. Of course some people have to be locked up but we need to appreciate that we have a massive prison population, probably tens of thousands of people are either dependent, either on alcohol or drugs or mentally ill, or both, and we need as much to address their needs as punish them for what they have done. So firstly with prisons I want busy prisons where people learn what they need in order to be able to live. We have to accept that many are ill, indolent or ignorant and these social evils have to be addressed if we are going to give people a chance. So we want to concentrate a lot of effort on having busy prisons and crucially if they walk out of the prison gate with nothing more than forty quid in their pocket and nowhere to live and nothing to support them they are going to come off the cliff edge, get back into trouble and come straight back into prison. So our main policy is really to try and set up a system where they can be equipped while in prison and then properly met or accompanied through the gate.’ ‘That means a lot of effort so that they have got somewhere to live, and all those ingredients that the rest of us take for granted are not denied them. Otherwise, all that is going to happen is that they go back again. And so we are looking at payment by results. Basically, rehab and setting people on their feet so they do not reoffend is our key objective. We appreciate the prison estate is crowded and it may be we will need some more places to start with. But our long term objective is to reduce the prison population by reducing reoffending and that’s going to take a lot of effort. I am quite zealous about this. That’s the big picture.’



Women recalled to prison



Q



In this issue of Inside Time we highlight the findings of a report by the Griffin Society - an organisation helping women offenders. The Report says that very often women get recalled to prison because they didn’t actually understand the terms and conditions of their early release. The Report says, for example, that they are asked to turn up for meetings without it first being confirmed that they have the fares to travel or that an appointment, for example, doesn’t clash with picking-up their child from school.



I was in Holloway Prison this morning and “ the good news is that the imprisoned female population is declining, the diversion from



”



Young Offenders



Q



We have a news item in this issue of Inside Time highlighting an IMB report on Felthem YOI. It says that a staggering 10,000 young people a year go through Feltham and they are there for only, on average, one month.



“



Conservatives ‘want change’ Alan Duncan is a perspicuous, zealous and goodhumoured man who, if the Conservatives win the forthcoming General Election will, he says be ‘on a mission to start a rehabilitation revolution’. The Shadow Minister for Prisons told Eric McGraw, Managing Editor of Inside Time he was a revolutionary, ‘a sort of Che Guevara of the prison world.’ He began by describing what he regards as the big picture custody recommended by the Corston Report seems to be taking place, and women particularly with dependent children having very short sentences is very destructive and probably doesn’t solve the problem. But you’re right, some women are recalled and are absolutely baffled as to why. So what we want to see is much more clarity in sentencing. There is a bigger issue of minimum and maximum sentencing of indeterminate



sentences but I think it’s equally a big issue in terms of any prisoner knowing when they might be released and what they have to do to be released earlier. And we are in favour of earned early release so that someone who is given a minimum and maximum isn’t just automatically released at the mid point, they have to work their way through self improvement and clear proof of changing their ways and the ability to survive outside prison towards earlier release. And that’s what we



24 hour emergency line:







   



‘We strongly favour community sentences and an enlightened look at sentencing, like restorative justice, community payback, and all forms of technologically monitored curfew or detention. So, you know, we are very open minded about the whole range of sentences that might be handed down.



” Restorative Justice



(bringing together offenders and their victims)



Q



Jonathan Aitken (former government minister and former prisoner) in his recent report ’locked up Potential’ referred to restorative justice and the need to have an Act of Parliament to ensure it happens.



“



Whether or not you need primary legislation is unclear. It could be that a Ministerial guideline would suffice, I’m brainstorming here, jointly between the MOJ and the Home Office, so that the Police and the Prison Service, or at least the Criminal Justice system in general makes it the norm rather than the exception, that it may not need legislation. I spoke at the Restorative Justice Conference two weeks ago and that’s basically what I said. Let’s make it the norm because



Levys



            



There is an enormous amount of churn in Feltham but I think what you’re putting your finger on is the fact that you can’t do much with someone on short sentences. There comes a point where a sentence is going to be so short it’s not worth having because it neither punishes nor teaches. And a longer one is necessary if you are ever going to teach someone how to cope with life and improve themselves, so what that throws up is two things the churn of the allocation of where someone is imprisoned and there is perhaps a more specific problem within the youth estate on that one, and the other is whether short sentences do any good at all.
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Votes for prisoners



Restorative Justice is inexpensive and it increasingly seems to be very effective but it would need, verifiable standards and procedures for it to be uniformly and consistently applied. You can’t just let it be an amateurish experiment really.



” The National Offender Management Service (NOMS) HQ



Q



Inside Time is also highlighting in this issue the recent House of Commons Justice Select Committee’s Report, which shows that the cost of the NOMS HQ represents 11% of the budget for the Criminal Justice System. I estimate that’s equal to the total cost of about 100 prisons. Given the average population of a prison in England and Wales is almost 600 that’s equivalent to 60,000 prisoners.



I think NOMS needs a very serious, hard, “ critical look. It has very few fans, it’s seen to be top heavy, prison focussed and unduly centralised. But don’t forget it includes all the supportive things like the Tornado Teams, all that kind of stuff and the IT costs. The extent to which NOMS is guilty as charged is perhaps exaggerated. But I think that it is too much of a central leviathan (monstrous beast) and my great vision is to have local offender management where anyone who is in the Criminal Justice System or in danger, of being in it is on the radar and can be mapped and helped and if possible influenced before they ever end up in prison. ‘Now, at the moment, I suppose this is, in a way, my mission, I sense that everything to do with offender management outside prisons is fragmented, nothing adequately brings together the housing department, social services, the police, the benefits agency, the learning skills apparatus and the adequate commissioning of all the effort by voluntary organisations which is fantastic in this country. So, some kind of streamlining which replaces the long, long list of ad hoc committees and temporary boards and mappers, wappers, zappers and everything else I think is overdue and if we can reduce that fragmentation and have a much more focussed, tailored approach to offender management at a local level I think we’re going to make a big difference. I can tell you one thing if we’re elected on May 6th NOMS will be standing to attention on May 7th. Its ‘stand by your beds, the Minister’s coming’. You can quote that on the front page.



”
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Q“



Where do you stand on the question of giving votes to prisoners?



I can tell you one thing if we’re elected on May 6th NOMS will be standing to attention on May 7th. Its ‘stand by your beds, the Minister’s coming’. You can quote that on the front page’.



Foreign National prisoners



Q



Can I raise the matter about the deportation of foreign nationals? As you know there are more than 11,000 in the prison system and a leader in The Daily Telegraph suggests we are not deporting foreign national prisoners because it offends their human rights. What’s your thinking on this?



In some cases it is about human rights, in “ many cases it’s about the prisoner giving inadequate details about the country of origin and their true identity. Our view is that certainly we wish to accelerate and improve deportation from prison. But bear in mind too that a lot of these people, indeed most of them are in prisons run by the Prison Service on behalf of the Borders Agency, so it’s a difficult Home Office immigration problem and largely falls on their budget. But it is absurd, well it is problematic, that we have so many foreign prisoners, I agree.



”



Can you read this? Toe by Toe enables learners to learn to read from the beginning with one to one support. It is for anyone who wants to learn how to read whilst in prison. Toe by Toe Mentors help others learn to read. Train to be a Toe by Toe mentor and develop skills in supporting others. It is a positive and highly rewarding way to spend your time in prison. For more information write to: Shannon Trust Freepost RSCE-ZSAR-GYAX 2nd Floor, Royal London House 22-25 Finsbury Square, London, EC2A 3DX



I’m very aware this is a legal mess at the moment and we will look carefully at what should happen and it is certainly our view that Parliament needs to address this clearly and will probably do it on a free vote – there’s a range of options. You could either get Parliament to endorse a blanket ban or you could get Parliament to say anyone with a sentence more than x number of years cannot vote but anyone with less can. Or you could set parameters and leave it to the judge to state within the sentence whether or not the prisoner can vote. Or possibly the judge might say they can start by not voting but earn the right to vote at the will of the governor, perhaps. All of these positions are defensible and logical and it needs Parliament to decide how they want to proceed. So we’d want to proceed on that.’ Your answer is very different from the Chairman of the Conservative Party who is reported as saying he is against giving prisoners the vote. ‘I think it’s clear that the European Court will require Parliament to take decisions. How do you conduct an election with people in prison? You have to get them on the electoral register, establish their eligibility and get a ballot paper to them and back again. Well, I think the technical side of ballot paper distribution isn’t too bad. But what about the privacy of the ballot box when you need to look at them? Because usually all bits of paper are checked when they come out of prison and obviously you don’t want intimidation. So the supervision of the ballot needs a process. But critically a lot of people, I mean a massive number of people, in prison are of no fixed address so how can you register them to vote? So it’s not just a matter of a right, it’s also a matter of process and something that is practical has to be devised as well, so they are a unique voting population. As always with these things, the devil is in the detail.



”



SCOTTISH SOLICIT ORS Par ole Board Repr esentation, Prison Law and Human Rights



• Life Prisoner Tribunals • Licence Recall Hearings • Parole Applications for Long Term Prisoners • Downgrades from the Open Prison Estate • Judicial Review and Human Rights • Foreign National Prisoners - Parole - Access to Open Prisons - Deportation



Contact: Mark Templeton



0141 429 4354



Quinn Martin & Langan 87 Carlton Place Glasgow G5 9TD



Enquiries from Scottish prisoners ONLY please



Offending Behaviour Courses



Q



Another subject prisoners write to us a lot about is the offending behaviour courses in prisons. There are serious doubts about the cost-effectiveness of offending behaviour courses. Comparisons between prisoners attending these courses and those who haven’t show no significant statistical difference in re offending.



“



We are dealing with very very complicated … mental conditions here … and any evaluation is … going to be extremely difficult in dealing with a complex series of problems … often three or four problems in one person so even the most fantastic personal evaluation I suspect is going to be very difficult …



”



Q



For prisoners, of course, a lot depends on these courses. If you don’t get on them you can’t make progress towards release. Prisoners, particularly the majority of IPP’s remain in prison for far longer than the trial judge indicated because of lack of spaces on the courses.



“



Ah, well, that’s a very important point … I mean, what happens when you get a new government? You ask difficult questions about these sort of things and you shake people out of the established practice and ask them fundamental questions which they have to justify and this is an area where … we shake the tree quite hard. I’m a sort of ‘Che Guevara of the prison world’ .. a revolutionary … But you know, people who want another chance will be given the chance. But woe betide them if they make a mess of it.



”



Postscript Before I left his office at the House Of Commons Alan Duncan received a message to say an anti-bulling meeting was taking place in Committee Rooms 7 He laughed loudly as we speculated on who may or may not be forced to attend. The ability to see the funny side of life, I decided, was an absolute essential virtue for anyone thinking of starting a much-needed revolution in our prisons.
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The best brains? Does the Prison Service actually think through the introduction of systems and schemes, asks Keith Rose



W



ith the latest prison service farce (the introduction of the P-NOMIS computer system), it is worth casting an eye over some of the better examples of prison service mismanagement. For some reason the prison service seems to be in love with Canada, and their latest purchase, the P-NOMIS computer software (Puerile-Non-Operational-Misinformation System), is also a Canadian purchase. You would have thought they had learnt their lesson from their worthless and discredited psychology programmes. When first turned on, the P-NOMIS software came up with the instruction, “Execute Query”. As a result, Peter Query ran to his cell, barricaded himself in, and is currently seeking political asylum in Zimbabwe on the basis that Robert Mugabe’s human rights record is better than that of Jack Straw.



When first fired up here at Long Lartin, the new software screwed up the wages so well that there were 200 complaints from a population of around 600! Now, four months after installation, prisoners pay is still fouled up by this crackpot system. Crackpot? Rather strong words for a system devised by the best brains the prison service employs, isn’t it? Well, that’s exactly the problem! The best brains? Some bright spark decided that as Britain’s prison sentences are so short, all prisoners should be paid daily, at a minimum rate of 50 pence, to which is added each day any wages over and above basic pay. Now I appreciate it will come as a shock to the purchaser of the P-NOMIS system that most prisoners are usually in for rather more than a couple of days, but the same individual seems to think that all prisoners go home at weekends; so there is no provision for paying prisoners who work at weekends!



Here at Long Lartin, we have a mathematical genius prisoner who does Advanced Calculus in his head for fun. “Jason the wondernought”, as he is known, has been trying since November to get his wages sorted out. He was paid weekly and has never missed a session of work, yet is paid a different amount each week. Almost all prisoners are in the same boat, and the explanations from the finance department have left this particular genius, and many others, completely baffled. Some of the following events defy belief. For example, any overpayment of a prisoner’s wage (a rare event indeed) is clawed back by charging it as “Postal Order Poundage”, the only debit item available.



miles of un-lagged pipes, all night office lighting, leaking boilers, lack of double glazing; or the multitude of security floodlights burning day and night as a first step. But no, pick on the prisoners first. “Hey Jack, we’re doing something green; we’re restricting the number of electrical items prisoners can have”.



Additionally, the P-NOMIS system updates itself each Thursday midnight, but doesn’t print account details for Fridays, starting each new weekly summary on a Monday - so all the Friday transactions are lost in cyberspace, or wherever P-NOMIS sends them. No provision for putting it on the system; and visiting orders that previously did not have a time limit now run out in 28 days, and so on and so forth.



Long Lartin’s greening policy restricts prisoners to 2 electrical items, so if you have hair clippers and an electric shaver then forget your stereo, games console or typewriter or anything else. It seems that Long Lartin management believes hair clippers are used continuously and consume the same amount of power as a stereo!



The P-NOMIS system is a farce and just doesn’t work. It’s high time the prison service realised the only good thing that has ever come out of Canada is Natasha Hensridge. This slavish devotion to buying Canadian cast-offs makes me think that someone’s brother-in-law is in charge of disposing of all the Canadian Prison Service’s junk, and is maliciously dumping it on the gullible English. The ‘best brains’ the prison service employs have also come up with some other schemes worth considering. Long Lartin has introduced a ‘greening’ policy which restricts the number of electrical items a prisoner can have in possession. A worthy ambition? Depends how it’s applied! If the prison service were going to adopt a ‘greening policy’, you may think that they would turn their attention to the hundreds of
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Video Link Facilities now available



• Recalls • Parole • Adjudications • IPP & Extended Sentences • Lifer Issues • Categorisation • Transfers • Property • IEP Scheme • HDC • Request/Complaints • Appeals • CCRC • Judicial Review • POCA



Be represented by dedicated Prison Law Solicitors Call



Jane Miller or Michael Johnson



0161 829 3928 0161 832 7766 (or Freephone 0800 614654)



or write to



Kristina Harrison Solicitors City Point 2 1 5 6 C h a p e l St re e t Salford M3 6BF



Here at Long Lartin, the maximum electrical capacity of 600 cells works out approximately as the consumption of 16, 13 amp plugs. Each security floodlight is 500 watts, or half a kilowatt, so around 20 floodlights account for the same amount consumed by 600 prisoners, who are not usually active for 24 hours.



Of course, I shouldn’t mention that the governor who introduced the ‘greening’ policy is also a leading light in the campaign to prevent E-on building a wind farm in the Vale of Evesham. (Shhh! Don’t mention the wind farm). It seems that every time the ‘best brains’ in the prison service come up with a new scheme, supplier or policy, it descends into utter farce in a matter of weeks. Take the introduction of Booker-DHL as a prison canteen supplier. “They’ll be cheaper than Aramark”. Really? Didn’t happen did it? Best brains in the prison service? That seems to be the root of the problem doesn’t it?



Keith Rose BA is currently resident at HMP Long Lartin
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WELLS BURCOMBE



Solicitors



We provide specialist legal advice, assistance and representation in relation to the following areas: • • • • • • • •



PRISON LAW APPEALS AGAINST CONVICTION & SENTENCE MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE & CCRC CASES JUDICIAL REVIEWS CROWN COURT CASES/VHCC's TERRORISM CONFISCATION PROCEEDINGS REPATRIATION



We cover all aspects of Prison Law including:



Adjudications & Prison Discipline - Licence Recalls Parole Reviews (including Parole Refusal) Categorisation Reviews (including Cat A Reviews) Mandatory & Automatic Lifer Reviews IPP & Extended Sentences - HDC - Tariff Settings IEP Schemes - Medical Issues - Transfers Recovery of Property - Human Rights Issues We offer a service throughout England & Wales and visit clients in custody. For immediate help and assistance call



01727 840 900 24hr Emergency No. 07592 034170



or write to either David Wells, Miss Harjit Chana or Alan Burcombe at:



Wells Burcombe Solicitors 5 Holywell Hill, St Albans Hertfordshire AL1 3LA Wells Burcombe work closely with MOJO, the Miscarriages of Justice Organisation
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It’s political



decisions of the Committee of Ministers, the Government has resisted reforming its errant ways. We have to take the fight to them.



t’s political (the Prisoners’ Votes Case that is). What we are fighting for is human rights, democracy and the rule of law. There is no Prison Service Order dealing with the issue of human rights. For what it is worth, there is a Prison Service Instruction – The Human Rights Act and the ECHR PSI 60/2000. The expiry date is 03 October 2001. Does it have force? Can it still be enforced?



On 1st of June, Protocol 14 comes into force. This will be too late for the next General Election and it is possible that all those prisoners eligible to vote but for the Government’s unlawful ban can claim at least £1,000 each. Protocol 14 allows for us to begin rule 11 infringement proceedings. This means that the Committee of Ministers refers the case back to the Court to rule on the violation of the judgment. The Court decides and then refers it back to the Committee of Ministers to supervise and execute the judgment. I call this ‘political ping-pong’. In my view, it is all taking far too long to resolve; therefore we raise the stakes. Make enough noise for them to listen to what we have got to say on the issue. If you have votes you could lobby for reforms. Because you haven’t, the Government is not listening to what you have got to say. If your voice counts for anything you should get the vote. Make it count!



I



“The Human Rights Act (HRA) comes fully into force on 2 October. It brings the protections of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) into domestic law.”



PSO



watch In his monthly feature exclusively for Inside Time, former prisoner John Hirst simplifies Prison Service Orders. John spent a total of 25 years in prison (his tariff was 15 years - discretionary life sentence for manslaughter) and is the author of the Jailhouse Lawyer’s blog. Prior to release in May 2004, he proved to be the most prolific prisoner litigant of modern times and, he says, unlike Perry Mason and Rumpole of the Bailey, he never lost a case against the Prison Service jailhouselawyersblog.blogspot.com



The Prisoners’ Votes Case is proof that the protections are meaningless to those convicted prisoners who are being denied their human right to vote. These prisoners, with the law on their side, because this is political, have become political prisoners. The prisoners’ crime legitimises lawful punishment - however it is not lawful to ignore their human right, so that element of the punishment is unlawful. How the state treats prisoners determines whether they are political prisoners. Frances Crook of the Howard League has recently stated that prisoners have a right to fight for their right to vote. One way would be for prisoners to submit R/C Forms to the Governor demanding that he/she refrain from breaching their human right to the vote. It follows that the prison officers are also breaking the law; and ‘following orders’ is no defence (Nuremberg). If there is a refusal to remedy the breach, it is lawful for you to protest. Remember that you are citizens asserting your legal and political rights. Prisoners should raise their political voices so that the Government hears what they are demanding in the run-up to the General Election. In my view, it should be all or nothing. However as it stands at the moment, all have nothing. Eventually, possibly in 3-5 years, those serving less than 4 years may be able to vote. We attacked the status quo legally, and this has not gone down too well in Westminster Village. The village idiots are rebelling. In spite of the Court judgment, and
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On a different topic, it is understood that PSO 6710 ‘Prison Libraries’ is to be subjected to a review and amended by a PSI. There is a surplus requirement, that is, it will no longer be mandatory to stock a particular book at a cost of £85 when there is another one available for free, such as insideinformation. The librarian is happy because the money saved can then be spent on something else worthwhile. And prisoners are happy because they have got something for nothing! The Department is happy because the cutbacks in spending mean that there has to be savings, in this case several thousand pounds. It’s a win-win situation all round … well almost!



PSI 15/2010 relates to ENDING OF END OF CUSTODY LICENCE SCHEME (ECL) 1. Executive summary 1.1 The Justice Secretary announced on 22 February 2010 that the End of Custody Licence (ECL) scheme is to be abolished with effect from 12 March 2010. 1.2 No prisoners with ECL eligibility dates after 12 March will be released on ECL, except as detailed in para 1.5 below.
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1.3 Prisoners with eligibility dates up to and including 12 March may be released under the scheme, even if the release takes place on or after 15 March. 1.4 From 22 February, no further ECL3 forms are to be issued where eligibility for release falls after 12 March. 1.5 Prisoners with ECL eligibility dates falling between 12 March and 9 April 2010, and who have already been issued with a form ECL 3 notifying them of a specific release date during this period, may be released on ECL as planned. 1.6 Otherwise, prisoners whose eligibility date for ECL would have fallen on or after 13 March 2010 will be released on their Automatic Release Date (ARD/CRD). No prisoners at all are to be released on ECL after 9 April 2010. They think it’s all over. It is now, bar the shouting. Remove the bar to your votes! Readers are reminded that the Prison Service Orders on this page have been summarised. The full text of the PSOs can be viewed in your library.



helping people to live crime-free lives



support and training for • accommodation, prison leavers wanting to resettle crimefree centres across England (including • project drug rehabilitation and women’s projects)



Ask your Resettlement Worker, Probation Officer or Chaplain about us



01993 774075 www.langleyhousetrust.org Registered Social Landlord H4250 Registered Charity 290059



Get out of jail and into a job Are you a highly motivated individual with desire for a “new start” on release? As a leading UK media company, we’ll offer you cutting edge internet marketing and business training whilst employed with us in prison, that could lead to well paid career opportunities after release. From our media centre in HMP Wolds you’ll take responsibility for communicating with clients every day and managing their internet business. What are you waiting for... apply! Over 10 inmates now work for following release. To apply you need: Cat C (Wolds), At least 18 months left to serve before Cat D, Good literacy and numeracy, Basic computer skills, Clean MDT, Total commitment. www.summit.co.uk



To arrange an initial interview please contact Carla Riozzi or Jane Hinds



01509 217770



S O L I C I T O R S



Leicestershire Law Society



Request an application pack:



Charlotte Broughton-May, Summit Media Ltd, HMP Wolds, Brough, East Yorkshire, HU15 2JZ



County Law Firm Of The Year 2008
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Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org known as ‘churn factor’, is disruptive and can prevent up to a third of prisoners from completing their study. This is not only a waste of time and money, but can also discourage prisoners from continuing their education. The report sees potential in the new short courses and ‘bite sized’ modules currently being developed by the Ministry of Justice, and supports their expansion. In addition, the new Virtual Campus, an online learning tool, will enable prisoners to save their work in an ‘e-portfolio’ which can be accessed via any computer; again making it easier for prisoners to continue their study despite transfer between prisons. However, if there are only 5 computers in each prison then only a very small proportion of prisoners will be able to benefit, making this tool relatively ineffective unless there is a substantial increase in investment in ICT resources in prisons.



Launch of the Report at the House of Commons



Doing Things Differently A new report from the National Skills Forum, Doing Things Differently: Step Changes in Skills and Inclusion, is calling for extra and improved education and training for offenders and ex-offenders, in order to give them a better chance of finding a good job on release and to help break the cycle of offending



By Liane Cresswell



W



ith more than half (52%) of male offenders and 71% of female offenders holding no qualifications whatsoever, and 76% of offenders without a job to go to on release, it is clear that education and vocational training within prison should be made a key priority. The report’s findings show that we can no longer continue to release prisoners without adequate preparation for the world of work. The report details the findings of a 6 month Inquiry, which involved a series of round table discussions and an open consultation with experts and key figures working in the field. At the core of the Inquiry is the principle that improving the skill levels of offenders could significantly increase their chances of finding a job, prevent re-offending, and ensure their successful integration back into their local community. The Inquiry found that limited funds and a narrow range of education and training courses prevent many prisoners from achieving their full potential. What is needed are more, and a greater variety of, educational opportunities for prisoners, including vocational and



professional qualifications from a wide range of different work sectors and across all levels. However, the report acknowledges that in the current financial environment, additional courses cannot be provided by the Government and the Ministry of Justice alone. Private businesses, mainstream colleges and charities will all have to play their role in expanding the range of courses prisoners are able to study, particularly through the development of long distance learning courses such as those currently provided by the Open University. Another of the report’s key recommendations is that offenders on short term sentences, including those on remand or licence recall, should have more education and training opportunities made available to them, particularly advice on job applications and how to look for work on release. As these prisoners are soon to be released, they are the most likely to benefit from training. More controversially, the report also suggests that such courses be included as part of a prisoner’s sentence to ensure their brief prison stay is not a wasted opportunity. The report also urges the introduction of more incentives and support to encourage prisoners to undertake training such as additional wing privileges, peer mentoring by fellow offenders who have been successful in their study, and greater support from prison staff in raising prisoners’ aspirations. The report also found that the constant movement of offenders between prisons,



Greater use of release on temporary licence for work experience and work trials to boost ex-offenders employability is also recommended in the report. Allowing employers and businesses to get to know offenders will help to break down the stigma that is so regularly attached to people with a criminal record. This would also give offenders real work experience to add to their CV, as well as help to develop those other skills which cannot be taught in a classroom, such as leadership, communication and team working skills. While the report highlights several specific ways to improve the provision of education in prisons, all the recommendations reflect a much broader need for a culture change in the management of offenders. Education and training should no longer be seen as merely something with which to occupy prisoners for a few hours, but should be at the very heart of a coherent and restorative justice system. As Jacqui Henderson CBE, Director of Creative Leadership and Skills Strategies, and Co-Chair



Liane Cresswell is Researcher and Project Coordinator at the National Skills Forum



Case Study: The Prisoners’ Education Trust



Case Study: Learndirect



>Mack



>Guy



is currently undertaking distance learning at degree level through the Open University, funded by The Prisoners’ Education Trust. ‘I think it is a credit to the OU that just about every prison has access to their courses and everyone is welcome to study. I decided that now was the time to re-address my academic qualifications, and the thought of studying a subject I was genuinely interested in gave me a lift. Should I hopefully complete the course and receive my degree, I am sure that it will prove invaluable when submitting my C.V. for jobs. With the negative implications of having a criminal record, anything than can help must be something worth working for.’



• Birmingham Care Homes



The Grainstore, Woolpacks Yard, Wakefield WF1 2SG



01924 330001



Pottle, 23, comes from a deprived area of Essex. Having left school at 16 with no qualifications, his experience of education had not been a positive one when he arrived at HMP/YOI Chelmsford in November 2006. However, he soon caught the learning bug when starting at the prison’s Every Step learndirect centre. He has since gained numerous qualifications with learndirect, including levels 1 and 2 in Numeracy and Literacy and levels 2 and 3 ITQ, a nationally recognised vocational IT qualification. After growing in confidence he began mentoring other learners at the centre and has recently completed a teaching qualification.



ABUSE CLAIMS



FOR VICTIMS OF CHILDHOOD ABUSE



If you suffered abuse in care and want our team to help you If you call haveDavid suffered abuse in these achieve justice Greenwood systems we may be able to help. or write to:confidentially on 01924 Contact330002 David Greenwood



of the Inquiry said: ‘Too many offenders are still falling through the cracks and going back into prison because they don’t have the right skills and opportunities to make that leap into employment. It is not simply enough that we recognise these perennial problems; we must take the kind of bold policy steps recommended by this Inquiry to meet these people’s needs.’ * The National Skills Forum is a not-for-profit organisation working in partnership with the Associate Parliamentary Skills Group to raise the profile and status of skills in the UK. The Forum brings together Parliament, business and the skills sector to promote and develop effective skills policy as a central means of personal and economic development for the 21st Century. This report was sponsored by the TEC Trust Fund. To download the report visit www.skillsandinclusion.org.uk



COMPENSATION ABUSE CLAIMS



We specialise in helping adults who were Shock abused as children in • Short Sharp the• care system. Leeds Care Homes



Jacqui Henderson CBE (centre) pictured with two people who participated in the project at the House of Commons launch



• • • •



North East Care Homes Manchester Care Homes Wales Care Homes St Williams, East Yorkshire



If you have suffered abuse in these systems we may be able to help. Contact David Greenwood The Grainstore, Woolpacks Yard, Wakefield WF1 2SG



01924 330001
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Public persona … private person Gerard McGrath is angered by the ‘hypocrisy of the gutter press’ and considers the price to pay for public roles is the forfeiture of privacy



I



am compelled to preface this article in stating I am not a soccer fan. Occasionally I watch a televised game but I much prefer rugby union. Also, I have to state I am not English. The success or further failure of the English soccer team in any tournament is a matter of complete indifference to me.



When their hypocrisy, caprice and mendacity is exposed many public figures and so-called celebrities, seek to gag whistleblowers and the media by means of legal injunctions claiming the ‘right’ to privacy. When that fails, many compound their amoral behaviour seeking to defend the indefensible with fanciful tales of woe and crocodile tears. Commissioning the offices of such as the parasitic Max Clifford, they add further insult to injury flogging their ‘stories’ to the highest bidder amongst the same redtop rags which exposed them in the first place.



Let’s hope they respect our publicity



The tabloid press pack remains voracious in their predatory feeding frenzy which began early in February in respect of one of the many Premier League’s grossly overpaid players. The former captain of England’s soccer team, John Terry, is the prey of the redtop journalist corps. There are few more unedifying spectacles than the crassly hypocritical British gutter press pack in hot pursuit of its quarry; none so merciless when the prey is cornered. Since it was revealed Terry had an extra-marital affair with the ex-girlfriend of a fellow England team member, the salacious details of his colourful and varied sex life have been banner headlines. Seemingly spurious matters such as: the Haitian earthquake, worldwide financial recession, wars, third world poverty, etc, forgo priority where the all-important matter of Terry’s sex life is concerned. The vicariously prurient readers of the redtops must be ecstatic to the point of orgasm. It seems some soccer fans and so-called pundits think the decision of the England manager Fabio Cappello to show Terry the red card and relieve him of the captaincy is wrong. Others think it is the right decision. The opinion I hold about such matters is as valid as those of any soccer fans, any pundits. I hope I have made my opinion of the redtop press clear. So what of Terry losing the honour to captain his country? When he accepted England captaincy, by implication he accepted the responsibilities and duties integral to the role. Anyone in public life who assumes a representative role, be they a politician or captain of a national side, assumes certain responsibilities and duties. Perhaps some of us expect too much of public figures, nonetheless it is incumbent upon them



The truth is, it goes with the territory that the price to be paid for public roles, public offices, is the forfeiture of privacy to a far greater extent than Joe Public. The adage about not having cake and eating it is a truism where public life is concerned. With a general election looming, a politician seeking public office in effect promises the voters, enters into a covenant with them, that he/she can be trusted with their mandate. To gain votes, politicians tell us they can be trusted to conduct themselves with personal and professional integrity, to behave ethically. As I see it, if for example it proves to be the case the spouse of an adulterous politician cannot trust their integrity, ethics and loyalty, it follows the voter too is likely to be betrayed at some point by the same paucity of integrity. Evidence the wholesale and dishonourable abuse by so many MPs of their publicly funded expenses system. to at least try to be seen as Caesar’s wife beyond reproach. In the case of Terry his off-field role is as important as on-field. For millions of young fans he is a role model; children/teenagers aspire to be like him. Selfevidently it is incumbent upon Terry to conduct himself with dignity and honour; to be seen as ethical and trustworthy. If a fraction of what has been written about his behaviour is true, it is equally self-evident that not even his wife and family can trust him and these are people one assumes he purports to love, respect and esteem.
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The sympathy for Terry of those fans and pundits who decry his dismissal as captain of England would be better offered to his publicly betrayed and humiliated wife and family. In my opinion Fabio Cappello was right to strip Terry of the captaincy, a role he is clearly unfit to fill in terms of his off-field behaviour whatever his leadership skills on the field of play. When Terry was vested with the captaincy he publicly acknowledged it as a personal honour. Cappello is to be commended for the action he took, the integrity of his leadership.



I have not written this article from any hypocritically self-righteous, ‘holier than thou’ standpoint. It is incumbent upon me to be honest in acknowledging to readers that I have been an adulterous husband, promiscuous, mendacious, dishonourable and worse in my time. Rather, I have written to challenge the hypocritical cant and multiple standards of those who seek to defend the indefensible behaviour of John Terry et al. Spend your sympathy on Terry’s wife and parents. Gerard McGrath, BA Hons, is currently resident at HMP Haverigg
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Proactive progression Prisoners would derive many benefits from preparing a personal CV says David Silver



P



ost Sentence, OASys and wing reports, along with a host of other reports, can leave you feeling frustrated and stressed out, particularly if you take them too much to heart. Very often they’re riddled with inaccuracies and inconsistencies which are negative in the extreme.



copy on my next sentence planning board. Whatever happens, I feel as though my efforts have already been rewarded if only from the pride and satisfaction I get seeing, at a glance, how much I’ve actually accomplished. It’s reassuring to know that I have used my time inside as productively as possible.



For indeterminate sentenced prisoners these reports can often mean the difference between regaining freedom and staying incarcerated. They’re supposed to be fair and balanced yet, as we all know, they rarely are. So how do you try to offset this negative bias?



That’s why I highly recommend to all prisoners having a bash at creating a CV, particularly indeterminate sentenced prisoners who have to convince the parole board they deserve another shot at life.



I kept asking myself that question until eventually I came up with an idea and decided to compile a Curriculum Vitae - or CV for short; charting everything I’d accomplished during my time in prison. Of course, most of this is listed within the various reports compiled by the prison, yet I hadn’t seen one single report where all the positive stuff I’d done was listed together. The more I thought about it, the more the idea appealed to me. I recalled my last sentence planning board: I’d felt completely unprepared and left the room kicking myself because I’d forgotten to tell them about all the stuff I’d accomplished since my previous board. A CV made perfect sense. It was time to get proactive. In another lifetime, before coming to prison, I’d compiled a number of CV’s but even though I vaguely recalled the basic format, I wasn’t entirely sure exactly what to include. Trawling the business section of the library turned up several helpful books. Suddenly the ideas started flowing. The first section I thought to include was an introductory passage briefly explaining what the document was and why I had created it. I wrote, `The following is a Curriculum Vitae of my prison



career since my incarceration in March 2006. It is intended to highlight the positive steps I have taken to learn, grow and develop as a person and reduce my perceived risk factors.’



Seeing how far I’d come boosted my selfesteem and gave me renewed enthusiasm for the degree course I’m hoping to embark on this year.



Next, I included a section entitled ‘Work Experience’ in which I listed the various jobs I’ve had in prison, culminating with my current employment.



Including Offending Behaviour Courses was an easy decision to make. The only problem being that I haven’t actually done any. However, this is not through lack of motivation. I have been assessed for several courses and found to be not suitable. I detailed this and included the psychologist’s remarks in each instance.



That’s when something strange happened: it began feeling almost like I was writing a real CV. Seeing the progress I had made up to my current red-band status made me feel like I had actually accomplished quite a lot. I included a section detailing the voluntary work I do. At first I felt a bit awkward including this section. I was always brought up to believe that you shouldn’t brag about the good deeds you do in life. Then I thought to myself, ‘I’m proud of the voluntary work I do, so why shouldn’t I include it on my CV’? Then I listed all the educational qualifications that I’ve achieved in prison. I actually didn’t realise I’d accrued so many until I listed them.



Email a Prisoner ›› Faster than 1st class post ›› Cheaper than a 2nd class stamp ›› No cost to HMPS ›› Anyone in establishments using the service can receive emails from their family and friends, solicitors and other organisations registered. ›› Solicitors and organisations registered can provide clients with a fast and efficient service and keep them fully updated with progress. Note: Not suitable for Rule 39 correspondence. ›› Over 60 UK prisons and IRC’s are using the EMAP service and more are being added each month.



Prisons and Solicitors should call Derek Jones on 0844 873 3111 for further details or visit the website



www.emailaprisoner.com



I also included a list of other non-accredited courses I’d taken, such as Get Fit For Life and The Goals Programme. In my time I’ve won a couple of Awards so I stuck a section on for that too; before finishing with my hobbies and interests. I tried my level best to highlight all the positive steps I’d taken during my time in prison. Whether or not it will actually help me in any way remains to be seen. I’ve sent a copy to my outside probation officer and my prison law solicitor, and I’ll definitely be taking a
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I believe it will help you feel more positive and in control of your progression. Even if you don’t feel that you’ve done enough to compile a CV then have a bash anyway; you may surprise yourself with how much you’ve actually achieved. For those unfamiliar with creating CVs there are a couple of great resources to help you. If you have access to a computer with Microsoft Word you can use something called Resume Wizard (Resume is another word for Curriculum Vitae, usually favoured by Americans). Using the Wizard is relatively simple but for those with limited I.T. skills it’s probably best to get someone to help you. Alternatively, there are a number of good books available through most prison libraries explaining exactly how to compile a CV. The ubiquitous ‘For Dummies’ series produces an excellent book. Perhaps those of us who are experiencing lack of progression through our sentences need to stop bemoaning the system and get a little more proactive! Daniel Silver is a pseudonym for a prisoner currently resident at HMP Gartree
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Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org message spread rapidly after that throughout the United States and Canada. By 1963 there were 502 registered Prison Groups with approximately 20,000 members. Today there is a meeting in almost every prison in both these countries.
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The inside story Chris Stanton gives an insight into the origins of Alcoholics Anonymous prison groups and how they have offered support and guidance to literally thousands of prisoners seeking to ‘throw off the chains’



B



ecoming alcohol dependent is rarely, if ever, a conscious choice, but many prisoners find themselves behind bars as a result of crimes committed whilst under the influence of alcohol. At the present time there are approximately 84,000 prisoners in England and Wales, of which 63% are described as ‘hazardous’ drinkers. To understand the value of the Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) group to prison inmates, it is perhaps necessary to explain that whilst they are in prison and the actual use of alcohol may not be a problem, the factors which might contribute to continued abuse on release can be addressed - they can begin to benefit from the12-step recovery programme of Alcoholics Anonymous whilst incarcerated. Time spent in confinement can be used in developing the mind and spirit so that they can look outward instead of inward, that they should try and live with society as it is and not as they would want it to be, learn tolerance towards others and accept responsibility for actions taken. It is possible for inmates to learn they can live the AA way of life prior to discharge; this will assist towards living a more serene life during the period of incarceration, despite all the various daily pressures. The first Prison Group was formed in 1942 in San Quentin Prison by the San Francisco Group of Alcoholics Anonymous. San Quentin’s enlightened and liberal warden, Clinton T Duffy, was of great assistance in helping set up the group. A handful of San



Quentin inmates, after reading the book Alcoholics Anonymous, approached the prison authorities to announce that they had decided they were alcoholics and wanted to do something about it to prevent further disaster after their release. Despite ridicule and being dubbed ‘winos’ by fellow inmates and the bantering challenges of sceptics, this nucleus won the support of the Captain of the Yard, Joseph H Fletcher, and with a small appropriation by the Board of Prison Directors for books and pamphlets from the library fund, the Group was up and running. Initially, the San Quentin Prison Group was met by scepticism from both guards and prisoners alike, until an incident happened that was to prove the catalyst that changed things. An alcoholic prisoner who had developed amazing ingenuity in making alcohol within the prison made a batch of alcohol using materials from the prison paint shop that proved to be deadly poisonous. After drinking the substance, several of the inmates died and in the following hours the fatalities began to mount. Nothing but quick blood transfusions could save those still alive and the San Quentin AA Group stepped in giving blood and helping the poisoned inmates through the crisis and many pulled through. Until this point, AA had not been a popular organisation but many of the survivors joined up and the breakthrough had been achieved. Soon after, groups were up and running in Indiana and Illinois State Prisons and the



fisher meredith Award winning firm offering specialist advice on prisoners’ rights • Lifer panels • Re-categorisation • Adjudications • Inquest • Claims for compensation • Judicial review • Parole review and early • Human rights release • Compassionate release Contact solicitor Andrew Arthur Fisher Meredith LLP, Blue Sky House, 405 Kennington Road, London SE11 4PT Telephone: 020 7091 2700 Fax: 020 7091 2800 O r v i s i t o u r w e b s i t e w w w. f i s h e r m e r e d i t h . c o . u k



The first Prison Group in the UK was formed in Wakefield Prison in December 1958 when the Leeds Group of Alcoholics Anonymous responded to a request from a prisoner who had learned of AA whilst imprisoned in the US. As this meeting was treated as an experiment for a period of five years, no other Prison Groups were formed in England and Wales until 1963. After this time, as prisoners were moved around the country they would make contact with AA to request help in getting a group started in the prison and AA prison groups began to flourish. At present around 95 prisons in England and Wales have active AA groups. The first Prison Group in Scotland was formed in Barlinne Prison, Glasgow in 1960. The editor of the Scottish Daily Express had learned of the AA experience in American Prisons and was keen to see if AA could be introduced to Scottish Prisons. He made contact with AA in Scotland and found a group of AA members willing to help start a group in Barlinne. A few weeks later a meeting was set up in the prison. As in England and Wales, as prisoners were moved around the prison system in Scotland they made requests for meetings to be set up in other prisons and soon meetings were being held in Peterhead, Edinburgh, Perth and Greenock, where AA meetings are still taking place. All the prisons in Scotland have thriving groups. As Alcoholics Anonymous does not hold records of individual members, it is difficult to establish how many of its current membership first made contact with AA while in prison. However, anecdotal evidence suggests that many of those who attend prison meetings continue to attend AA on release and go on to lead sober and worthwhile lives. The following is an extract from a personal sharing of a member who found AA in prison: “AA has transformed the lives of many inmates, to my knowledge. Our actions and thoughts have been put on a more positive footing. We try to practice the programme in our daily living. This would be impossible if the hand of AA was not there to help and guide us. We no longer feel the pain, frustration, loneliness and fear that accompany the active alcoholic. We have thrown off the chains that bound us. Today we have freedom”. Chris Stanton is a pseudonym for a member of the General Service Board of AA with special responsibility for prisons who has over 28 years continuous sobriety.
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Replace black with white and it is illegal By Anjana Ahuja On the miserable tale of Ali Dizaei, the Scotland Yard Commander convicted of corruption, the fact that sticks out most is the continued, seemingly pointless and possibly harmful existence of the National Black Police Association. Substitute “black” with “white” and an outdated collective becomes an illegal organisation that is morally impossible to defend. Why partition members of the same profession along the lines of skin colour? I would not join an organisation for black journalists (or female ones) because its identity lies wholly in the exclusion of white hacks (or male ones). So, what is the purpose of the NBPA? To rail against bigotry, perhaps. Well, white people should be railing against that too, and they can’t join. To recruit more ethnic minorities into the police? Its Metropolitan branch was until recently advising non-whites to steer clear. To tackle the institutionalised discrimination that prevents black officers from gaining promotion? There are laws against that. Irrelevance is not even the half of it. The binoculars of justice are rarely trained on more than one thing at a time, and undue attention to Dizaei’s colour allowed his other failings to fade out of view. So cowed were Dizaei’s superiors by the fear of seeming racist, and so vocal was the NBPA in its defence of its handsome poster boy, that the Met and others backed off when they should have clamped down. I’m not so naïve as to think there isn’t racism in police ranks (or the media). I would not be here were it not for bursary for ethnic minority students. Mine is not an argument against affirmative action. But once you’re in the profession, it’s time to do your job, not continually reference the colour of your skin. The Times February 10 2010
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Transfers from prisons to mental health units Francesca Cooney, Advice and Information Manager at the Prison Reform Trust, considers that prisoners with severe mental health illness should be diverted away from the criminal justice system before arriving into prison



PRISON REFORM TRUST



T



he recent Bradley Review was set up by the government to look at mental health, learning disability and criminal justice. It recommended that the Department of Health set a new minimum target for 14 days to transfer prisoners with acute, severe mental health illness to health care units. The Department of Health are currently looking at this and reviewing how it could work in practice. The Prison Reform Trust welcomes this move, but would also like the process to change so that people in need of such care are diverted away from criminal justice before arriving into prison and those needing treatment have the same access to a hospital place and standard of care as people in the community. We would also like to see information about transfers recorded and monitored more accurately. Transfers do have targets at the moment but we are concerned about how the information is recorded. Currently, transfer time is measured from the time the NHS accepts the transfer request. This means



that in some cases, if there are no available beds, there is a possibility that a prisoner will not be assessed for a while.



arrange. In addition, clinical directors in prisons cannot refer directly to services as a GP would in the community.



We are not sure how many people in prison should really be in hospital instead. This is because there are currently no records of how many people are remanded in custody waiting for a psychiatric report, how many are assessed as having mental health problems and how many are so unwell that they need to be transferred out of custody for treatment. Every year there are around 950 transfers from prison to hospital under the Mental Health Act.



Funding can be complicated and some PCTs don’t want to pay for treatment. Identifying which PCT is responsible for an individual prisoner can lead to lengthy discussions, even though there are guidelines that say disagreements about funding should not affect care. There is a process for working out which PCT should be responsible. Firstly, if the patient was registered with a GP before entering prison, then the PCT in whose area the GP is located should pay. Otherwise it will be where the patient was living before prison. If this information is unknown or unavailable, the responsibility is deferred to the PCT where the offence(s) took place.



In England, an average of 42 people per quarter have been waiting for 3 months or more to go to a hospital. They had all been assessed as needing to be in a mental health unit for treatment. The Chief Inspector of Prisons has estimated that four out of ten of people held in health care units in local prisons should be in secure NHS accommodation rather than in custody. Last year we interviewed IMBs to find out about mental health services in prisons. Forty-nine boards provided information about transfers to mental health units. Just over half reported serious delays in arranging transfers. Only one in four felt that transfers were done in a timely and therapeutic way. Some of the problems we were told about were that after the consultant psychiatrist has assessed the prisoner, there often has to be further visits from the mental health unit taking them. This can take time to



Have you ever served in the Armed Forces? Do you or your partner need help? If the answer is yes, you may be entitled to assistance from The Royal British Legion and SSAFA Forces Help - two charities assisting the Service and ex-Service community, working together to reach all those eligible for assistance. Whether you are still serving your sentence or are due for release, we may be able to provide financial support to you and your family. · · · · · · · · ·



Household goods Clothing Rent deposit guarantee Education and training courses, including distance learning Equipment and/or Work Tools Relocation Costs Advice and Guidance on getting a job or learning a trade Advice and Guidance on applying for a war pension Assistance for your partner and family



Regretfully we cannot make cash grants. Nor can we offer legal or appeals advice.



If you would like further information, or a visit from one of our caseworkers to discuss assistance please write to: TRBL / SSAFA Forces Help (Ref Inside Time) Freepost SW1345, 199 Borough High Street London SE1 1AA



Or tell your partner to telephone Legionline on 08457 725 725 or SSAFA Forces Help on 020 7403 8773 or they can log on to w w w. b r i t i s h l e g i o n . o r g . u k o r w w w. s s a f a . o r g . u k



Delays in arranging transfers can also result in segregation being misused or overused. Prisons are not able to deal with acutely ill people and some may end up in segregation because they need to be restrained. Another barrier is that patients who were assessed and found to require a transfer, but were then moved to a different prison, had to be assessed all over again. Once a transfer has been agreed, the prison has to get a ‘transfer direction’ from the Ministry of Justice. These can only be issued once a bed is found. If a place becomes available at short notice, the place might be taken up again before the movement order gets processed. In reality, a prison mental
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PRT’s main concern is that delays moving people into hospital can mean they are not properly treated, which can lead to a further deterioration in their mental health. There is a big difference between what happens to a severely mentally ill person in prison and one in the community. Prison health care staff have to go through an additional series of time consuming procedures to get assessments. This needs to be simplified and streamlined so that prisoners needing care in hospital can be assessed, transferred and treated quickly.



If you have any questions about our work, or if you want to receive any of our publications, please contact us. Our freephone: 0808 802 0060 is open Mondays 3.30-7.30pm and Tuesdays and Thursdays 3.30-5.30pm. We also have a freepost address: Prison Reform Trust Freepost ND6125 London EC1B 1PN. Keep up to date with PRT news, campaigns and reports www.prisonreformtrust.org.uk/newsletter
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health in-reach team could work for weeks to find a suitable place. Then, the prisoner is assessed and accepted by the PCT, a bed will become vacant and the prison asks the Ministry of Justice for a transfer direction. However, the bed could be filled by another patient from the community before the transfer direction is received by the prison. Another problem is that transfer paperwork is valid for only 14 days. If a transfer does not happen in this time, another one has to be issued.
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Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org still looms in the back of my mind and occasionally rears its ugly head. I’m still not sure if that’s a good or a bad thing now. Paranoia’s a difficult issue for me to deal with and to let go of. It could keep you alive. It’s the training you see. “Trust no one, lad. Trust no one!” Two blokes walk by on their way to the greasy spoon on the corner. Obviously builders judging by their check, quilted shirts, rigger boots and hard hats, all of which are covered in cement and plaster splatters. I catch part of their conversation as they pass me. “They spend it all on drugs and booze anyway. They earn more than I do the bastards, and I bet he doesn’t need that chair, it’s just a prop I tell you! I wouldn’t give those types the steam off my piss, let alone any money.” “Aye, you’re right. It’s full of shite anyway. Some of ‘em must think we were born yesterday.”



War Torn world go by a familiar, friendlier face comes into view.



By Andy Thackwray “Tosser! You don’t think I’m falling for that old chestnut do you? Why don’t you go get a proper job?” “What … and miss meeting people like you?” I jeer back up to him. The suited man walks on by, ignoring my retaliatory remark; on with the rest of the morning’s rush-hour throng. Soon he’s lost in the crowd. At least I stand out. If only he knew… Fourteen years in the army - Belfast, Falklands, Kosovo and later Iraq. I bet I’ve seen more action in one day than he has in his sad lifetime. The blast just fucked me up a bit that’s all, knocked me a bit sideways, that’s why I’m here. ‘Get a proper job’ - the sad bastard. I blow into my hands and generate some heat onto chilled palms. As I sit here watching the



“Morning Trevor, how are you today love?” “Morning Gill, a bit nippy isn’t it?” “Proper brass monkey weather; if people have any sense they’ll stop at home today if they can. It’s only silly buggers like me who have to walk into town in all weathers and work. I must be doing something wrong eh?” ‘Home? Walk? What are you complaining about?’ I think jealously to myself. “You take care Trevor, stick at it, you’re looking better every time I see you. Catch you later.” She turns away and heads for work. “Not if I see you first, Gill. Don’t work too hard,” I shout after her. I watch Gill trudge away, thinking again to myself, ‘isn’t it nice to talk to people without a rifle in your hand, not having to give them the visual once over for the tell-tale signs of a concealed weapon or explosives belt’. I am, slowly, getting used to it, though the paranoia
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Clients accepted throughout the country



“Some of ‘em could be right,” I say to myself. I pull my blanket up higher around my thighs and resume blowing into my hands, this time with more vigour. “Morning Trevor, how are tricks today?” It’s the fat man with the big moustache and City scarf. I don’t know his name, but I’ve had dealings with him before. “Not bad. What happened at the weekend then?” I ask, with a hint of sarcasm enhanced by my loyalty to Rovers. “Like I said last time Trevor, we need a new defender to strengthen up the back.” “You need a bloody miracle more like.” “We’ll see at the weekend won’t we? We’ve got United at home.” There’s another three points for you then.” “Yeh, whatever! You take care Trevor.” Moustache also turns and walks away. How does the saying go - ‘There’s now’t as queer as folk.’ The last ten minutes have seen me insulted by some, praised by others. Some have engaged me, and those who’ve ignored or abused me should learn that things are never what they seem. Puzzling creatures people - same the world over. There weren’t any of ‘my kind of people’ in
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the civilian psychiatric unit they put me in after the amputation. Those people that were with me in the ‘loony bin’ were either too out of it or didn’t understand me or my illness. The latter could also be said of some of the doctors too. I felt isolated there, alienated and inadequate, my rank redundant and insignificant. I didn’t belong. Losing the leg was easy to deal with and the wounds soon healed. However, losing my mind was another kettle of fish altogether. The drink helped, though the subsequent eviction most certainly didn’t. My army training proved invaluable during the time I spent homeless on the streets, and as for the years I spent in prison - the least said the better. Reintegrating back into civilian society is just part of getting my mind back into some semblance of order. I’m only just getting used to being with people again. It was my counsellor who said I should. After all, it’s by taking her advice that I’m sat here now freezing my nuts off; though I don’t mind, far from it. She was right; so far, my confidence has improved as a consequence of being out and about around people each day. I’m learning to trust again. I trusted no one, especially civilians, whilst on active service; no one at all whilst in the psychiatric unit; no one while on my arse on the streets and as for my time in jail, like I said - the least said the better. I notice a lull in the pedestrian traffic. I’d better try and attract some more attention. I cup my hands to my mouth and breathe in – “Big Issueoooooooo!”



Andy Thackwray is formerly HMP Doncaster This is one of a collection of short stories from The Fruits from an Innocent Mind by Andy Thackwray, which is available in all good bookshops and also through Amazon, www.lulu.com or from Inside Time. This Way Up was serialised in Inside Time and a book is planned for publication later this year.
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Prisoners: Voting Rights



available for wider distribution beyond policy officials and prison staff but where necessary the advice and information contained within is made available to prisoner(s) who require it.



Mr. Grieve: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice when he plans to publish his response to his Department’s second consultation on the voting rights of prisoners.



Prisons: Drugs



Mr. Straw: The second stage consultation on the voting rights of convicted prisoners closed on 29 September. We are carefully analysing the responses to the consultation. A detailed analysis of the replies to the second stage consultation - including a breakdown of respondents - will be available upon publication of the Government’s response.



Philip Davies: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many prisoners were participating in (a) maintenance and (b) abstinence-based drug treatment programmes on the latest date for which figures are available. Maria Eagle: In 2008-09, 64,767 prisoners received a clinical drug intervention. Of these 45,135 received detoxification and 19,632 received a maintenance prescription for opioid dependency. The table shows the number of commencements on accredited drug treatment programmes for the last period for which data are available. Data are not collected centrally on the number of individual prisoners enrolled on such programmes at any one time. Although all accredited drug treatment programmes run in prisons aim ultimately for abstinence, the short duration programme (SDP) has been designed to be appropriate for prisoners undergoing clinical maintenance as well as those that remain abstinent.



Editorial note: Several members of the House of Lords have accused the Government of simply dragging their feet on the decision to give prisoners the vote so as to leave the implementation of the European Ruling until after the General Election.



Prisoner Escapes



Alan Duncan: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many escape list prisoners there are in each category of prison accommodation. Maria Eagle: This information is not held centrally. To collate this information would involve contacting every closed establishment in order to identify how many prisoners are currently on each local escape list. This would incur a disproportionate cost. All closed prisons are required to have in place a system to identify and manage prisoners who are placed on the escape list. A prisoner may be placed on the escape list if they pose a current and significant threat of escaping that cannot be addressed through normal security arrangements.



Prisoners Release: Re-offenders Philip Davies: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many offences were committed by prisoners released for Christmas 2009.



Maria Eagle: No offences were recorded against any offender released on temporary licence (ROTL) over the Christmas period.



Prisoners: Gender Identity Disorder



Lynne Jones: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice on gender identity disorder: prisoners,



MPs face charges Three Labour MP’s and a Tory peer are facing up to seven years in jail following the announcement of the first criminal charges to result from the MP’s expenses scandal. The Director of Public Prosecutions revealed that 13 separate counts of theft by false accounting had been brought against Elliot Morley, Jim Devine, David Chaytor and Lord Hanningfield, for phantom mortgages and other fraudulent claims. It has emerged that the four men, who all protest their innocence, might try to claim parliamentary immunity under the 1689 Bill of Rights – a Bill designed to protect the freedom of speech rather than to protect MP’s from stealing from the taxpayer.



Prisons: Mother and Baby Units



News from the House



Maria Eagle: Information on the number of women who have given birth in prison or became pregnant while serving a prison sentence is not collected centrally and could be provided only at disproportionate cost, as in order to provide this information staff would need to look at each individual’s record. In addition, it would not be possible to guarantee the accuracy of the data about when women become pregnant as this would be reliant on information being PPD:Layout 7 22/10/09 11:21 Page 1 provided by the prisoners themselves.



from whom the draft guidance on the treatment of prisoners with gender dysphoria is available for (a) prisons and (b) prisoners. Maria Eagle: The responsibility for the production of the draft guidance on the treatment, care and management of transsexual prisoners is split between officials in



SOMERS & BLAKE 49B Boston Road Hanwell London W7 3SH



About to start your Parole process and in need of some help?



the Department of Health and Ministry of Justice but in the majority of instances where prison staff have requested advice these have been directed to the latter and more specifically officials in Safer Custody and Offender Policy Group in the National Offender Management Service. As the ad document is still in draft form it isHowards not readily
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Just had a knockback?



Been recalled to Prison?



About to appear before an independent adjudicator and facing added days? Have you just failed to get the category you wanted?



IF ANY OF THE ABOVE APPLY TO YOU YOU MUST ACT NOW!



Ring now and speak to Ben Kaufman



0161 872 9999



We can visit you, advise you and provide the representation you need. We are the experts in these fields of Prison Law and have successfullyhelped many inmates. Don’t delay - contact us today Emma Dolan or Gerry Blake



Alan Duncan: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice (1) how many women prisoners have given birth since April 2009; (2) how many women became pregnant while serving a prison sentence in the last year for which data is available.
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Intervention type (2008-09) Starts 12-Step Programme 850 Therapeutic Communities 260 Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) 9,650 Total 10,760



or write to: 489 Chester Road, Manchester M16 9HF www.howardssolicitors.com [email protected] 63 Hamilton Square, Birkenhead Wirral, CH41 5JF
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Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org Editorial note: There are eight mother and baby units located in England accommodating 75 women and babies. Figures are not kept centrally, says the minister. For the minister’s information, between April 2008 and June 2008, 49 women in prison gave birth - a rate of nearly four a week.



Prisons: Employment



Chris Huhne: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice how many hours on average were worked by prisoners in prisons in the latest period for which figures are available; and how much remuneration on average prisoners received per week for such work in that period. Maria Eagle: During the period April to December 2009, prisoners in England and Wales spent on average 11.82 hours a week in employment activities. Figures for the average remuneration received by prisoners over the same period are not available. However, a snapshot survey carried out in April/May 2007 showed an average rate of £9.60 a week. Editorial note: 11.82 hours on average are spent on work. Assuming a five-day working week, that’s not much more than 2 hours a day – probably not long enough for any meaningful employment to have taken place. 58% of women and 53% of men in prison identified unemployment and lack of skills as contributing to their offending.



Young Offender Institutions: Food



Chris Huhne: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice which young offender institutions provide food in accordance with Department of Health guidelines on (a) eating five portions of fruit and vegetables a day and (b) other aspects of healthy eating. Maria Eagle: Young offender institutions in England and Wales provide a multi-choice, pre-select menu that includes healthy options-and they must offer at least five portions of fruit and vegetables each day. There are a number of initiatives to encourage healthy eating including working towards food specifications with reduced sugar and salt content, favouring steaming and baking rather than shallow and deep frying and avoiding adding salt and sugar during the cooking process. A balanced



approach to nutrition is being pursued in line with the Department of Health’s guidelines. Educating all prisoners, including young offenders, to eat a more healthy diet is key. Increasingly the National Offender Management Service is adopting a multidisciplinary approach and working with the Department of Health, the Food Standards Agency and others to encourage individual prisoners to eat more healthily. Chris Huhne: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what his latest estimate is of the average cost of providing food for an inmate for one week in each young offender institution which holds juveniles. Maria Eagle: The average Prison Service weekly food expenditure per prisoner in public sector young offender institutions holding juveniles during 2008-09 (latest available data) is shown in the table. (Summarised by Inside Time)



Average weekly cost of food per prisoner 2008-09 Number of YOI’s: 14 Average cost per week: £18.34



internally, guidance on risk assessment and procedural issues. This applies equally to prisoners serving a life sentence or an indeterminate sentence for public protection.



Prisons: Mobile Phones



Philip Davies: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what recent estimate he has made of the cost of installing a mobile telephone blocker in every prison; and what plans his Department has for their installation in every prison. Maria Eagle: National Offender Management Service (NOMS) is currently trialling mobile phone signal blocking technology. Given commercial sensitivity and the fact that pilot projects are testing various technologies, I am unable to provide details of the potential cost of installing a mobile phone blocker in all prisons. As agreed in the Government response to the Blakey report, NOMS will seek to deploy further blockers once the technology has been shown to be effective in prison conditions and as funding allows.



Education and Training



Editorial note: £18.34 per week: that’s £2.62 per day and with three meals a day, that’s less then £1 a meal per prisoner. More money is needed to feed a prison guard dog.



Parole



Mr. Soames: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what guidance is used by parole boards to decide on parole applications by prisoners serving (a) a life sentence and (b) an indeterminate sentence for public protection. Claire Ward: The Parole Board is subject to the statutory test for release contained in section 28(6) of the Crime (Sentences) Act 1997 which prevents a direction for release unless the board is satisfied that it is no longer necessary for the protection of the public for the prisoner to be detained. Guidance is offered to the board by the Secretary of State’s Directions and, procedurally, in the Parole Board Rules 2004, as amended by the Parole Board (Amendment) Rules 2009. In addition, the board provides its members with intensive training upon their appointment and at regular intervals during their appointment; and publishes



Mr. Humfrey Malins (Woking) (Con): Education and training opportunities, especially for young offenders, are still very poor. At Reading young offenders institution, for example, there are only five hours a week of education and training, and at Rochester only three and a half hours. Why are those figures (they are Government figures) so bad? Maria Eagle: In the YOI estate, we aim for 25 to 30 hours of education and purposeful activity. I realise that outcomes vary across the estate, and we strive to improve that because it is something that can make a difference to the lives of these young people. Mr. David Drew (Stroud) (Lab/Co-op): Visiting prisons and young offenders institutions in my area, one notes how variable the facilities are. Younger people often need hands-on experience with equipment to gain technical expertise. Is that something that the Government are making efforts to improve? Maria Eagle: Yes. We have a corporate alliance of 100 employers across various sectors, many of which actually provide work-based training in prisons and young
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offenders institutions, which give those who take the courses not only employment while in prison but qualifications and, sometimes, the promise of a job when they leave prison. That has to be the way forward. Some 38 per cent. of those released from custody are released into education and training, and 26 per cent. into employment.



Bail Hostels



14. Mr. John Baron (Billericay) (Con): What recent assessment he has made of the effectiveness of bail hostels in assisting prisoners’ resettlement. The Minister of State, Ministry of Justice (Maria Eagle): Approved premises - formerly known as probation and bail hostels - are the most effective form of supervision for many high-risk offenders on release from custody. They are far better than dispersing such offenders into less suitable accommodation elsewhere in the community. While in approved premises, offenders undertake offending behaviour work and purposeful activity to help them reintegrate into the community and reduce the risk that they will reoffend.



Prisons: Sanitation



David Howarth: To ask the Secretary of State for Justice what recent assessment he has made of (a) the extent of the practice of slopping out in prisons in England and Wales and (b) the compatibility of this practice with the Human Rights Act 1998. Maria Eagle: “Slopping out” for normal prisoner accommodation i.e. using a bucket to urinate/defecate ended as official Prison Service practice on 12 April 1996. Editorial note: The Minster says that the use of a bucket inside a prison cell ended in April 1996 in England and Wales. She should read the Chief Inspector of Prisons report dated January 2008 on an announced short follow-up inspection at HMP Exeter: ‘Prisoners on D Wing continued to have to slop out each morning, this is unacceptable…’ There are also some prisons operating ‘a night sanitation system’ where prisoners have no in-cell sanitation and are issued with a pot in case no-one answers their request to be unlocked late evening or during the night.
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For sound advice from a friendly face, contact Morgan Brown & Cahill at either: 10 Bexley Square Salford M3 6BZ
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12 Victoria Avenue Blackley Manchester M9 6QL
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We are a specialist Criminal and Prison Law practice based in East London. We are willing to fight the Prison Service system for you and can provide effective advice and assistance in the following areas:
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Please contact Ms Shewli Begum or Mr Tuoyo Eruwa at SEB Solicitors, 328b Bethnal Green Road, London E2 OAG 0207 729 9042 or 0207 033 9697 We shall be pleased to visit you as soon as we hear from you
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POCA’s furry feline friends Early planning and a defence strategy are vital ingredients when preparing for confiscation proceedings says Shahreen Khatana



Shahreen Khatana



T



here are two quotes by Benjamin Franklin that may change your life if you think them through and act upon them. Who the hell’s Benjamin Franklin I hear the peasants amongst us say! He was of course a great American statesman, politician, philosopher, inventor and just generally an all round clever sort of chap. Firstly, “A little neglect may breed great mischief…for want of a nail, the shoe was lost; for want of a shoe the horse was lost; for want of a horse the battle was lost; for want of a battle the war was lost!” Secondly, “Does thou love life? Then do not squander time, for that is the stuff life is made of”. Now that’s a bit deep isn’t it? Well turn off Jeremy Kyle, put down the roll-up and think it through! That philosophy has some serious implications on confiscations and prison life generally. The whole concept of prison seems to be to just waste your life away, but that can only happen if you let them. If you spend your time on constructive activities such as the early planning and preparation for your confiscation proceedings, or even just



generally increasing your knowledge in a constructive way then that’s a start. Of course the prison service in their infinite wisdom will already have you spending time in ‘constructive activities’ such as sewing boxer shorts or peeling potatoes! To have a chance of success in confiscation proceedings, the single most important factor is to think about it early and plan your defence strategy way in advance. Sit down without Jeremy Kyle, do your homework and provide your defence team with ammunition. Importantly, ensure they understand what to do with that ammunition and not to end up shooting you in the foot with that rocket launcher you’ve just given them. The essence is in the detail and especially since it’s the defence that has to provide the evidence in your favour. Be assertive and proactive with your legal advisors; remember you give them instructions and not the other way round. They are there to advise and not just to force you into a corner just because that’s the easiest option for them, so let them advise and you make the decision. The legal system seems to be geared up to telling you what the problems are and how black it’s all looking; and to eventually accept a deal rather than putting up a fight. Of course it’s important to appreciate the difficulties and look at the problems but then also



to create some solutions. That’s the bit most lawyers seem to shy away from all too often. Yes, wonderful you’ve told us about the problems (as if you didn’t already know) but now go away and earn your £200 an hour and come up with some solutions! Of course, it’s quite possible they may have missed that particular lecture at law school. One of the problems here is the fact that legal aid budgets have been severely cut and that’s all down to the politicians. Hence, the poor old lawyer is only getting maybe £50 an hour on legal aid as opposed to the £200+ from his private clients, and I’m sure you’re wise enough to realise you only get what you pay for! For £50 an hour they can usually only afford to send you the office cat. It’s a shame of course that it’s your life on the line here and also that of your whole family for many years to come, and the office cat may not really understand the implications of all that. Those are the rules, so there’s no point in sitting and complaining, you have to play and win with those rules. Many a time there’s a clash of pheromones and defendants fall out with the office cat. In these situations they want to smell around the safari park to see which other cats are available and maybe find one with bigger and sharper canines and that’s a bit more ferocious. Although it is quite often possible
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Contact Miriam Altaf at EBR Attridge Solicitors 23 Southampton Place London WC1A 2BP 0207 842 8600



to change your furry feline friend and apply for a transfer of legal aid to your newly found panther and hope that he or she will rip out important bits from the prosecution for breakfast. The problem is there’s no 100% guarantee that legal aid will be transferred even though often it is transferred depending on the specific circumstances and reasons for transfer. If you decide you prefer the smell of another panther then don’t leave it too late. The sooner in the proceedings the better, and the more chance you will have to transfer. Of course it also depends upon the reasons you give and whether or not the office cat is going to be really awkward and try to keep your case. Basically, if you’re not happy make sure you have a good reason to want to transfer, then get on with it and do it sooner rather than later. I have many a poor soul asking for help in their confiscation proceedings but they’ve just left it so very late in the day. Although it’s never too late and there is usually something that can be done no matter how late in the day. It’s always better to prevent the fire happening rather than trying to put it out when there’s a full blaze. The advice would be to start thinking of the POCA as soon as you get arrested. Of course if at that early stage you’re suffering a severe case of ‘head up backside’ syndrome, then as soon as you attach it back upon your shoulders start thinking POCA and the damage that’s going to be inflicted upon you. Their aim will be to try and totally wipe you out if you give them half a chance. All the time your head has been in the darkest recesses of your body, they will have been busy sharpening their knives. In fact they will be firmly grabbing and trying to cut off any of your most intimate bodily appendages they can get their hands on, if you let them. If you need an anatomical description or a map then just look it up whilst reading Nuts or ask your pad mate for assistance. For advice on POCA please contact us at POCA Consulting.



Shahreen Khatana is a Director and the ‘pink panther‘ of POCA Consulting Ltd
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Influenced by inner anger Peter Garsden asks whether solicitors should be allowed to advertise for historic child abuse cases



Peter Garsden



I



n the February issue of Inside Time there was an extract from the Sunday Times complaining about solicitors advertising for childhood abuse claims to prisoners, and opposite it an article from a convicted sex offender called Chris Denning, in which he stated that in English Law there is no time limit in child abuse cases, which put certain elderly men in constant fear of arrest. As my firm was one of those quoted in the Sunday Times, I thought I should respond to both points so as to broaden the argument.



understand. Clients do not approach us saying that they want us to co-operate in the fabrication of false allegations against innocent men. If anyone were so foolish as to do this, ethics would prevent us from accepting the case. Needless to say it has never happened. In response to the adverts, we often receive quite moving letters from prisoners who have kept secret details of abuse by family, relatives, strangers, and others, for decades. They are usually terrified that officers will read rule 39 correspondence (an oft repeated complaint), and ask us not to write but visit. They have reached a point in their lives where they have realised that a lot of their behaviour and crimes are influenced by inner anger against authority generated by childhood abuse. They want to sort their life out, and see making a complaint of abuse as coming to terms with the demons in their soul.



Frankly, it is a fallacy and often-alleged contention that advertising for child abuse cases provokes false allegations. Abuse of boys by older men, which make Sometimes it is not prisoners themselves up 95% of our cases, is something which but personal officers of prisoners, chaplains, victims are intensely ashamed of. There is counsellors, or other support workers who a stigma against the victims of past abuse, approach us on behalf of a prisoner, afraid which leads people to believe, wrongfully, to come to us direct. They make prelimithat the abused go on to be abusers. Often nary enquires on behalf of a prisoner to survivors of abuse are afraid to tell their see what is involved. In the course of own families for fear that they will be offender behaviour, or drug treatment thought of as abusers, even though this programmes, prisoners are encouraged to isn’t the case at all. To disclose, in intimate look back at their life and influences. detail, homosexual activity between two They often disclose the abuse, realise how men is not a pleasant experience when much of their life is affected by it, and the allegations are true. Why on earth want to sort their life out. Therapists often anyone would want to invent allegations encourage their patients to process a of abuse, and go through a psychiatric complaint of abuse because it is seen as examination, which in itself can reveal part of the healing process. Exorcising the Insidetime_Advert_160x130mm_FIN:Layout 23/05/2009 Page 1 untypical symptoms, is quite difficult1 to inner15:12 self-directed anger which most



So what of time limits. Firstly it is important to distinguish between criminal and civil law. The police bring criminal charges against alleged abusers on behalf of the public. Victims are witnesses. The purpose is to punish the offender. In civil cases the survivor is called a Claimant, and brings private proceedings against the abuser or his employer. In both types of law there are rules, which prevent some cases from proceeding because they are out of time or too old.



it is too stale, and a fair trial is not possible. The rules are complicated but always argued in our historical cases, particularly where we are trying to sue the employers of a dead abuser. They argue that they cannot adduce rebuttal evidence to counter the evidence of the Claimant. In neither type of law are there any absolute long stops, i.e. a number of years beyond which no case can proceed. Why? Simply each is different, and must be tried on its own facts. For instance in one case the abuser may have written a letter of confession to his victim yet died. In another case there may have been a successful prosecution 40 years ago of the abuser even though all documents have been destroyed. Sex offenders often groom their victims, entice them into abuse and cast a spell over them, which inhibits them from disclosing through fear of the consequences. The victim might be influenced by fear, disbelief, or the thought that he/she is to blame. Victims are often threatened by their abusers. For instance, if in care, they could be threatened with not going home, or a severe custodial establishment with a bad reputation. The silence often lasts for years. It is often the shame, embarrassment and self disgust which act on the victim, preventing him/her for psychological reasons from disclosing. As this is the product of the abuse itself, how unfair would it be to prevent them from proceeding years later with their case, particularly when mental illness has stopped them from doing anything earlier. So disabled are the victims of rape that they are often not strong enough mentally to disclose until they have had some therapeutic treatment. If there were a longstop provision that applied in all cases, it would prevent the court from examining each case on its own facts and judging appropriately. Finally, there is something peculiarly circular about abuse. If the child in the care of government attempts to disclose abuse in childhood, and is not believed because of influence exerted on authority by the abuser, how wrong would it be if the same authority then prevented him/ her from proceeding with a case many years later because of an esoteric fixed time limit rule. It is an act of repeating the same abuse on him/her, thus damaging him/her psychologically even further, and repeating the rejection all over again. Peter Garsden, Abney Garsden McDonald solicitors, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire. Email [email protected] Website www.abneys.co.uk and www.abuselaw.co.uk
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The Sunday Times 24th January 2010



At civil law the Defendant is entitled to argue, in a similar way, that the case should not be allowed to proceed because
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Once victims have taken that first step to disclose even to a cell mate or counsellor etc. Pandora’s box is open, and try as they may, the demons will not go back into the box again. A good analogy is fire inside ice, fire being the inner anger, and ice being how the survivor appears on the outside, often deceiving those who interact with them.



In criminal cases an accused can, and often does apply for an abuse of process hearing. He/she argues that the evidence is too old to subject him/her to a criminal trial, which could deprive him/her of his/ her liberty. They argue that witnesses are dead or documents have been destroyed, which might have benefited their case and, as such, the trial should not take place. I know of many cases that have succeeded, such that alleged abusers never faced trial. Similarly, many cases move on to trial, when a conviction or acquittal is still possible.
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victims feel, and moving on toward some sort of psychological closure is what all survivors of abuse want.
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Legal Comment



Supporting evidence ‘It’s time to get rid of the dead wood and bureaucracy and allow solicitors and barristers who care for justice before profit to get on with their work unhindered’ insists Stanley Best standard of some Higher Courts Advocates in his court and this was followed by an agonised protest that he was being unfair. Why?



Stanley Best



T



he article ‘A Disturbing Tale’ by Inside Time managing editor Eric McGraw (February issue) is particularly welcome because it offers independent support for what I and others have been noting and commenting upon for some time. There are excellent solicitors who take their duties seriously and work competently in seeking first and foremost the best outcome which can be obtained for their prisoner clients, but there are others (as Eric McGraw reveals) who do let the side down. The solicitors whose conduct was exposed in ‘A Disturbing Tale’ and who, in a letter to the client, refer to Mr C (a solicitor) as ‘a barrister’ surely cannot think that anyone reading that article is going to swallow the excuse that this … ‘is simply a label used to help John understand Mr C’s role’. How does a misdescription help anyone, least of all an individual anxiously awaiting trial? Those solicitors, and the caseworker at the Legal Complaints Service, appear to be unaware of the fact that in the recent past, the High Court has held in not markedly dissimilar circumstances that if Mr A goes to the office of solicitors X and asks the receptionist if he may speak to a solicitor, but is then seen by a person who does not reveal that, far from being a solicitor he is only a managing clerk, then even if the advice and assistance given by the clerk is impeccable and was no different to what a solicitor would have said and done, the solicitor’s firm X cannot recover one penny of their costs because Mr A sought the services of a solicitor and, intentionally or not, he has been deceived. The courts take deception very seriously; so should others. That the deception should, in the case reported in ‘A Disturbing Tale’, have continued up to the end of a court hearing is disgraceful. That the Legal Complaints Service thought nothing of it suggests that those like myself, who have often found them an inadequate organisation, sometimes as grossly unfair to a solicitor as on another occasion to a client, are correct. Try telling that to those who control the Legal Complaints Service or try arguing them out of an impossibly illogical position and you will be faced with total incomprehension. The Law Society’s Ethics Department will agree with you that a solicitor who, against the interests of clients, knowingly takes on more work than he can handle in a reasonable time is behaving improperly. The Legal Complaints Service and the Solicitors Regulation Authority demonstrate reluctance to deal with such a complaint. What protection therefore is there for the clients and for the multitude of solicitors who behave with complete propriety and want to see the good name of their profession preserved? Another misleading ploy adopted is for a solicitor to write to the client saying that ‘my colleague X will attend to take your instructions’. The word ‘colleague’ implies, from its Latin origin, someone of equal status. Why not say that one’s clerk will attend, unless the solicitor seeks to encourage a mistaken idea? A Judge quite recently complained of the



I too have come across a Higher Courts Advocate who had failed (as in Complaint 3 highlighted by Eric McGraw) to raise an available defence in law with the jury. When later challenged as to why, he explained that he had thought that a lie told by his client about another aspect of defence (and it was a particularly silly lie which ultimately sank him) precluded putting forward the defence made available by statute. An innocent defendant - and some are - has enough hurdles to jump without incompetent representation. Deception as to status is one thing. Solicitor Higher Court Advocates, faced with a more than usually determined lay client who wants to be represented by Counsel, will sometimes deploy arguments which do not accord with the facts. I recently saw a letter to a client which amounted to character assassination of Counsel, making a series of wild assertions commencing with criticism which could not be true since the firm had never had any dealings with or experience of the barrister in question. They concluded that the course advised by Counsel was ‘doomed to failure’. The client, more than usually determined, insisted and the opposition to the instruction of Counsel crumbled. Is this sort of situation in the lay client’s best interest? Plainly not, but until someone cracks down hard on the culprits it seems destined to continue. What is described here and in ‘A Disturbing Tale’ is as troublesome whether it arises from a Crown Court trial or from Parole Review proceedings. That the Parole Board is now weakened by the removal of the requirement for its panels to be chaired by Judges and has become, in some cases, over-cautious in the releasing of prisoners or of recommending transfer to Category D, makes the position for the post-trial prisoner even worse. To argue, for example, that one drink taken after seven years abstinence indicates inability to control the intake of alcohol would make the symbolic ‘man on the Clapham Omnibus’ shake with laughter. But that sort of argument is regularly deployed. It has to stop or be stopped if justice is not only to be done, but be seen to be done. The conduct of what is, one hopes, a few solicitors and of the Parole Board in its changing attitude, coupled with unreasonable Legal Service Commission requirements for training solicitors already adequately experienced before, for example, conducting another parole case are a burden to a profession which has not seen its legal aid fees rise for 10 years. The pathetically administered regulation bodies make matters worse for the client and the innocent hardworking solicitor. It is time to get rid of the dead wood and bureaucracy in every quarter and to allow solicitors and barristers who care for justice before profit to get on with their work unhindered. Stanley Best is a practising barrister at Barnstaple Chambers and Chairman of the British Legal Association. Tel/Fax/Answerphone: 01837 83763
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insideinformation the Comprehensive Guide to Prisons & Prison Related Services Published by insidetime - the National Newspaper for Prisoners www.insidetime.org



›› UK Establishments: Details of the Regime and Visiting arrangements and facilities in all UK establishments. A vital resource for prisoners considering transfer and those working in the field of penal affairs. ›› Help and Support: A directory and summary of the services provided by the various organisations that offer help and support to prisoners and their families. ›› The Hardman Trust Prisoner Funder Directory: A directory of organisations providing Grants and Funding for prisoners. ›› Fact Sheets: Brief expla nations written in simple terms explaining the legal issues regularly queried by prisoners. Also includes special Human Rights, Insurance, the Criminal Process and Religious Festival Dates. ›› Legal Directory: A directory of Solicitors and Barristers’ Chambers specialising in Criminal, Prison and Family Law.



On l £2 y 5



A comprehensive ‘not for profit’ 816 page guidebook, designed and compiled by former prisoners!



›› Rules and Regulations: Prison Rules, PSOs, PSIs, Offences against Discipline, Disciplinary Charges, Governors Punishments, MDTs and Prison Library Publications.



insideinformation is published by Inside Time, the National Newspaper for Prisoners, and a free copy has been donated to every UK prison library.



›› Useful Addresses: Prison Service, Courts, Police, Probation, Embassies, MP’s and countless other useful and otherwise difficult to obtain addresses.



Additional copies can be purchased from Inside Time PO Box 251 Hedge End Hampshire SO30 4XJ at the reduced price of £25 including p&p.



›› Glossary of Terms & Abbreviations: Understand the hundreds of acronyms and abbreviations used in reports, documents and forms.



Librarians, order your extra copies now!



UPDATES ... UPDATES ... UPDATES ... UPDATES NEW BOOKING NUMBER FOR LITTLEHEY - Visits can be booked by ringing 01480-335-650 - select option 1 for social visits.  Lines open Tues -Sunday 09:00-17:00. At present the caller may get a message after 10 rings saying they are experiencing a high volume of calls but staff are trying to rectify this.   HMP WAKEFIELD - Wakefield prison has got a new telephone number and booking line number. Booking Line number is 01924 612274 Mainline number is 01924 612000 - see www.insidetime.org for times   HMP HEWELL - Visiting Centre and Visit Room now have Canteen and Vending Machine Cash allowed £20 - coins and notes. Also new Official visits times  - see www.insidetime.org



beesleyandcompanysolicitors Personal Injury and Civil Action against the Police and other authorities • Personal Injury (accidents both in and out of custody) • Assault • False imprisonment • Malicious prosecution • Negligence • Interference with property/goods • Allegations of mistreatment/injury caused by inmates or staff



Contact: Mark Lees at, 736-740 Wilmslow Road, Didsbury, Manchester, M20 2DW Next issue: Legal Aid’s own fraud squad are on the trail of the cheats! By Solicitor Advocate John Atkins



0800 975 5454 (FREEPHONE)



[email protected] Nationwide service available in certain cases



www.beesleysolicitors.co.uk Legal Aid available



Legal Advice
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Prosecuting Serious Fraud … a glance at the future Aziz Rahman and Jonathan Lennon



A



round this time two years ago we were all getting used to the dreaded phrase ‘credit crunch’ and its unpleasant consequences – around that time also, American investor Bernie Madoff must have been a very worried man. Readers will recall that the extremely successful trader Madoff pleaded guilty last March to fraud charges in the US – accepting that the asset management arm of his firm was really just a giant ‘Ponzi fraud’. Such frauds are really very simple in their conception; you take money from one investor and pay it to an earlier investor, pretending that that is the return on his/her investment. Since Madoff there has been the Sir Allen Stanford scandal; Stanford was charged a year ago. He is another American billionaire and cricket magnate of Antigua. He too is accused by the American Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of a massive Ponzi fraud. Over the last two years, fraud allegations have been springing to the fore with almost boring regularity. Fraud investigations range from the mundane exaggeration on a mortgage application to embezzlement by multi-nationals and wealthy businessmen on a global scale. Times are a changing – more existing frauds, large and small, are being exposed and more people are prepared to take risks; either to commit a fraud or invest in an ‘opportunity’ they might not have done 2 years ago. In this article we look at the prosecution of fraud offences and take a glance at the future. Serious Fraud Office The SFO was established in April 1988, its remit has never been to prosecute all cases referred to it; it takes on the largest, most complex cases, often with an international dimension and where the value of the fraud exceeds £1m. It has been extensively criticized over the years for the poor conviction rate in the cases they do prosecute; the conviction rates for SFO cases fell from 82% in 2002/03 to just 61% in 2007/08. There has long been a demand for a shake-up and the SFO was frequently compared to the American SEC and other agencies which were seen as tougher and more effective. That comparison now seems a little unfair, given that America seems to be the birthplace of the credit crunch and the greatest fraud of all time (Madoff); not to mention the Enron scandal. The SEC came under fire for failing to prevent Madoff, meanwhile the SFO increased its success rate in 2008/09. The SFO has now refocused and there is a greater concentration on fraud prevention and the use of the civil courts. The SFO obtained its first ever Civil Recovery Order in a case in which the firm Balfour Beatty was required to pay £2.25m in 2008 in connection with corruption allegations. No criminal conviction was required. International co-operation The Director of the SFO is promising a new age of international co-operation with similar agencies. This too marks a recent trend – in the Marine Hose case, prosecuted by the Office of Fair Trading in June 2008, jail sentences were handed out to three British men accused of cartel offences. This was part of a carefully orchestrated operation on both sides of the Atlantic. The men were arrested in



the States whilst the British authorities carried out raids at their business and home addresses here. Following a plea bargain in the US, the men returned to the UK in December 2007 to face arrest on charges of dishonestly bid rigging, market sharing and price fixing. The men pleaded guilty. The authors of this article were involved in a case (SEC v Manterfield) where the US SEC pursued a British hedge fund manager who is alleged by the US authorities to have operated a fraudulent investment scheme in the United States. The SEC’s website describes the unusual move of seeking a freezing order from a foreign court; i.e. the High Court as Mr. Manterfield held assets here. The case in part revolved around issues about whether the SEC’s action was truly civil in nature; given the draconian nature of some of the penalties that could be imposed on Manterfield in the US in the event of failing in the ‘civil’ action. The world’s finance authorities seem to be coming together more and more to tackle the credit crunch and international fraud. A very recent example is the global settlement reached last month between the SFO, the American Department of Justice and BAE Systems PLC. This was a first; a coordinated global settlement of criminal investigations in two jurisdictions. BAE Systems had been fighting long-running investigations of bribery allegations in several countries. In the UK, the company agreed to plead guilty and pay £286m in fines in the UK – and a far larger amount in the US in connection with regulatory filings and undertakings. A further impact here is that SFO staff who had been tied up for protracted periods can now clear the BAE files off their desk and move onto smaller, more domestic cases. Plea bargaining The Attorney General’s Guidelines on Plea Discussions in Cases of Serious or Complex Fraud was introduced in May last year. It is at least a step towards US style plea bargaining. On 25th September 2009, Mabey & Johnson Limited, an English company supplying bridging equipment, largely to the third world, was sentenced at Southwark Crown Court after pleading guilty to corruption offences prosecuted by the SFO. It was fined £3.5m and had a confiscation order made against it in the sum of £1.1m. It was significant because it was the first successful prosecution of a company for overseas corruption and was also the first time that a case was disposed of following the SFO engaging in plea discussions with the company under the AG’s Guidelines. There will be more to come. Of course the scheme depends upon a recommended sentence being made – the sentence is always up to the Judge but if Judges ignore the recommendations then the scheme will fall into disrepute. For our part we see problems; especially so in respect of suspects who naturally are mildly interested in talking to the opposition, only to find themselves being offered a deal that pretty much guarantees their liberty, but at the cost of becoming a witness for the prosecution or perhaps pleading to something they don’t believe they are guilty of. There is obvious scope for injustice. Even innocent defendants can be seduced by the certainty of a guaranteed outcome, even if that outcome is unpleasant. In the end, if the State has got a good enough case then it should forget about saving money by entering agreements and simply prosecute – the jury is the best guard against injustice and not all American imports are beneficial.
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challenge – the case of SOCA v Gale and others is being heard at the Court of Appeal at the end of April. Recent developments in human rights case law and in confiscation law has presented the Court of Appeal with an opportunity of insisting that where criminal allegations are made, the criminal standard of proof should apply – whatever label is put on the proceedings. Watch this space!



Civil recovery The authors are presently engaged in an appeal case which involved a lengthy trial of a man and woman accused of drug trafficking and money laundering. The alleged offences themselves took place between 10 and 20 years ago in Spain and Portugal – in Portugal there were two criminal trials and both were acquitted! The case was pursued here, complete with evidence that would never normally be seen in a criminal court. Much of the evidence was in the form of hearsay account in witness statements. There was no jury. What kind of trial is this – answer, a civil trial at the High Court! What the police could not prosecute in the UK for lack of evidence was pursued in the civil courts by the Serious and Organised Crime Agency (SOCA) under its powers of civil recovery contained in the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002. We are seeing more and more of this. SOCA’s powers to claim civil recovery of what it claims to be the proceeds of crime has been extended to the major law enforcement agencies since April 2008. We have already mentioned the SFO, who are now using this power. Customs and Excise too are starting to get used to the idea of pursing a civil remedy. Their man does not go to jail but may lose everything he owns – all on the lower standard of proof of the balance of probabilities.



Criminal trials without a jury The Criminal Justice Act 2003 introduced the notion of non-jury criminal trials in cases where there is a clear and present danger of jury ‘knobbling’ – the first such trial is currently being heard at the Royal Courts of Justice as this article is being drafted. But the Act sought to go much further and introduce, as perhaps almost the norm, the possibility of trial without jury in cases of complex fraud. However after the Act came into force, the then Attorney General subsequently sought to repeal those provisions and to replace it with new provisions under the Fraud (Trials Without a Jury) Bill. It is with pleasure we report that the Fraud (Trials Without a Jury) Bill was voted down by the House of Lords in March 2007. Thus in the midst of so much change, and so many threats to our basic system of criminal justice, it is ironic that it is the un-elected side of Parliament which, yet again, strives the furthest to preserve our most precious liberties. Aziz Rahman is a Solicitor-Advocate and Partner at the leading Criminal Defence firm Rahman Ravelli Solicitors, specialising in Human Rights, Financial Crime and Large Scale Conspiracies/Serious crime. Rahman Ravelli are members of the Specialist Fraud Panel. Jonathan Lennon is a Barrister specialising in serious and complex Criminal Defence cases at 23 Essex Street Chambers in London. He is a contributing author to Covert Human Intelligence Sources, (2008 Waterside Press) and has extensive experience in all aspects of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002.



It is that standard of proof which is now under



Services •  Serious Crime •  Serious Fraud •  Covert/Human Rights •  Health & Safety •  Assets Forfeiture •  Regulatory Crime



If you feel we can assist you please do not hesitate to contact our Serious Crime Department



Call:



01422 346666 (24 Hour)



Saracen House, 10 Pellon Lane, Halifax HX1 5SP. www.rahmanravelli.co.uk ›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹



SOLICITORS



Specialists in Defending Serious Crime Rahman Ravelli has built an enviable reputation as a leading criminal defence firm. Our Practice is nationwide and we have developed an expertise in handling substantial and complex cases particularly those involving difficult legal challenges, especially in the Human Rights area. We continue to successfully protect the rights of the individual in all areas of criminal law. We recognise that criminal cases today are not merely decided on eye witness testimony, but on other issues such as whether evidence can be successfully argued to be inadmissible or the prosecution made to disclose evidence helpful to the defence case. Our dedicated team of criminal lawyers are always up to date with the latest developments in the law to ensure that no stone is left unturned. The lawyers have wide ranging experience of defending cases of significant complexity and seriousness. Our reputation means that we are able to instruct the most able counsel to conduct trials. We appoint Counsel, Queen’s Counsel and Experts who have passed our vigorous vetting procedures. High Profile Cases Rahman Ravelli routinely deals with large, high profile cases and is experienced in dealing with criminal matters all the way to the House of Lords. RIPA Our speciality is defending cases involving large scale police operations where authorities have been granted under the Regulations of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA); i.e. The use of Informants / Covert Surveillance (including Covert Listening devices) / Undercover Offices; and Material which demands an expertise in disclosure & PII concerns
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Legal Q&A
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Inside Time Legal Forum Answers to readers’ legal queries are given on a strictly without liability basis. If you propose acting upon any of the opinions that appear, you must first take legal advice. Replies for the Legal Forum kindly provided by: ABM Solicitors; Chivers Solicitors; de Maids; Frank Brazell & Partners; Henry Hyams; Hine & Associates; Levys Solicitors; Morgans; Oliver & Co; Parlby Calder; Petherbridge Bassara Solicitors; Stephensons Solicitors LLP; Stevens Solicitors; Switalskis Solicitors and WBW Solicitors see individual advertisements for full details. Send your legal queries (concise and clearly marked ‘legal’) to our editorial assistant Lucy Forde at Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. For a prompt response, readers are reminded to send their queries on white paper using black ink or typed if possible. Use a first or second class stamp. four days later on probation. Does this make me eligible or not for HDC now?



A



Your correspondent is concerned that having never been convicted of ABH or GBH he has been described as high risk.



ML - HMP Camphill Q I have only ever been convicted of three cases of common assault – never ABH or GBH. In a probation officer’s report it states that I was investigated in respect of rape and threats to kill. I have never been interviewed or charged with these offences either. I believe that these false allegations in the PreSentence Report, together with the final paragraph which concluded by saying that a custodial sentence will ensure the safety of my ex-wife and child, resulted in the lengthy sentence that I received. Regarding my HDC, I have checked PSO 6700, I was recalled in 1996 but released on appeal



It is not the police that compile risk reports and as such I am not able to further advise your correspondent in relation to this. If the probation officer is under the apprehension that your correspondent has been investigated for rape and threats to kill, the probation officer needs to be contacted and asked what his report was based on. The Pre-Sentence Report is produced as guidance for the trial Judge, the recommendations contained do not need to be followed. Your correspondent’s defence barrister should have made it clear during the trial that he had never been investigated for rape. An appeal can only be raised if the length of sentence is thought to be manifestly excessive. In order to undertake this appeal your correspondent would need to contact the solicitors that represented him at court. It is difficult for me to advise any more fully as I am not sure whether the correspondent is serving time in prison for the three common assaults or a further more serious offence. With regards to him being eligible for HDC, he should speak to the HDC clerk in the prison. Despite being recalled in the past he should not be considered as being automatically ineligible for HDC as this recall occurred 14 years ago. Representations should be made to the HDC clerk.



............................................... MM - HMP Belmarsh



Q Whilst on trial the Crown applied for bad character against me even though I had never been charged with the offence and I was the



HiAce Solicitors The Legal Rights Bureau



Did you suffer physical, sexual or emotional abuse as a child? WBW Solicitors can help you claim compensation for your lost childhood. For sympathetic, straight-forward, confidential advice, contact Penny Ayles Member of the Association of Child Abuse Lawyers



Had an accident or suffered an injury in prison? Martin White Personal Injury Specialist



01392 202404



www.wbwpersonalinjury.co.uk County Chambers, 75 Queen Street, Exeter, Devon EX4 3RX



APPROACHABLE UNDERSTANDABLE ACCESSIBLE



For Fast, Reliable, Expert, Efficient & Dedicated Advice & Assistance in all aspects of Prison Law, Criminal Defence & Immigration matters, including: • Parole Board Hearings & Adjudications • Tariff Review • Licence Recall • Categorisation and Transfer • ALP/DLP/HDC/MDT/VDT/ROTL • Challenging IPP & Extended Sentences • Complaints about Maltreatment • Appeals against Conviction & Sentence • Applications to CCRC • Death in Custody • Compensation for Unlawful Detention • Civil Claims (excl.medical negligence) • Confiscation Proceedings • Action against Police • Judicial Reviews • Immigration, including Deportations • Foreign National Prisoners' Rights • Human Rights & Applications to ECHR Contact: Cyril or Sam HiAce Solicitors The Legal Rights Bureau 24 Barclay Road Croydon CR0 1JN Tel: 020 8686 3777 Fax: 020 8686 3778



main complainant that day. Mr C gave evidence against me on a Voir Dire at my trial but his evidence was not sufficiently consistent or reliable for the judge to allow it to be put before the jury. The prosecution questioned me in front of the jury as though I was guilty and that the two cases were linked. I was told that my QC should have stopped the questioning. I was standing for manslaughter at trial but was found guilty of murder.



A Your correspondent asks if the prosecution



can raise a bad character application despite having no convictions and information discussed during a Voir Dire can be raised after the Judge had ruled it inadmissible. He is concerned that the prosecution raised a bad character application despite him never being charged with an offence. A bad character application is made when the prosecution wants to introduce evidence of a defendant’s bad character. The definition of bad character is wide enough to apply to conduct arising out of a conviction, or conduct where there has been an acquittal, persons who have been charged with another offence and the use of evidence relating to that charge in current proceedings. As can be seen, this is a very wide definition so despite never having been convicted of an offence, the prosecution may have still had grounds to raise the application. During Mr M’s trial a Voir Dire was held. This is in effect a trial within a trial which is used to determine the admissibility of evidence. As the subject matter of the Voir Dire often relates to evidence, competence or other matters that may lead to bias the jury are removed from court. He is concerned that issues discussed during the Voir Dire were raised in open court. Hearing the evidence that the judge had ruled inadmissible may have affected the jury, it was up to your defence team to stop this evidence being heard through stopping the questioning.



............................................... JR - HMP Cardiff



Q Under the Proceeds of Crime Act it has been



stated that I have assets worth £36,000, half of the price of my ex-partner’s house with whom I have not lived for over thirteen years. I have proof that I’ve lived elsewhere for the past ten years. When I was arrested and subsequently charged I was living in poverty in a bedsit. At the time of my arrest the police confiscated drugs and a large quantity of money. Why are they coming after me for more and subjecting my ex-partner and her child to stress as result of possibly losing their home?



A Mr R asks whether he can be forced to sell



his alleged share of a property to pay assets



under the Proceeds of Crime Act. Briefly, the answer is no. However, the authorities will continue to pursue him for the money if he does not volunteer it to them. If he is on speaking terms with the ex-partner he may wish to ask her to prepare an affidavit to the effect that he does not own a half share of the property and explaining the terms of the deal that they reached to secure a mortgage for the property. However, he would need to instruct solicitors in that regard and would undoubtedly have to pay privately to do so.



............................................... AS - HMP Haverigg



Q I would like clarification of the situation regarding FLED dates after a period of being at large from an open prison. In 2005 I was given five and a half years for drug offences and gained my Cat D in 2006. I had passed my FLED date before transferring to open conditions. However, I absconded and eventually handed myself in 789 days later. Since being back in custody my new FLED date is approximately eight weeks before my ARD and I’m told this is because my time unlawfully at large has to be taken into account, why is this? Surely if I’m on the same sentence, and I’d already passed my FLED date before I absconded, then it should remain the same or, if they recalculated my new FLED date from the day of re-capture to the ARD 21.4.10, then, in any case, I’ve already served a quarter of my servable period. I’m very confused, can you help? A Mr S asks for clarification of the situation



regarding his Full Licence Eligibility Dates after having been unlawfully at large from Category D conditions. He states that he spent 789 days unlawfully at large and has been given a new Actual Release Date of 21st April 2010 and a new FLED eight weeks earlier. Basically the prison will have re-calculated the sentence release dates by adding the days spent UAL to the Sentence Expiry Date. From that will flow all other sentence release dates. If he is unhappy with the sentence release dates calculated then he needs to submit a Form Comp 1 setting out his concerns and asking them to re-calculate or explain how they have reached the dates given. He needs to go through the two further stages of the complaints procedure before instructing a prison lawyer to represent him in the case.



>> Please note our new address for



all Prisoner correspondence: Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Career Opportunities



Wanted Training Contract LLB (Hons) Southampton Solent University Predicted result 2:1. Modules include: Property law, Tort Law, EC Law, Constitutional & Criminal law In May 2010 I will have my degree and be ready to start a career in a law firm. I am willing to work anywhere in the UK Having already gained some legal experience working in a solicitors office, law centre and working as a part time Portuguese translator, I am now actively seeking a career in law. For a full CV please contact Ms Keury Liston 07792 941914 [email protected]



carringtons solicitors The National Prison Law specialists



Applicants sought for Consultancy Positions in all areas of the country



PRISON LAW ADVISORS APPEALS ADVISORS We are one of the largest firms providing quality Prison Law Advice nationwide Join our rapidly expanding and highly reputable Prison Law team of over 20 experienced advisers Please contact: James Fairweather in confidence: Telephone 0115 9583472



[email protected]



Legal Q&A



Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org to say that his claimed assistance did not prevent the killer being convicted. You are unable to say that and it may be the judge will have that in mind when he sentences you. I hope this will give you some idea of the sentencing range you face.



Banks on Sentence



Q



I have been on remand awaiting sentence since the beginning of March 2009. Is there a set time in which they have to sentence me?



Answers by Robert Banks, a barrister who writes Banks on Sentence, the book the Judges use for sentencing more than any other.



www.banksr.com Q I was convicted of perverting the course of justice and possession of a firearm with intent to endanger life. The prosecution said I gave the murderer the gun, helped dispose of the gun and clothing after a gang shooting. The man who was shot died. He was a drug dealer. The judge seemed to want to make things worse for me at every stage. He kept bringing up my conviction for a firearm which was linked to a building society robbery. What sort of sentence am I looking at? Also, the man who was said to be the killer was acquitted. Would that make it better for me? A



Without seeing your papers it is very difficult to give you a definite answer. In a similar case, the Lord Chief Justice considered the appropriate sentence for a gang member who was convicted of possessing a prohibited weapon and two offences of assisting an offender who shot and killed. In that case, the killer shot at a rival 3 times but hit Rhys Jones, an entirely innocent 11-year-old. Rhys Jones was riding his bike on his way home after playing football. The defendant gave the killer the gun, disposed of the killer’s clothing, washed the killer down with



petrol to eliminate the chance of firearms’ residue being found and arranged for a non-gang member to hide the gun. That defendant was 19 with no significant previous convictions. The Court increased the sentences and considered 6 years detention was appropriate for the assisting offender counts but ruled that those sentences should be consecutive to 7 years for the firearm count. The court then reduced the sentence to 12 years to ensure the total was not too long. In your case you are much older and have a serious firearm conviction on your record. You should also expect the sentence to be IPP. You also ask whether the acquittal of the killer would make it better for you. I suspect the acquittal will make it worse. Your legal team will no doubt be checking whether his acquittal makes your conviction unsafe. I would be very surprised if it was held to be unsafe on that ground. Do not expect either the trial judge or the Court of Appeal to give you any assistance. Gun crime and gang crime are treated very seriously by the courts. Whether the conviction is considered unsafe will be decided on the specific facts in your case. The defendant convicted of assisting in the Rhys Jones case was able



A There is a maximum period for confiscation and there are targets set for cases to be determined. However there is no real restriction on judges when they adjourn cases for sentencing. If the delay is for reports or to await a linked trial to finish then that is quite common.



Q I am awaiting sentence for burglary. It will be my third strike. If I plead guilty can I still be sentenced to a drug rehabilitation requirement? A



The judge must give you the 3 year minimum sentence unless: a) It would be unjust. I see nothing in your letter to indicate it would be unjust. b) You plead guilty when the judge can give you 20% off the 3 years. c) You have entered an informant agreement which you clearly haven’t. You ask if you can be granted a drug rehabilitation requirement. This is most unlikely as there would have to be some



• Lifer hearings and Paper Reviews • Parole Reviews • Recall Reviews • Tariff/ Minimum Term Reviews



0151 236 3331 "I would like to thank DPP and most of all Rachel Barrow. I feel no other legal firm could do a better job! Even the Prison Governor commented on David Phillips and Partners by saying he had never known in his time any solicitor to put so much hard work into a case. Thank you once again." Wesley Lafferty



Escape the technicalities and let us fight your case - call us now and ask for our Specialist Prison Law team. Established 1982 - 7th Biggest Provider of Criminal Defence Services



David Phillips and Partners, Solicitors and Higher Court Advocates 6 C a s t l e St r e e t , L i v e r p o o l L 2 0 N B Nationwide Service



Q



I appealed my 4-year sentence and the single judge turned me down. I am waiting for the second appeal and my solicitors won’t represent me as I cannot pay? Can I represent myself?



A In theory Yes, but the Court of Appeal does not ask prisoners be brought to Court for these cases. So the application will be heard in your absence. If the Court grants you leave then you will be given legal aid and be brought to Court. Q After a 7-week conspiracy to defraud trial, I was convicted and have just been sentenced to 7 years. It was a mortgage and identity fraud. It was against financial institutions and it was not breach of trust. The total lost was £4.8m and my benefit was £1.8m. Do you think the sentence was manifestly excessive? A Once again it is impossible to give a definitive answer without seeing the papers in your case. There are new guidelines for frauds like this. The starting point for, “a £750,000 fraud where the fraud is fraudulent from the outset and professionally planned and either carried out over a significant period of time or is multiple frauds” is 5 years. The range for those frauds is 4-7 years. However bearing in mind the size of the fraud and your benefit, 7 years doesn’t look manifestly excessive.



GUNEY CLARK & RYAN



David Phillips and Partners can help out.



• CAT A Reviews • Independent Adjudications • IPP and extended sentences



particularly compelling circumstances present for the 3-year rule to be unjust.



Please Note: If prisoners leave out key matters like relevant and serious previous convictions or that the Court of Appeal has already rejected an appeal the answers given will be often incomplete or wrong. Please make sure questions relate to sentences and not conviction or release. Unless you say you don’t want your question and answer published it will be assumed you don’t have an objection to publication. No-one will have their identity revealed. Facts which indicate who you are will not be printed. Letters without an address cannot be answered. It is usually not possible to determine whether a particular defendant has grounds of appeal without seeing all the paperwork. Going through all the paperwork is normally not an option. The column is designed for simple questions and answers. Please address your questions to Inside Time and mark the letter clearly for Robert Banks.



Need Inside Advice? We offer legal advice and representation on:·
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SOLICITORS



Our dedicated and specialist Prison Law Department has existed for nearly a decade and we continue to specialise in all criminal matters including Fraud, Asset Forfeiture, Drug Importation and all other serious crimes. We also have a civil team for the purposes of High Court proceedings, with the additional benefit of in - house barristers. We are specialists in: • • • • • • •



LIFER PAROLE HEARINGS RECALL TO CUSTODY RECATEGORISATION JUDICIAL REVIEW ADJUDICATIONS CAT A REVIEW APPEALS



Guney Clark & Ryan Solicitors 60 Green Lanes London N16 9NH



020 7275 7788
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Book Reviews



Monkey House Blues by Dominic Stevenson Gerard McGrath is disappointed at a book he considers is comparable to many prisoner’s tales of self-inflicted woe I preface this review by stating this is not the book I anticipated reviewing for the March issue and acknowledge emitting an audible groan of disappointment when this one arrived in place of that which I now hope to review for the April issue. So yes, I admit up-front I am not an avid fan of the genre of book in which Monkey House Blues is categorized. Those amongst you who read Midnight Express and comparable tales of self-inflicted woe, and who saw the film of the same title, will recognize Monkey House Blues as exemplifying the genre. Sadly, it is yet another prison memoir (excuse me whilst I stifle a yawn). This tale is author Dominic Stevenson’s account of his odyssey and experiences in Shanghai Municipal Prison; one of the biggest prisons in the world euphemistically referred to as ‘The Monkey House’. As one would expect from this sort of autobiographical narrative, Dominic regales the reader with vivid and graphic examples of what dayto-day existence was like in this particular penal facility, to wit: ‘Nobody doubted what would happen next. Wang would be gagged with a wet flannel while a second set of handcuffs was put round his ankles and tied to the existing pair round his wrists. A jug of drinking water would be poured over him for added effect ... A caustic crackle began to radiate from inside the guards’ room, the sound punctuated by harsh thuds followed by high-pitched squeals.’ The quote is taken from the less than threepage prologue. Dominic does not waste much time in seeking to hook those readers who might be pre-disposed to vicarious violence with his account of the torture of prisoners with electric cattle-prods by brutal guards. The book
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is replete with a plethora of equally harrowing anecdotes of gratuitous guard-on-prisoner and prisoner-on-prisoner violent events. Most certainly, Dominic’s book is further testament (if we needed it) to the capacity of humankind for inhumanity to fellow humans.



The Soloist … a lost dream, an unlikely friendship and the redemptive power of music by Steve Lopez



So far you probably think I have been a tad harsh in my critique of Monkey House Blues. In my defence, it is incumbent upon me to write as I experience and conclude; anything other defeats the object of the exercise and would be inherently dishonest of me. However, I also found Dominic’s story to be quite human and possessed of erudite comments; a bit of humour and astute observations. Dominic is a thought-provoking character and I think he would be fascinating to converse with if the opportunity ever arose; although I rather doubt it after this review!



Review from ‘MacNutty’ HMP Peterhead



He quit a comfortable life with his partner in Tokyo to travel to China and has many interesting experiences in dangerous, inhospitable places - the poppy fields of Afghanistan and Thai brothels to cite but two. En route back to Japan from Shanghai he is arrested on a charge of drug smuggling and sentenced to a two and a half year stint in Shanghai Municipal Prison. There are only five other westerners in the prison populated by five thousand indigenous Chinese prisoners. Surviving the hostile environment is a daunting prospect, but our hero is made of stern stuff. You will have to read the book to learn more about Dominic’s experiences and about his psyche than I choose to reveal herein. Yes, his story is one of adventure and discovery, one of friendships formed in adversity, one of Judaslike betrayal etc. Of its genre it is interesting enough but decidedly not a book I would elect to purchase or borrow from a library unless it were the only one on the shelf and I was suffering from acute ennui. Fortunately, it is only of 240 pages duration; a number of which are the de riguer photographic plates, thereby blessedly lessening the text one endures for all it is well written.



I added The Soloist to my reading list when the book was made into a Hollywood movie in 2009, after reading about the musician Nathaniel Ayers, the subject of the story, in the British press around the time of the cinema release of the movie. The title of the book is perfect as you can identify each emotion as you progress through from the initial meeting of Steve, the author, and Nathaniel and each successful step on the path to improving Nathaniel’s life and living situation. It all began when Steve Lopez, an LA Times journalist, is heading to work; deadline day is looming and he has a column to fill. He is stopped in his tracks when he hears music being played on the street corner, to the untrained ear it is wonderful. His journalist head kicks in; how come a homeless man can play music that good on a battered violin with two strings? The man is Nathaniel Ayers. Steve introduces



Gerard McGrath BA Hons is currently resident at HMP Haverigg



Suspicious at first, Nathaniel eventually learns to trust Steve and the others who help through the newspaper column. After an emotional roller-coaster ride, his life slowly improves and the musical genius that he undoubtedly is slowly reveals himself. He survives on the street and only cares about music; music is all he needs. The Soloist is a wonderful story of hope; one that proves the difference between success and failure is having someone who cares and never gives up - no matter what. If you only read one book this year then I would certainly recommend that you make it this one. The Soloist by Steve Lopez is published by Black Swan and available in all good bookshops price £7.99. ISBN 978-0-552-77526-7



Eat, Pray, Love … one woman’s search for everything by Elizabeth Gilbert Review from Jo White - HMP Low Newton This book is a true account of the author’s search to find happiness. It contains three books outlining her journey through Italy, India and Indonesia, with thirty-six short tales in each. Elizabeth Gilbert describes this as ‘Japa Mala’, which is a string of beads, not unlike a Rosary, used for praying in India. The numbers are quite significant and she explains this at the beginning of the book.



If this genre of literature is your bag, so to speak, you will enjoy it. As for me, it gave me the blues ... although diverse opinions are what make our lives more interesting than they would otherwise be. Amen to that! Monkey House Blues by Dominic Stevenson is available in all good bookshops, and from Amazon, price £7.50. ISBN 978-184596-566-2



himself and hopes that Nathaniel will agree to be interviewed for a column but he is too busy at the moment. Steve heads to his office and adds ‘violin man’ to his list of future columns. Time passes and he goes in search of Nathaniel but he is no longer on the corner of Pershing Square, Los Angeles. However all is not lost. After a few visits, Steve and Nathaniel eventually meet up again and what is told, in The Soloist, is the story that unfolds over 328 pages. It is life changing for both men, especially Steve who usually interviews his subjects, writes his column, files them and moves onto the next one. This he finds impossible with Nathaniel.



Elizabeth Gilbert begins her journey after a bitter divorce; a divorce from her husband that she didn’t embark on before praying for the very first time. The book is written with light hearted humour and the ups and downs of her life are quite comparable to many of our own; almost like a ‘gospel’ for women, with some great advice. Highly recommended ... particularly for women at any milestone in their life. Eat, Pray, Love … one woman’s search for everything by Elizabeth Gilbert is published by Bloomsbury Publishing and available in all good bookshops
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We take pride in providing a full range of criminal and prison law services. Prison Law services include: • Parole Reviews • Life Sentence Reviews • IPP Reviews • Recall • Sentence Planning



• Re-categorisation • Category A Reviews • Adjudications • Home Detention Curfew • Judicial Review



If you require assistance with any Prison Law issues, whether or not listed above, please contact our specialist Prison Law Solicitor Lynne Williams



At Tates we never use unqualified caseworkers. All prison law work is undertaken by a qualified solicitor who specialises exclusively in Prison Law.



Tates 2 Park Square East Leeds West Yorkshire LS1 2NE 0113 242 2290



Fed up with knock backs? Act now! We can give specialist advice and assistance on all aspects of prison law including: • • • • • • •



Parole Criminal Cases Re-categorisation ROTL MDTs Adjudications Judicial Review



• • • • • • •



Confiscations Appeals Licence recall HDC Transfers Human Rights Immigration



For more information please contact our Prison Law Department



0207 232 5100 Doves Solicitors 209 Old Kent Road London SE1 5NA



Theatre and DVD Review



Insidetime March 2010 www.insidetime.org public inquiry into the protests, headed by Lord Justice Woolf. The inquiry - the most far reaching investigation of the penal system in history - led to the Woolf Report, which found that conditions at Strangeways had been “intolerable” and recommended sweeping reforms of the prison system. The Guardian newspaper called the report a blueprint for the restoration of “decency and justice into jails where conditions had become intolerable.”



District 9 Science fiction about rising tensions between humans and extra-terrestrial refugees who have been living in a shanty town outside Johannesburg in South Africa.



The anniversary will see a spate of tendered opinions about the efficacy of the report and how it relates to the present day prison system - including many, no doubt, between these pages. But for those who prefer to see history presented in dramatic form, a visit to a Manchester theatre will undoubtedly prove rewarding and informative.



Crying in the Chapel Next month sees the 20th anniversary of the Strangeways prison riot; an event that proved to be a massive landmark in British penal history. The protest lasted 25 days and left the prison service with the £55 million costs of rebuilding the Victorian jail, close to the heart of Manchester city centre. The riot at Manchester was quickly followed by a series of disturbances in prisons across the country and the government announced a



In April, the Fink On Theatre company are staging a performance of ‘Crying in the Chapel’ a dramatic reconstruction of events on April Fools Day 1990. Ten years ago, the company staged the play at a smaller venue, receiving rave reviews. The company, which encourages young offenders to take part in workshops, led by professional actors, promise the production will “pull no punches in highlighting the conditions and the treatment of the prisoners before, during and after the riots.” The production ‘Crying in the Chapel’ by Stafford, Coghill and Clarke takes place between 26th April and 8th May (8pm start) at the Contact Theatre, Oxford Rd, Manchester, M15 6JA. Booking and information: 0161 274 0600 Book Online at: www.contact-theatre.org



I have walked that long road to freedom. Long walk to freedom I“have tried not to falter; I have made missteps along the way. But I have discovered the secret that after climbing a great hill, one only finds that there are many more hills to climb. I have taken a moment here to rest, to steal a view of the glorious vista that surrounds me, to look back on the distance I have come. But I can rest only for a moment, for which freedom come responsibilities, and I dare not linger, for my long walk is not yet ended.



”



Long walk to freedom The Autobiography of Nelson Mandela (1994) To celebrate 20 years since his release from Robben Island Prison, South Africa.
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pops, Blomkamp fills in 20 years of history: the arthropod aliens, derogatively dubbed “prawns”, are like worker ants, leaderless and not too smart. They scavenge, they trade with gangsters, tensions rise, riots erupt. Cut to the present day and a corporation, the lamely named Multi-National United, has been charged with clearing out the aliens’ filthy shanty township, District 9.



For many science fiction fans and video-gamers, film-maker Neill Blomkamp will be a familiar name as the-guy-who-almost-directed the Halo feature film. When that project faltered, he stuck with the genre to develop District 9, backed by producer Peter Jackson. Eschewing videogame source material, District 9 instead expands on ideas from an earlier short film Blomkamp made (Alive in Joburg’ - 2005). SF social parable District 9, which is coscripted by Blomkamp and Terri Tatchell, is highly impressive for a low-budget endeavour conceived in the rubble of a cancelled megabudget project. Although the influence of Jackson - a man whose own first feature, Bad Taste, was a low-budget yarn about aliens on Earth - is apparent, Blomkamp himself has a distinctive voice and seems pretty obsessed with junk versus hi-tech; organic (frequently pretty gross) blended with non-organic (robots, exo-suits); and integration of real footage with techniques to create collages of news clips, surveillance imagery and handheld footage. All these devices are apparent in ‘Alive In Joburg’, the “prototype” footage shot for Halo, and even his adverts for Nike and Citroën - most famously his pre-Transformers dancing Citroën C4. The film starts with an image familiar from many science fiction films: aliens arriving, and a giant saucer taking up position over a city. It’s not an invasion though: these are intergalactic refugees. And the aliens don’t arrive in Manhattan or Chicago, they arrive in Johannesburg. Using new footage and vox



Being an evil corporation, MNU has a secret agenda: namely to exploit the alien technology, specifically weapons. Wikus Van Der Merwe (Sharlto Copley), a member of the MNU middle-management, is promoted to leading the township clear-out. While searching a shack, he has an accident with an alien object and gets infected. Somehow, his DNA starts changing, and when MNU want to vivisect him, he’s forced to go on the run, hiding out in District 9 and forming an uneasy alliance with one atypically smart prawn, Christopher (Jason Cope). District 9 plays out like Alien Nation meets The Fly, but given a serious shot of originality by Blomkamp, whose techniques in particular provide a sense of gritty, grubby realism. Certainly, there’s allegorical commentary on apartheid in particular, and segregation and racism in general, but as the film progresses it drifts into more straightforward action movie territory, and culminates with a huge shoot-out. There are echoes of what Blomkamp might have done with a Halo movie here as alien weapons spit plasma, exo-armour blasts its way through massed foes and drop-ships take to the skies. It’s pretty cool, actually. But alongside the wham-bang, Blomkamp doesn’t lose sight of a human, or human-prawn, story as the Wikus, affectingly played by Copley, undergoes a transformation and forms an emotive bond with Christopher. Verdict: Intriguing, inventive and energetic, Blomkamp’s feature debut is a thoroughly tasty prawn cocktail.



Reviews by Andrew Cousins who is Managing Director of Gema Records, the leading supplier of Music, Games and DVDs to UK prisons. District 9 (112 min) Released September 2009 See Jailbreak page 50 for how to order
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Inside Poetry



If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



H HStarHPoemHof theHmonth H



Congratulations to Gary Hughes - HMP Exeter - who wins our £25 prize for ‘Star Poem of the Month’.



Try To Imagine Gary Hughes - HMP Exeter Try to imagine time inside walls, Where time is not true and truth hurts the fool. A space void of colour, nature and love, Excepting a chapel, where it comes from above. Above is the only clear space for the mind And the mind makes its tracings like scribes for the blind. Red bricks lay on red bricks, Cells ten feet by ten; House palid-faced fearsters, time and again. Four bars to a window, Four beats to a bar, The pale heart beats faster Hearing sirens afar. Circular wire, spiralling sharp, Slinking its high notes To cut through the dark. The jangling keys jostle for their shape in the locks, Keep time for their gaolers, turn time into rock, Basic black shoes, tread out their days, Skidding on lino, mending their ways. “What’s on the menu?” “Got any burn?” Steel trays, the meal trays lay piled high adjourned. Try to imagine a time inside walls Then in from outside, Look out for the rules. Try to imagine a time inside walls, Life’s on the outside, inside’s for fools
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An innocence taken



Katriona Reiling-Waters - HMP Peterborough My innocence gone, my childhood you took, I lay in my bed, my body shook. You took my dreams away from me, Wishing myself dead, just so I could be free. You told me stories of fairies and ghosts, But the reality was beer and pub brawls. When the truth came out you denied it all, Then into darkness I did fall I blocked it out ‘till recently, When I asked the question “was the fault all me?” Of course it wasn’t I was twelve, It’s you that should suffer and burn in hell. My mother forgives you; I’m expected to do the same, To come round for dinner, like a pretend game. So now you’ve taken her as well, Because I told her to go to hell You’ve effected my life for long enough, Yes, I took drugs till I felt rough. I drank until I couldn’t drink no more, But God has spoke, he levelled the score. You see your punishments yet to come, Me, myself, with drugs I’m done. When you die, its hell that waits. But me, I’m set for those pearly gates.



Only You and Me Wendy Bury - HMP Low Newton Do you remember when we went to South Shields? Walked for miles across the cliffs, across that great big field That restaurant in the cave, sitting looking out to sea It seemed like there was no one else, there was only You and Me



Peter Bonner & Co Solicitors Specialists in Criminal, Prison and Family Law We can provide you with Legal Advice and Representation in the following areas:



ο Prison Law



Adjudications Oral Hearings Recall Hearings Licence Conditions



ο Family Law



Contact with Children Care Proceedings



ο Criminal Law All Criminal Defence Work Peter Bonner & Co 8-12 Lee High Road London SE13 5LQ



0208 297 1727 [email protected] ~ Hablamos Espanol - Nous Parlons Francais 5 Tamil – Polish



Henry Opiate…You’re Fired! Andrew Blastland - HMP Gartree



Henry Opiate, when you became my personal assistant Thoughts of you letting me down, were distant Naively, you were hired, to provide a solution I needed help dealing with my emotional pollution Having told you your brief, a contract was signed You were to take care of my feelings, and settle my mind At first all seemed well, and you did your work You carried my burden, and cushioned the hurt I just drifted, and carelessly gave time away Had no time for anyone, had no time to play You became so important to me, I really lost sight I handed power to you, had you running my life In my weakness your influence just grew and grew Until I was helpless, dependant, shaken and confused Half heartedly, without conviction I gave you the sack But the slink you are, you came crawling back At last though, I’ve now seen through your web of lies Take back the mask you gave me, and clever disguise As of this moment, our contract has ended I’m now back on track, hurt feelings being mended I’ve help and support and no longer need you My eyes have been opened, and I know the truth I’m happy and free, hopeful, and positively inspired And so Henry Opiate, take your bags, ‘cos you’re fired!



Chartwell and Sadlers SOLICITORS



PRISON LAW SPECIALIST Wrongly Convicted? Long Sentence? Tired of knock back?



Has the Justice system let you down? Act now! We can provide clear advice and effective representation in all areas of prison law such as:



• Licences Recalls, Parole, IPP, Extended Sentences and Lifer Reviews • Adjudications, Complaints, Mistreatment and access to medical treatment • Action against the Prison Service, Human Rights and Judicial Reviews • Civil claims and duty of care (excl. medical negligence) • Foreign National Prisoner Rights • ROTL and HDC • D Cat and Transfer • Criminal Appeals, CCRC and Tariff Reduction • Challenging Security intelligence reports and Sentence Calculation We can also provide assistance in



Immigration,Criminal Court Proceedings & Appeals and Confiscation proceedings . Please write to Joshua or Rita at:



Chartwell and Sadlers Solicitors 111 Asylum Road London SE15 2LB or call us on 0207 635 5255 (Mob 07507 431045)



If you would like to contribute to the Poetry section, please send your poems to ‘Poetry’, Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB.



Changing Worlds Tim Partridge aka N Wing Potwash - HMP Birmingham



Peter Wallner - HMP High Down The first time inside The gate then door crash close behind you That first bang makes your eyes go wide



Breathless I welcome myself home From high walls and razor wire, Reality unlike the prison’s phone Hives of activity senses all afire In my safe return a stillness inside Back in the freedom endless explanations Something’s wrong I want to hide From the world expectations So many sudden noises of activity Speed of which is so bewildering My feet once knew of gravity But here I find myself stumbling In the cheer of reunion and vodka I feel odd like a stranger Near yet distant I float along Wondering where I belong



You have read about prison Watch the shows on TV Reality is nothing like that vision



Done the first few months, grown hard and cold On the yard, your eyes on them, now they look away Settled in they say, made yourself fit the mould



Changed your ways, less hard, less cold, even the odd smile You spend time with mates now Feeling different, calmer, better, seems worth your while Now talking to friends, about the dreams you all got Loved ones outside, tears in their eyes Moments at night, you cry, sorrow fear…ashamed you’re not All the things you miss, you wish to do Changed inside, like the seasons changed too A better life, never back in here, it’s on to you That last bang, behind you, OUTSIDE Never gave up, to the light Now that will make your eyes go wide We will award a prize of £25 to the entry selected as our ‘Star Poem of the Month’. To qualify for a prize, poems should not have won a prize in any other competition or been published previously. Send entries to: Inside Time, Poetry, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire, SO30 2GB. Please put your name, number and prison on the same sheet of paper as your poem. If you win we can’t send your money if we don’t know who or where you are! By submitting your poems to Inside Time you are agreeing that they can be published in any of our ‘not for profit links’, these include the newspaper, website and any forthcoming books. You are also giving permission for Inside Time to use their discretion in allowing other organisations to reproduce this work if considered appropriate, unless you have clearly stated that you do not want this to happen. Any work reproduced in other publications will be on a ‘not for profit’ basis. WHEN SUBMITTING YOUR WORK PLEASE INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING PERMISSION: THIS IS MY OWN WORK AND I AGREE TO INSIDE TIME PUBLISHING IT IN ALL ASSOCIATE SITES AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS AS APPROPRIATE.



Craig Topping - HMP Featherstone I am a bully, big and strong I have my fun, that can’t be wrong I’ll pick on you, old or young I don’t raise my fists, just use my tongue You’re at the mercy of my little tricks I’ll goad and taunt you, just for kicks Into your life I’ll delve and probe Until at last your weakness I’ll enrobe Just watch me get in your personal space Watch your back I’m on your case Now I’ve found your weakness I won’t let go Verbal arrows flow relentless from my bow I’m on the other side of the gate I’m subjected to all this hate I thought I was strong enough To take the smooth with the rough



Afraid to go to the shower On the yard, you look away, feel their eyes on you Even in your cell you feel their power



It drains your strength, your will No friends, no mates But inside your mind, so alone, the systems biggest skill



The Bully



Compensation Generation Martin Hoskins - HMP Wayland Trip in the street Vultures at your feet Business cards instead of bandages Your pain Their gain You seek First Aid, they offer legal Seek to blame Then seek to claim Accidental financial gain No longer does a sorry make amends Now we sue the bastards, Councils, drivers, friends. Business goes bust And still the sharks lust For the fast buck made from suffering



I’ve got the cell mate from hell Do I break down and push the bell? Am I really soft and weak? I’ll shut up I just won’t speak That’s not working, he taunts me still Perhaps I’ll take a sleeping pill Or maybe, it’s just crossed my mind I’ll kill myself, peace I’ll find The tears are flowing; I made it through another night He starts again, there’s no end in sight I wonder what it’s like to die It can’t be worse - GOODBYE



Craig writes: this poem is based on personal experience in prison, luckily I didn’t get as far as my fictitious character thanks to an excellent anti bullying policy at Parkhurst.
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Your Eyes Go Wide
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Jailbreak



TRUE OR False Here are twenty-three James Bond films. Your task is to read them carefully and try to work out which five facts are not true. Answers on the back page
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Bad Guys: Emilio Largo, Fiona Volpe, Paluzzi Vargas Music: Thunderball - Tom Jones



Bad Guys: Karl Stromberg, Jaws Music: Nobody Does it Better - Carly Simon



You Only Live Twice (1967) Bond: Sean Connery Bond Girl: Aki Bad Guys: Earnst Blofeld, Mr. Osato Music: You Only Live Twice - Nancy Sinatra



Moonraker (1979)



On Her Majesty’s Secret Service (1969) Bond: George Lazenby Bond Girl: Tracy di Vicenzo Bad Guys: Ernst Stavro Blofeld, Irma Bundt Music: James Bond Theme - Monty Norman



For Your Eyes Only (1981)



Diamonds Are Forever (1971)



Bond: Sean Connery Bond Girl: Tiffany Case Bad Guys: Ernst Stavro Blofeld, Mr Kidd, Mr Wint Music: Diamonds Are Forever - Aretha Franklin



Live And Let Die (1973) 



Dr No (1962) Bond: Sean Connery Bond Girl: Honey Ryder Bad Guys: Dr. No, Professor Dent Music: James Bond Theme - Monty Norman



Bond: Roger Moore Bond Girl: Solitaire Bad Guys: Mr. Big, Kanaga, Tee Hee Music: Live and Let Die - Wings



Thunderball (1965) 



The Man With The Golden Gun (1974) Bond: Roger Moore Bond Girl: Mary Goodnight Bad Guys: Scaramanga, Nicknack, Andrea Anders Music: The Man With The Golden Gun - Lulu The Spy Who Loved Me (1977)



Bond: Sean Connery Bond Girl: Domino Vitali



Octopussy (1983) Bond: Roger Moore Bond Girl: Octopussy Bad Guys: Kamal Khan, Gobinda Music: All Time High - Rita Coolidge



Never Say Never Again (1983) Bond: Roger Moore Bond Girl: Domino Vitali Bad Guys: Max Largo, Fatima Blush Music: Never Say Never Again - Lani Hall



The World is Not Enough? (1999) Bond: Pierce Brosnan Bond Girls: Electra King, Dr. Christmas Jones Bad Guys: Renard, Valentin Zukovsky Music: The world is not enough - Garbage Die Another Day (2002) Bond: Pierce Brosnan Bond Girls: Jinx, Miranda Frost Bad Guys: Graves, Kao Music: Die another Day - Beyoncé



Bond: Roger Moore Bond Girl: Stacey Sutton Bad Guys: Max Zorin, May Day Music: A View to a Kill - Duran Duran



Bond: Sean Connery Bond Girl: Tatiana Romanova Bad Guys: Blofeld, Spectre Music: From Russia With Love - Matt Monro Bond: Sean Connery Bond Girl: Cat Aplenty Bad Guys: Auric Goldfinger, Oddjob Music: Goldfinger - Shirley Bassey



Bond: Roger Moore Bond Girl: Melina Havelock Bad Guys: Kristatos Music: For Your Eyes Only - Sheena Easton



Tomorrow Never Dies (1997) Bond: Pierce Brosnan Bond Girls: Wai Lin, Paris Bad Guys: Elliot Carver, Stamper Music: Tomorrow never dies - Sheryl Crow



A View To A Kill (1985)



From Russia With Love (1963)



Goldfinger (1964)



Bond: Roger Moore Bond Girl: Holly Goodhead Bad Guys: Hugo Drax Music: Moonraker - Shirley Bassey



Goldeneye (1995) Bond: Pierce Brosnan Bond Girls: Natalya Siminova, Xenia Bad Guys: Onatopp, Valentin Zukovsky, Alec Trevelyan Music: Goldeneye - Tina Turner



Bond: Roger Moore Bond Girl: Anya Amasova



APPEALS MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE contact the specialists



ASHLEY SMITH & CO For an immediate response, wherever you are, call



Ashley Smith or Stuart Young



0208 463 0099 (24 HOUR)



Our team are experienced, professional, dedicated & approachable Ashley Smith & Co Criminal Defence Specialists 4-6 Lee High Road LONDON SE13 5LQ



The Living Daylights (1987) Bond: Timothy Dalton Bond Girls Kara Milovy Bad Guys: General Georgi Koskov, Necros Music: The Living Daylights - Aha Bond: Timothy Dalton Bond Girls: Pam Bouvier, Lupi Bad Guys: Sanchez Music: Licence To Kill - Gladys Knight



Cr



Bond: Daniel Craig Bond Girls: Vesper, Solange Bad Guys: Le Chiffre, Mollaka Music: You Know My Name - Chris Cornell



Quantum of Solace (2008)



Licence To Kill (1989)
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Casino Royale (2006)



Bond: Daniel Craig Bond Girls: Camille Montes Bad Guys: Dominic Greene Music: Another Way to Die - Jack White & Alicia Keys



cooper rollason solicitors The 24 hour Criminal Lawyers



PRISON LAW SPECIALISTS



cooper rollason



NATIONWIDE SERVICE



w w w. c o o p e r r o l l a s o n . c o m



Criminal Defence and Appeals CCRC Applications Adjudications Judicial Reviews Lifer Panels Tariff Reviews Parole Hearings Recalls Licence Conditions Miscarriages of Justice Low Count DNA Privy Council Pemberton House, Stafford Court, Stafford Park 1, Telford, Shropshire TF3 3BD.



01952 204242 Emergency: 07976 851926



Contact the Prison Law Team • Simon Rollason • Sarah Cooper • Beverley Rizzotto



TWENTY QUESTIONS TO TEST YOUR GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 1. The Stadium of Light is the home ground of which English football team?



11. In 1297, which patriot led a Scottish army to victory over the English at the Battle of Stirling Bridge?



2. What is the common name, meaning ‘earth pig’ in Afrikaans, given to the mammal sometimes called an ‘African Ant Bear’?



12. The fictional detective Hercule Poirot appeared in novels written by which British crime writer?



IQ 1.



?



14. Which former British prime minister was known as the ‘grey man’ of politics?



5. The meat stew ‘goulash’ is originally from which European country?



15. On which Caribbean island did calypso music originate?



6. For which Spanish club did footballing superstar Ronaldinho sign in July 2003?



16. Which US actor partnered Walter Matthau in the film The Odd Couple and Grumpy Old Men?



7. In which decade of the twentieth century did Sir Edmund Hillary and Tensing Norgay reach the summit of Mount Everest?



17. According to a myth, which creature’s repeated efforts encouraged Scotsman Robert the Bruce to fight the English again?



8. The phrase ‘spag bol’ is an informal abbreviation for which Italian dish?



18. What does an ammeter measure?



9. Peking Duck is a dish from which Asian country?



19. The 1960s slow music known as ‘rock steady’ originated on which Caribbean island?



10. Which ancient Greek king of Lydia was renowned for his wealth?



20. In the natural world, what colour are the spots on a common, seven-spot ladybird?



4.



Matthew Williams - HMP Stocken



24 HR CRIMINAL DEFENCE SPECIALISTS. ~PAROLE HEARINGS AND RECALL ~ POLICE STATION ATTENDANCE ~HUMAN RIGHTS ~PRISON DISCIPLINE ~ LIFER REVIEWS ~ CATEGORISATION ~ ADJUDICATION ~ JUDICIAL REVIEW ~MAGISTRATES /YOUTH COURT ~COURT OF APPEAL ~CROWN COURT ~EXTENDED SENTENCE HEARING RECALL ~DISCRETIONARY LIFER PANELS



> We also Specialise in Family Law



* We speak Punjabi* > 24hr Dedicated Service > Fast & Effective Representation > It is our policy to try to visit every client requiring advice and assistance



0208 574 2255 Emergency 0795 723 0560



Latif Adams Solicitors 2 Gladstone Cottages, Wimborne Avenue, Southall, Middlesex, UB2 4HD. E m a i l : N u s r a t @ l a t i f a d a m s . c o m We b : w w w. L a t i f a d a m s s o l i c i t o r s . c o m



What number is missing?



Which number is the odd one out in each shape?



Mind gym



It’s a Con



Need Professional Help? Call us on :



2.



3.



ANSWERS CAN BE FOUND ON THE BACK PAGE



S O L I C I T O R S



What letter is missing?



13. What is the civilian profession of Lance Corporal Jones in the TV sitcom Dad’s Army?



4. The adjective lupine describes which type of animal?



A D A M S



Challenge



7 81 77



APPLEBY HOPE & M AT T H E W S SOLICITORS



We specialise in:-



• Recall • Parole Applications • Licence Conditions • Criminal Defence • Adjudications • Judicial Reviews • Lifer Panels ALP/DLP • Cat ‘A’ Reviews • Categorisation & Transfers • HDC • Tariff Reviews • Lifer Issues Contact Kate Clark or Carroll Slaney



Appleby Hope & Matthews



35 High Street Normanby Middlesbrough Teesside TS6 0LE



01642



What number is missing?



Answers 1 - R Working in columns, letters follow the alphabetic sequence, in steps of 3 for the left hand column, 4 for the middle and 5 for the right hand column. 2 -19 Starting top left, and moving in a Z shape around the circles, the numbers follow the sequence of prime numbers. 3 - A: 15, B: 4 In the first oval, all numbers are even, and in the second all numbers are odd. 4 − 16 Working clockwise, from 2, double each number to give the next one along.



3. Which TV chatshow host was born in the Yorkshire town of Barnsley?



L A T I F
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440444



[email protected]



Service throughout the North of England



Start on the left with the first number and work your way across following the instructions in each cell. Answers on back page. Thank you to Andy Carman from HMP Woodhill for submitting this months puzzle. If you would like to submit similar puzzles we will pay £5 for any that are chosen for print. Please send in a minimum of three puzzles together with the answer!



x 2 / +6 / 3/5 / x 2 / 1/6 / x100 / 4/5 / 50% / = ??? +81 / -25 / +53 / -70 / 5/6 / x4 / ÷2 / 10% / = ?? x2 / +56 / 10% / x30 / 2 /3 / x3 / -64 / ÷2 / = ???



4781032652986473 3268781032652986



YOU’RE NOT JUST A NUMBER!



Shepherd Reynolds



Experts in Prison Law all over the UK



Solicitors Here to help you throughout your sentence



• Tariff Settings



• Parole Refusal



• IPP’s



• Adjudications



• Cat A Reviews



• Recalls



• Categorisation • Judicial Reviews • Lifer Reviews



• Oral Hearings



• LIFE SENTENCE APPEALS



Link eo Vi d i l i t i e s Fac



• CROWN COURT CASES



Special Advice Hotline Service for Adjudication and Parole Issues Call Us Now!!! Contact: David Reynolds



Shepherd Reynolds Solicitors 2nd Floor, 6 Broad Road Sale Cheshire M33 2AL



0161 969 6415
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CAPTION COMPETITION



Gema Music Quiz Love Song Lyrics - what is the title of the song that these lyrics come from and also the artist. 1. “My life is brilliant, my love is pure, I saw an angel, of that I’m sure” 2. “No New Year’s day to celebrate, no chocolate covered candy hearts to give away” 3. “When I get older losing my hair, many years from now” 4. “I’ve never seen you looking so lovely as you did tonight” 5. “I know your eyes in the morning sun, I feel you touch me in the pouring rain” 6. “Don’t tell me it’s not worth trying for, you can’t tell me it’s not worth dying for” 7. “If she’s bad, he can’t see it she can do no wrong, turn his back on his best friend if he puts her down” 8. “Fill my heart with gladness, take away all my sadness, ease my troubles, that’s what you do” 9. “Close your eyes, give me your hand” 10. “It’s late in the evening, she’s wondering what clothes to wear”



British bobsleigh rider Gillian Cooke bursting her skin-tight Lycra suit during a world championship event in Switzerland



The new Gema Records catalogue is out now! (Winter 2009/10) This new catalogue is packed with over 12,000 new releases as well as a back catalogue of over 20,000 CD’s and Music DVD’s covering all genres over the last 5 decades. The catalogue also contains a Special Offers section listing over 5,000 budget priced CD’s and a RAP section listing over 5,000 titles specially imported from the US. The Games section in the catalogue contains a number of games for the PS2 that have been considerably reduced since the last catalogue as well as containing all of the major new titles.



When the coach said ‘split second timing on the bottom curve’ I don’t think he meant quite like this!



For your own personal copy, please send a cheque or PO (payable to Gema Records) for £2 to Gema Records, PO Box 54, Reading RG1 3SD and we will immediately despatch a copy to you along with a £2 voucher to use against your first order.



Last month’s winner



We also have just finalised a completely updated DVD Films catalogue containing New Releases as well as Classic films, many of which are available at reduced prices.



Last month’s winners



Gema sponsors of Jailbreak Another £25 prize is on offer for the best caption to this month’s picture. What do you think is being thought or said here?



Horace Greaves - HMP Bure P Rees - HMP Dovegate M Loxley - HMP Littlehey



Answers to last month’s quiz: 1. Eleanor – Eleanor Rigby : The Beatles, 2. Norma Jean or Marylin - Candle in the wind : Elton John, 3. Lily - Lily the pink by the Scaffold, 4. Lady D’Arbanville – Lady D’Arbanville : Cat Stevens, 5. Jean – Blue Jean : David Bowie, 6. Clair – Clair : Gilbert O’Sullivan, 7. Alison – Alison : Elvis Costello, 8. Sylvia – Sylvia’s mother : Dr Hook, 9. Layla – Layla : Derek and the Dominoes, 10. Lucy – The Ballard of Lucy Jordan : Marianne Faithful, 11. Kayleigh – Kayleigh : Marillion, 12. Mary – The River : Bruce Springsteen, 13. Penny – Penny Lane : The Beatles, 14. Molly – Good golly Miss Molly : Little Richard, 15. Diana – Diana : Paul Anka



insideknowledge The prize quiz where we give you the Questions and the Answers!



All the answers are within this issue of Inside Time - all you have to do is find them!!



?



The first three names to be drawn with all-correct answers (or nearest) will receive a £25 cash prize. There will also be two £5 consolation prizes. The winners’ names will appear in next month’s issue. 1. Who had £1,080 in savings when he left Bullingdon in 2009? 2. What is the ‘heart of the Solar System’? 3. Where was the first AA prison group formed and when? 4. Who would like to start a family whilst in prison? 5. Erectile dysfunction is commonly known as what? 6. Who comes from a deprived area of Essex and left school at 16 with no qualifications? 7. What system updates itself each Thursday midnight? 8. Who advises Steven Relf to ‘get with the programme’?



>> To enter any of the above prize competitions



Please do not cut out any of these panels. Just send your entry to one or all of these competitions on a separate sheet of paper. Make sure your name, number and prison is



Jordans Solicitors LLP Specialists in all aspects of Prison Law, Appeal Work and Judicial Review



Jordans LLP



4 Priory Place Doncaster DN1 1BP 01302 365374 www.jordansllp.co.uk



£25



prize is in the post



GEMA RECORDS - SUPPLIER OF THE UK’S LARGEST BACK CATALOGUE OF MUSIC



See below for details of how to enter. The first three names to be drawn with all correct answers (or nearest) will each receive a £15 Gema Record Voucher & a free catalogue



We offer help UK Wide: • Serious and complex criminal cases • Lifers – sentence to release • IPPs – sentence to release • Appeals For a guaranteed prompt response please contact Rachel Baldwin at:



Derren Jones HMP Durham



• Adjudications • Parole Applications • Licence Recalls • CCRC applications ess , awl ppeal L n a y a I n d o nted b e s e a rele repres wby e s a kN w Mar



It was Lady Gaga’s night at this year’s Brits. The US pop star, dressed in her typical eccentric style, walked away with the most awards of the evening, winning best International Female, Breakthrough Act and Album.



9. Who is staging ‘Crying in the Chapel’ in Manchester? 10. Male pattern baldness affects how many people in the UK? 11. Who has fired Henry Opiate? 12. Who is quoted as saying: ‘Does thou love life? Then do not squander time, for that is the stuff life is made of’? 13. How many ex-servicemen are actually in prison in England & Wales? 14. Which YOI has witnessed a 20% rise in physical restraint? 15. How many offences were committed by prisoners released for Christmas 2009?



Answers to Last Month’s Inside Knowledge Prize Quiz 1. 300 million, 2. Pisces, 3. 100,000 dollars, 4. Corsicans, 5. 48, 6. John O’Reilly, 7. Gerard McGrath, 8. PSO 2000, 9. Alan Duncan MP, 10. Some of the withdrawal effects from heroin, 11. Laura Coghlin, 12. Stephen Reynolds, 13. A month or more, 14. Legal Complaints Service, 15. Charles Hanson



Last month’s winners



Our three £25 Prize winners are: Ken Ward - HMP Wakefield, Charlie Hutchinson - HMP Winchester, Reece Raphael - HMP Bure Plus our £5 Consolation prizes go to: Daniel Carroll - HMP Holme House, Keilly Steel - HMP Newhall



on all sheets. Post your entry to: Inside Time, Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. You can use one envelope to enter more than one competition just mark it ‘jailbreak’. A 1st or 2nd class stamp is required on your envelope.



Closing date for all is 23/03/2010



NOBLE SOLICITORS Specialising in Criminal Defence and all aspects of Prison Law



Offering advice and assistance covering:• Appeals against Sentence & Conviction • Adjudications • Lifer panel Representation • Licence Recall & Parole Reviews • Request and Complaints For an immediate visit, advice and Representation call:-



Noble Solicitors



21 High Street Shefford Bedfordshire SG17 5DD 01462 814055



Hefty Confiscation Order? Bank Account frozen? We are a team of Solicitors and High Court Advocates with considerable experience in Confiscation Proceedings. Legal Aid Available. Somos un equipo de abogados y de abogados de la tribunal superior con considerable experiencia en procedimientos de la incautación.Ayuda legal disponible. Chúng tôi là một nhóm các Solicitors và High Court Advocates với kinh nghiệm đáng kể trong Tịch thu Proceedings. Trợ giúp Pháp lý có sẵn.



CLL Solicitors



(formally Rose, Williams and Partners) 8 King Street, Wolverhampton, WV1 1ST



01902 710822



Work undertaken throughout England and Wales



›› Registered with EMAP ‹‹
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Comedy Corner



“Quotes”



Send in your jokes, you will receive £5 for every one we print!



Match the following quotes to the pictures below, answers on the back page



Ê A woman was leaving a convenience store with her morning coffee when she noticed a most unusual funeral procession approaching a nearby cemetery. A long black hearse was followed by a second long black hearse about 50 feet behind the first one. Behind the second hearse was a solitary woman walking a pit bull on a leash. Behind her, a short distance back, were about 200 women walking single file. The woman was so curious that she respectfully approached the woman walking the dog and said, “I am sorry for your loss, and I know now is a bad time to disturb you, but I have never seen a funeral like this. Whose funeral is it?” “My husband’s”. “What happened to him?” The woman replied, “My dog attacked and killed him”. She inquired further, “Well, who is in the second hearse?” The woman answered, “My motherin-law. She was trying to help my husband when the dog turned on her” A poignant and thoughtful moment of silence passed between the two women. “Can I borrow the dog?” “Get in line.” Jamie Dunning - HMP Altcourse ........................................................... Ê Lawyer: “Now that you have been acquitted, will you tell me truthfully? Did you steal the car?” Client: “After hearing your amazing argument in court this morning, I’m beginning to think I didn’t.” Omumbejja Nassolo - HMP Morton Hall



Ê A bride on her wedding night says to her husband “I must confess darling, I used to be a hooker.” He says “that’s ok darling the past is the past but I must admit I find it quite erotic, tell me about it.” “Well”, she says, “my name was Nigel and I played for Wigan.” David Milligan - HMP Wakefield ............................................................ Ê A chemist, a biologist and an electrician are on death row, waiting for the electric chair. The chemist is brought up first. The switch is flicked but nothing happens. By law, if an execution fails, the prisoner is free, so the chemist leaves. Next, the biologist is brought forward but again the switch is flicked and nothing happens, so he goes free. Finally, it’s the electrician’s turn and he’s strapped in. “Hang on a minute”, says the sparky. “Swap the red and blue wires over and you might actually get this bloody thing working”. Bruno Amorim - HMP Lewes



Licence Recalls Parole Reviews Adjudications Categorisation Transfers HDC Appeals



“



(C)



“ “



”



”



My brain drives me mental



(D) Almost as many people know me through The Simpsons as through my science



”



“



(E) The hyperbole, the exaggeration, the over-the-top delivery, off the wall, barmy. Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair



”



“



(F)  I used to wear a miniskirt. If I couldn’t pull the cork from a bottle, I’d put it between my ankles and bend over



”



“Meryl Streep looks like an unmade bed” (H) Boy George is all England needs - another queen who “ can’t dress ” (I) It’s a big world out there, and we all have a lot of respon“ sibility to look out for people who can’t look out for themselves. (G)



So what we can do is first and foremost, raise money. If I thought we could all pick up shovels and go in there and help without being in the way, I think a lot of people would do that



”



“



(J) I was a chicken… and I had to bleat like a ewe. It makes me sweat just thinking about it!



”



1. Stephen



2. Gwyneth



Hawking



Paltrow



3. Sharon Stone 4. Joan Rivers 5. George Clooney



punishing victims but broadcasting style not the guilty



NEVER MIND THE RECALLS HERE’S THE



Solicitors



Criminal Defence and Prison Law Specialists PRISONERS’ LEGAL RIGHTS - NEED HELP? • • • • • • •



”



(B) Our masters these days are willing to use a carrot and stick approach, but they almost always use the stick on the poor old donkey’s nose and inflict a terrible indignity on the beast with the carrot at it’s other end.



on Haiti Earthquake



6. Norman Tebbit on 7. Staurt Hall on his 8. Delia Smith



Do you have any jokes (printable) that you would like to share with our readers? If so, send them in to: Inside Time (Jokes), Botley Mills, Botley, Southampton, Hampshire SO30 2GB. If you do not want your name or prison to appear please make it clear. You will receive £5 for every one we print so don’t forget to include your details even if you don’t want them printed.



VLS



“



(A) There’s something a bit undignified about adults using Twitter, particularly celebrities who seem to be showing off by talking to each other



Please contact,



Aloysius or Sam at:



VLS Solicitors



Gibson House 800 High Road London N17 0DH



0208 808 7999 Mobile 07940 728 166



aW L oN S i r P Prison Law Criminal Defence Family Child Care Contact Ffion Jones now at: ABM Solicitors 114 Chapel Walks Chapel Street Manchester M3 5DW



0161 839 2626



[email protected]



9. Billie Piper on her first sex scene



10.



Ricky Gervais



THE PRISON PHOENIX TRUST Head doing you in? Stressed out? Can’t sleep? Simple yoga and meditation practice, working with silence and the breath, might just transform your life in more ways than you think...



Interested?



Write to The Prison Phoenix Trust P.O.Box 328, Oxford, OX2 7HF We’d love to hear from you anytime and have several free books, which could help you build and maintain a daily practice.
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>> Answers to the crossword and sudoku below 



I T SUDOKU



FIND THE 2010 World Cup Teams 2010 World-Cup Teams - Australia - Brazil - Cameroon - Chile - Denmark Algeria Argentina Netherlands England - France - Germany - Ghana -18. Greece - Honduras - Italy 19. New Zealand 1. Ivory AlgeriaCoast - Japan - Mexico - Netherlands - New Zealand - Nigeria 20. Nigeria 2. Argentina Paraguay - Portugal - Serbia - Slovakia Slovenia - South Africa 21.- Paraguay 3. Australia South Korea - Spain - Switzerland - Uruguay - USA 22. Portugal 4. Brazil 23. Serbia 5. Cameroon Check forward, backward and diagonally, they are all there! 24. Slovakia 6. Chile 25. Slovenia 7. Denmark South Africa 8. England Thanks to R. McPhillips -26. HMP Stafford 27. South Korea 9. France for compiling this wordsearch for us. 28. Spain 10. Germany If you fancy compiling one for us please just send it in max 20x20 grid & complete 29. Switzerland 11. Ghana with answers shown on a grid. If we use it we 30. willUruguay send you £5 as a thank you! 12. Greece 31. USA 13. Honduras 14. Italy Submitted by R. McPhillips. HMP Stafford 15. Ivory Coast 16. Japan 17. Mexico



Across



General Knowledge Crossword



9



7



8



5 8



1 3 7 2



7 4 5



6



8 5 2 9 6 9 4 3 5 7 1 4 2 Daily Sudoku: Mon 15-Feb-2010



5 9 9 7 5 1 8 5 2



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2010. All rights reserved.



2010 World Cup Teams



2



1



4



8 7



3 2



9 6



4 6 8 2 9



1 3 6 9 4



Daily Sudoku: Tue 16-Feb-2010



hard



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2010. All rights reserved.
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very hard



> Next Issue Week commencing 29th March 2010 Nationwide Service Offices in London, Manchester & Birmingham



Specialists in Serious Crime with a track record of success Criminal Law Serious crime including murder, robbery, conspiracy, drugs cases (supply, production, conspiracy), complex and financial crime, all other Crown Court Offences Prison Law Dedicated Prison Law Team - Recall, Licence Conditions, IPP, Lifer Issues, Adjudications, Categorisation, CCRC and Appeals Personal Injury Accidents in prison or on the outside We do the work to get the results. We fight for our clients. No excuses. Just proper, professional service.



http://www.dailysudoku.com/



http://www.dailysudoku.com/



Quotes



Mind Gym 1 = 160, 2 = 20, 3 = 598



Daily Sudoku: Mon 15-Feb-2010



hard



1 6 9 4 2 8 3 7 5 8 2 5 3 7 1 6 4 9 3 4 7 9 5 6 2 8 1



4 8 3 7 1 9 5 2 6 7 9 2 6 3 5 8 1 4 5 1 6 8 4 2 9 3 7



2 5 8 1 9 4 7 6 3 6 7 4 5 8 3 1 9 2 9 3 1 2 6 7 4 5 8



Daily Sudoku: Tue 16-Feb-2010 (c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2010. All rights reserved.



very hard



3 5 4 2 8 6 1 9 7



7 9 2 4 5 1 8 3 6 6 1 8 7 3 9 4 5 2 8 9 4 1 5



6 7 3 8 2



5 1 7 6 9



9 5 1 3 8



7 2 9 4 6



3 4 2 5 7



2 6 5 7 3



4 8 6 2 1



1 3 8 9 4



(c) Daily Sudoku Ltd 2010. All rights reserved.



(A)10 (B)6 (C)2 (D)1 (E)7 (F)8 (G)3 (H)4 (I)5 (J)9
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http://www.dailysudoku.com/



http://www.dailysudoku.com/



We’re outside fighting for your rights inside Prison Law Specialists in Wales Dealing With:



Adjudications Parole Reviews Licence Recall Categorisation Transfers Lifer Panels Criminal Defence and Appeals



Start the ball rolling now - call Sarah Grace on:



New enquiries 87 Chorley Road, Manchester M27 4AA 0161 794 0088 or Freephone 0808 155 4870 www.marymonson.co.uk



2 4 3 6 1 8 9 7 5



General Knowledge



Don’t Rot On Recall!



General Knowledge Crossword



02920 729 888



Elgin House 106 St Mary Street CARDIFF CF10 1DX



STOKOE ARTNERSHIP STOKOEPPARTNERSHIP UNDER ARREST? SOLICITORS S O L I C I T O R S



The specialist in Criminal and Prison Law



The Specialist in Criminal Law Serious Crime Adjudications Appeals/CRCC Parole/Disciplinary • SERIOUS CRIME • TERRORISM Prisoner RightsFRAUD Tariff • SERIOUS • DRUG TRAFFICKING Licence/Recall Prison related matters • CASH SEIZURESAll •other MONEY LAUNDERING The Stokoe Partnership is a franchised



Our business is to provide expert, rapid



advice, assistance and representation firm of independent solictors with All languages catered for including Greek, French, in all aspects of criminal investigation. branches in Manchester and London in criminal law. Bengali, Hindi and Chinese. Spanish,specialising Urdu,onlyPanjabi,



87 Chorley Road Swinton Manchester M27 4AA 0161 794 0088



0161 237 5755



0161 237 5755 AVAILABLE – 24 HOURS



OFFICE: TheMANCHESTER Boatmans, 40 City Road, Deansgate, Manchester, M15 4QF MANCHESTER OFFICE MANCHESTER OFFICE:



LONDON OFFICE:Manchester, M15 4QF The 4040 City Road, Deansgate, TheBoatmans, Boatmans, City Road East, Manchester M15 4QF 646-648 High Road Leytonstone, London, E11 3AA



You’re Not Alone



LONDON OFFICE LONDON OFFICE:



646-648 High RoadLeytonstone, Leytonstone, London, E11E11 3AA 3AA 646-648 High Road London, This Firm is aThis Member THEofSPECIALIST PANEL Firm is a of Member THE SPECIALIST FRAUD FRAUD PANEL Regulated by the Solicitors Regulatory Authority Regulated by the Solicitors Regulatory Authority



1. Sunderland True or false: Goldfinger: Bond Girls: Pussy 2. Aardvark Galore, Diamonds Are Forever: Music: Shirley 3. Michael Parkinson Bassey, Never Say Never Again: Bond: Sean Connery, Moonraker: Bad Guys: Hugo Drax, Jaws, 4. Wolf 5. Hungary Die Another Day: Music: Madonna 6. Barcelona 7. 1950s



8. Spaghetti Bolognese 9. China 10. Croesus 11. William Wallace 12. Agatha Christie 13. Butcher



14. John Major 15. Trinidad 16. Jack Lemmon 17. Spider 18. Electrical current 19. Jamaica 20. Black
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